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The HY5 is a complete mono hybrid
preamplifier, ideally suited lor boM
mono and stereo applications. Internally
the device consists of two nigh quality
amplifiers the first contains frequency
equalisation and gain correction, while
the second caters for tone control and
balance.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Inputs

Magnetic Pick-up 3mV.F-2IAA
Ceramic Pick-up 30rnV
Microphone 10mV
Tuner 100inV
Auxiliary 3-100mV
Input impedance 47SZ at IkFiz.

Outputs -
tape 100 inV
Main °UMW Odb (0.775 volts RMS)

Active Tone Control;
Treble 1200 at 10kHZ
Bass 2 12db at 10011/

Distortion 0.05% at 1 kHz
Signal/Noise Ratio 68db
Overload Capability 40db on most

sensitive input
Supply Voltage .- 16-25 volts.
PRICE L4.50+0.45 V.A.T. P & P free.

TWO YEARS

The HY50 is a complete solid state hybrid
Hi-Fi amplifier incorporating its own high
Conductivity heatsink hermetically sealed
in black epoxy resin. Only five connec-
tions arc provided: Input, output, power
lines and earth.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Output Power 25 watts RMS into 8E2
Load Impedance 4-- 161f
Input Sensitivity Odb (0.775 volts RMS)
Input Impedance 4/12
Distbrtion Less than 0.1% at 25 watts

typically 0.05%
Signal/Noise Ratio Better than 75db
Frequency Response 10Hz- 50kHz 13db
Supply Voltage 25 volts
Size 105 x 50 x 25 iron.

PRICE £5.98 + 0.59 V.A.T. P & P free.

-v

PS1J50 -N
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The PSU50 can be used for either mono
or stereo systems.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Output voltage
Input voltage

Size

25 volts
210- 240 volts
L.70. D.90, 11. 60 itun.

PRICE [5.00 x 0.50 V.A.T. P & P free.

GUARANTEE ON ALL OUR PRODUCTS

CROSSLAND HOUSE  NACKINGTON  CANTERBURY  KENT

CANTERBURY (0227) 63218
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AC107 0.22
AC113 020
AC115 022
ACI 17K 632
AC122 013
ACI2S 0.19
AC126 PI9
4C127 020
ACI28 0.20
ACI32 016
ACI34 016
ACII7 016
ACI41 020
AC141K P32
AC142 020
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ACY44 030
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A13342 043
00143 042
AD149 045
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BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED DEVICES
ADT140 0-55 BC153 031 91936 0-44 061(5 U44 .11-10' 011 203710 043 292222 022 293392 046 2943761 043
00114 037 OCt54 033 B007 050 136194 013 OCI9 039 20373 049 292368 049 293393 016 294062 043
AFI 15 0.77 RCI 57 VA RD138 055 1113195 013 0020 0.70 20374 0-19 :292369 046 293394 0-16 294204 019
AF116 0-27 BC 158 013 1113139 041 BFI96 046 0C22 052 20377 033 2923690 016 293395 049 2324285 019
AF117 027 oC159 013 00140 0.66 80197 046 - 0C23 094 20378 0411. 292411 0.27 293402 0-23 2942536 049
AFI18 0.39 RCI60 0-50 00155 068 00200 050 0024 P62 20381 040 292412 027 293403 023 194287 049
AF124 033 BCI61 045 00175 066 FIF2n 11.05 0.42 20382 041 2192646 0.52 293404 031 294288 019
0012$ 033 DC167 043 1111176 066 01,257 040 0026 042 20401 033 292711 043 293405 046 294209 049
AF126 0-31 BCI68 043 80177 072 00258 0-66 0C28 045 26414 033 292712 023 293434 0.17 194790 049
AFI 27 031 BCI69 043 00176 072 8E259 094 0C29 053 20417 0.72 292714 023 293415 047 294291 049
AFI 39 033 13C170 0.13 007179 077 81.262 041 0C35 046 29318 039 292904 0.19 293416 031 2230292 049
00078 0-53 R(7071 0-16 BD i 80 077 80263 061 0C36 045 2613800 041 2929040 023 293417 i 294291 049
00179 055 BC172 016 HUI 85 0-72 1307270 039 0C41 022 29404 022 292905 023 2N3525 0.83 295172 0.13
AFima 055 I3C173 046 00186 072 00271 033 OC42 0.27 294040 041 26129050 023 293614 044 295794 0-60
00181 035 - RCI74 0-16 RII1R7 0-77 BF272 0481- 13044 0-17 29524 046 292906 0.17 293615 032 295457 035
AFI86 055 BCI7S 024 BU188 0.77 00273 0-39 0043 0-14 29527 054 2829060 020 -293616 0402 295458 035
AF239 041 13C177 0-21 00189 043 RF274 0-39 0070 0-11 29598 046 292907 022 293646 0.1. 295459 044
AL002 0-72 BC178 021 00190 083 131-1110 066 03:71 041 29599 050 2N2907A 024 293702 023 2630121 0.75

AL103 042 BC179 0-21 81)193 094 130X29 030 72 046 29696 044 292923 016 2613703 043 26301 045
ASY26 028 BCI60 Q27 02896 044 liF)(84 0-24 0074 016 29667 045 292924 0.16 293704 044 20,302.4 046
AS127 033 ECHO 027 130197 009 80883 033 0075 047 2N698 027 292925 016 2613705 0t3 25302 046
AS128 on FICIR2 0-11 00198 099 BFX86 624 0076 047 -29699 049 292926(0) 293706 0.13 26303 060
A5Y29 028 BC 182L 041 11D199 fl -0S 6F7417 027 0077 0.215 2N706 049 044 293707 044 26304 0-77

ASYSO Pia 15C183 011 BD200 1-05 110X88 024 0081 017 29706A 010 292926(Y) 293708 009 2.1305 046
ASY51 028 RC183L 611 130205 0403 13FY50 622 OCSID 0.17 29708 1313 042 293709 040 26306 046
0.9952 0.28 BC 184 043 00206 018 RP/31 622 OC82 047 29111 043 282926(0) 293710 010 25307 006
A5154 0.25 EIC084L 043 00207 ZI-05 138Y52 022 0(820 017 267717 039 011 293111 0.10 25321 0-62
AS355 628 RC 186 631 130208 B1 -Y53 049 0083 022 2998 047 292926401 2931119 P3I 25322 0.46
ASY56 022 BC187 031 B13920 £140 130X25 0.94 0C139 022 94518A GO 0 -II 293820 0.55 263220 046
067457 029 0C207 612 BFIs5 0-27 116)419 0.17 0C140 022 29726 0,4 292926(0) 293821 0.39 25323 0.62
A5Y58 044 8C208 012 OFT 17 0-50 116310 017 0C169 028 29727 031 0-11 793823 P31 25324 077
ASY73 048 BC209 013 BFI'S 077 01Y15 0.11 OC170 028 29543 032 293010 077 293903 031 2_6325 0-77
ASZ21 044 11(7.2123 012 0E119 047 BSY26 0.17 OC 171 028 29744 022 293011 016 793918 0.33 29126 077
Pc i07 012 BC2131. 012 0E121 650 139927 017 00200 048 29914 016 293053 019 1320905 0.31 26327 077
PC008 042 BC2I4L 046 BFI23 1655 136928 0-17 03:201 P31 29918 0-33 293054 0.51 293906 030 20701 0.46

BC109 613 0C225 028 BF125 050 BSY29 017 00202 031 29929 023 293055 055 294056 013 90361 044
13C113 0-11 FIC226 039 3E127 PS5 05438 (720 00203 020 29930 023 293393 416 294059 041 10362 040
13C114 047 BC301 030 3E152 0-61 06939 0-20 0C204 048 291131 022 2933910 0-18 294060 013
BCI15 0-17 BC302 0-27 BF153 050 057440 0.31 00235 0.39 291132 024
0C)16 017 8C303 045 W154 050 BsYsi 041 0C309 044 291302 016
BC] 17
103:118

0-20
011

BC304
RC440

0-40
0-34

RFI55
BF156

0-77
043

05995
BSY9.50

014
044

OCP71
08142

048
049

219003
291304

046
019 DIODES AND RECTIFIERS

nCi 19 0-33 8C460 0-40 157157 041 03055 1:120 P20 035 291305 049 AA119 049 01130 010 005 023

BC12.0 088 RCY30 021 AEI 50 0-61 CltIE 0-55 P21 049 291306 023 AAI20 049 BY133 023 0A10 045

104:125 613 BCY31 0.29 BF I 59 066 C400 0.33 P346A 022 294107 023 AAI 29 009 01164 0.55 0047 018

PCI26 0.20 BC132 033 00060 0-44 0407 0220 P397 046 291308 026 00130 010 34X38/30 0070 0.011

RCI32 013 0CY33 024 333362 0.44 C424 424 00140 044 291309 046 0AZI3 041 046 0A79 0-08

BCI34 0-20 RCY34 0-21 03163 044 C425 0.55 STI41 019 2Nt613 022 110100 041 BYZIO 039 0081 018
BC135 043 13C170 0-16 BEIM 0.44 C426 0-39 71543 033 291711 042 00116 043 malt 033 0005 610

00116 0-17 9CY71 022 OF 1 65 0-44 0428 0.22 Li146 030 291889 035 BA 126 024 61212 033 0090 007

BC137 047 OCY72 016 BFI 67 0-24 C441 0.33 z94i4 53.20 291890 050 B0148 016 07213 0.213 0A91 007
BC139 044 RCZIO 022 130173 024 C442 033 20301 021 291893 041 BA 154 043 01216 044 0095 0-08

BC140 043 BCZil 623 1E176 0-39 C444 0-39 20302 .021 292147 0.79 RA155 046 00200 0-07

BC101 0.33 BCZI2 028 BFI77 039 0450 024 20303 021 292148 043 80156 043 BYZ17 039 04202
BC142 0.33 RDI 13 848 BFI78 033 MATICO 020 26304 027 292160 046 BA173 016 84218 039 MAO 0-06

BCI43 P33 SDI 16 11430 BFI79 033 MATIOI 622 20366 044 292192 039 01100 047 B1219 031 S019 00.6

BC 145 050 00121 046 88180 633 mA7120 021 20308 039 292193 039 81101 013 C062 1834 048

10147 011 813123 072 011311 0.33 MA7121 022 20309 0-39 292194 639 119105 019 (0A91E9) 19340 008
13C148 041 80124 046 11F182 044 04102955 095 20339 622 292217 0.24 09114 013 046 174914 006
03c149 P13 00131 035 FIF183 0-44 MJL3055 0.62 2133590 614 2922111 022 01124 043 C0053- 19916 006
PCI 50 020 00132 P66 13E184 0.28 MIF.3440 0.55 20344 020 292219 022 BY126 016 (0070 0079) 37241413 006
BC151 622 BD133 042 8F183 033 MPF102 046 20345 048 292220 024 BYI 27 047 007 15021 g

OC 152 019 1313135 044 On 87 030 MPF104 20371 048 292221 022 01128 047 005 039 15951 001

KING OF THE PAKS Unequalled Value and Quality

SUPER PAKS
NEW BI-PAK

SE
UNTESTED

SEMICONDUCTORS
Satisfaction OLIARANTEED in Every Pak, or money bask.

Pak No. Description Polo.

I: 1 120 Glue Sub -Min. General Purpose Germanium Diodes 0.56

13 2 60 Hired Germanium Transistor, AF,EF 015
Li 3 75 Germanium Gold Bonded Sub -EM. like 04.3, 01,47 0.65

4 40 Germanium TrargIstors like 0081, 00128 0.55
1./ 5 60 200mA 806-31.16. Silicon Diodes 0.5$

17 6 80 811. Planar Trans. NPN like B8995A. 29706 0.55

TY 7 16 811. Rectifiers TOP-11AT 750m4 VLTO. RANGE up to 1000 0.55
73 8 50 OIL Planar Diodes 00.7 Glass 250mA like 0A203)202 0.55

721 9 20 Mixed Voltages, 1 Watt Zane? Diodes 0.55

1310 00 B0950 charge storage Diodes 110.7 Glees 045
U11 25 1,110 811. Planar Trans. TO -5 like 22(1132, 252904 0.65

9212 12 Silicon Rectifiers Epoxy 500mA up to 800 PIT 0.56

U13 30 PNP-NPN Sil. Transistors 00200 @ 29 104 066
Ws 100 Mixed Silicon and Germanium Diodes 0.55
U15 25 2705 611. Planar Trans. TO -5 like BFY51. 29607 0.55

U10 10 3 Amp 011icon Rectifier. Stud Type up to 1000011, ... 0.56
tt17 30 Germanium PYP AF Transistors TO.5 /Ike ACT 17-22 0.55

1118 8 6 Amp Silicon Rectifiers BV213 Type up to 600 Ply .. 0.55

1119 25 Silicon NPN Transistors like BC108 036
U20 12 1.5 Amp %Ikon Rectifiers Top Eat up to 1000 PIT . 0.515

3321 30 AP. Germanium Alloy Transistors 20300 Series e 0071 056
1323 30 MADT's like MHz Series /AP Transistors 0.55
224 10 Germanium 1 Amp Rectifiers GSM Series up to 900 PIT 0.66
1325 23 300 MHz NEN-Bificon Translators 25708 86927 0935

1/213 30 Fart 9witchIng Silicon Diodes like L9514 Micro -Min, 0.56

1527 12 NPN Germanlubs AT Transistors TO -4 like AC127 010
1.104 10 1 Amp SCR'. TO.5 can, up to 600 Ply 0031/254300 1.10
1.130 15 Plastic 13111con Planar Tram. NPN 292926 0-55.

1.331 20 Silicon Planar Plastic NPN Trans. 1.ow Noise Amp 2513707 0.55
U32 25 Zeller Diodes 400mW DO -7 case 3-18 volts mixed 0.55
3333 15 Plastic Case I Amp Silicon Rectifiers 194000 Berle. . 0.55
3334 30 81119on PICP Alloy Tram. TO -5 BCY213 288024 065
1335 25 61ficon Planar Transistors PNP TO -18 292906 0.55
1338 25 :Silicon Planar NPN Transistors 10-5 HP250/51/52 0.55
U37 30 Silicon Alloy Tranalstore 60-2 PNP 00200. 28322 0.55
1338 20 Pa.st Switching Silicon Tram. NPN MR. 293011 0.56
U39 50 lt17. Germ. PNP Translators 2211303:5 TO -5 0.55
U40 10 Dual Transistors B lead TO -5 292060 0.615

7141 25 Germanium Transistor* TO -5. OC4.5, 912T72 0.55
042 10 VHF Germanium PNP Transistor TO -1 14KTI367, A181.55
1543 25 611. Trans. Plastic TO -16 A.F. BC113/114 0.55
1344 20 611. Trans. Plastic TO -5 BC115/NP57 0-66
U45 7 3A SCR. TO66 up to 600PIV 1.10

Code No's. mentioned above ere given 60 a guide to the type of device in
the pak. The device. tbemeelvea are normally mamazked.

QUALITY TESTED SEMICONDUCTORS

Pak No. Price
I 20 Red spot transistors 014P - 0.55
2 16 White spot R.P. transistors PNP .._
3 4 OC 77 type transistors 055

6 Matched transistors OC44/45/81/81D I. ........ 0-55
4 OC 75 transistors 0-55
5 0072 transistors 055

7 4 AC 128 transistors PNP high gain . 0-55
4 AC 126 transistors PNP 0-55
7 OC 81 type transistors - 0-55

10 7 OC 71 t}:pc transistors _ 0-55
11 2 ACI27/128 Complementary pairs PNP/NPN 0-55
12 3 AF 116 type transistors 0.55
13 3 AF 117 type transistors 0-55
14 3 OC 171 H.F. type transistors- 1151
15 7 292926 Sit Epoxy transistors mixed colours 0-55
16 2 GET880 low none 'Germanium transistors 0-55

QI7 5 NPN 2 x ST.I41.& 3 x ST.140 0-55
18 4 MADrS 2 x MAT 100 & 2 x MAT 120 -.-._ 055
19 3 MADT'S 2 x MAT 101 & 1 x MAT 121 055
20 4 OC 44 Germanium transistors A.F. 0.55
21 4 ACI27 NPN Germanium transistors - ........ _._ 0-55

Q22 20 NKT transistors A.F. R.F. coded 055
Q23 10 OA 202 Silicon diodes sub-rnin
024 8 0A 81 diodes . - . -.._- .- . ..---------- 0.55
Q25 15 114914 Silicon diodes 75PIV 75mA 0-55

26 8 0A95 Germanium stones sub mm 13169 -...- 0-55
2! 2 11JA OM, Yi v Pinson rectifiers 13425R -..._.._ 0-55
28 2 Silicon power rectifiers BYZ 13 0-55

029 4 Sil. transistors 2 x 29696. 1 x 5160T.
t x 29698 0.55

10 7 Silicon switch transistors 29706 31P31 055
(531 6 Silicon switch transistors 29708 NPN 0-55

32 3 PNP Sil. trans. 2 x 291131, 1 x291132........_055
Q13 3 Silicon NPN transistors 291711 --. =-- -. 0-55
Q34 7 Si). NPN trans. 292369. 500MHz (code

- 0-55
Q35 3 Silicon FRP. 76:-$. '1 x .792904 -I -I x

292905 . 055
36 7 293646 TO -18 plastic 300 MIIr NPN 055
37 3 293053 NPN Silicon transistors 055
38 7 .PNP transistors 4 x 293703.3 x 293702 0-55
39 7 PNP transistors 4 x 293704, 3 x 293705 - 055

0 'NPN transistors 4 x 293707,3 x 2143708 055
1 3 Plastic NPN TO -18 2N3904 ... 0.55
2 6 NPN transistors 295172 _-....-.- ..... . .. - 055

43 7 DC 107 NPN transistors -. . . - 055
44 '1 NPN transistors 4 x BC 161,-i x iie iiii ' 0-55
45 3 11C 113 NPN TO -18 transistors .. . 055

6 3 BC 115 NPN TO -5 transistors .- -. .... ... -- __. 055
7 6 NPN high gain transistors 3 x BCI67.

3 x BC168
48 4 RCY 70 PNP transistors TO -18 --.--. 1355
49 4 NPN transistors 2 x BEY51. 2 x BEY52 -..- 055
10 7 BSY 29 NPN synch transistors TO -18 .-..- 055
II 7 BSY 95A NPN transistors 300MH. ---- 055
52 8 BY100 type silicon rectifiers - ---.-..... -21.10
53 25 Sil & Germ. trans. mixed all marked new ......... 11-65

LOOK FOR OUR
SEMICONDUCTOR

ADVERTISEMENTS IN
PRACTICAL WIRELESS and

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR

NEW LOW PRICE TESTED S.C.R.'s
PIT lAmp 3Amp 50519

105 1066 T066
50 622 027 039

(00 027 627 652
783 027 0-32 044
630 032 0-42 069
6£0 042 032 073
ROO 0-63 0-70 OM

iAme
1064
0-39
052
044
062
0-75
0418

7038.9 10Arn6 16Amp 3000)9
TO431 1046 T048 T04.8
052 0.55 658 £137
0.55 063 062 01.54

042 1-67 047 EI.76
0.67 083 077 E1.93
084 11.07 097 -
049 t1-32 21.50 54-40

SIL. RECTS. TESTED
PI0 300104/7 750mA I/5Am0. 300,9 1004m 300mo

03071 (SO 161 16366 (SO 16) (S0 70) (SO to) 100481
50 0-05 006 PIssue 0-08 015 021 040

100 005 007 194001 045 040 041 023 0.75
200 0.06 0.10 194002 009 012 022 025 E100
400 00.8 015 1N4003 007 045 0-30 038 E335
600 0.09 017 I NOM 048 048 036 045 0190
800 012 019 1724003 040 0.20 038 035 ta-10

1000 014 0.30 190036 041 025 0-18 065 22.50
200 - 035 194007 042 0-30 058 075 2300

POWER TRANS BONANZA!
GENERAL PURPOSE OERIE. PNP

Coded GP100. BRAND NEW 10.3. CASE. POSSIBLE
REPLACE: -0C25-28-29-30-35-38. NET 401-403-404-
405-406-430-451-452-453. 113027-3028. 2212504. 2214564.-
457A -458A, 211511 A @ B. 20220-222, ETC. VCBO 80V
VCEO 50V IC 100 PT. 30 WATTS Hfe 30-170.
PRICE 1-24 25-49 100 up

480 each 44p each 403 e1e5

SILICON High Voltage 2507 NON
TO -S cue. G.P. Switching le Amplifier
Applications. Brand new Coded R 2400
VCBO 250/VCEO 100/IC 6.4;30 Watts.
HEE type 201T 531E2.
OLIR PRICE EACH:
1.24 25-09 100 up

55p 502 44p

2N3055
115 WATT ICI
POWER NON
509 EACH.

SILICON 50 WATTS MATCHED NPN/PNP
SIP 19 NPN TO -3 Plastic. B1P 20 PNP. Brand new.
VCBO 100/VCEO 50/IC 10A. I4FE type 100 ft 3mHZ.
OUR PRICE PER PAIR:
1-24 pis. 88p 25-99 pre. 1316 100 pr.- 553

AD161/162 PNP
53/F COMP GERM TRANS.
OUR 1.0.48r PRICE OF

756 PER PAIR

SILICON PHOTO TRANSISTOR
TO -18 Lens end NPN Film. to
BF x 25 and P21. BWAND
NEW. Full data available.
Fully guaranteed.
Qty. 1-24 25-99 100 up
Price each 49p 44p 383

F.E.T.'S
2243619 316 295458 355
2195620 55p 2345459 443
299821 395 BFW1 0 863
2213823 314 MPF105 414

JUMBO COMPONENT
PARS

MIXED
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Eporptionarlp good raw

Resistors, eaPP013016.

pots, electrolytka and
coils plus many other
useful items. Approxi-
mately 3168 in weight.

Priceincl. P. @ P. 51.85
only.

FULL RANGE OF
ZEE= DIODES
VOLTAGE RANGE
2330. 0003nV MO 7

Coo 1245 on (7W (Top.
2640 480 ca. tow (S0-10
8339) 32p 46 Ail fully
reams 533, co. sod
397733336. Sure .301841
767330.633_

10 amp POTTED
BRIDGE RECTIFIER

on heat sink.
100PIV. 99p each

NEW LLNE
Plastic Encapsulated
2 Amp. BRIDGE RECTS.
.50v 614.6 356320
1001.RMS 40p _
200., KMO ass _
4310v R349 505 -
Sire 15 nun 6 mm.

UNITUNCHON
UT48. Eqvt. 2212648.
Eqvt. TI843. BEN3000
844 each, 25-99 254
100 UP 2223

CADMIUM CELLS
ORP12 48p

GENERAL-PURPOSE
NPN SILICON SWITCH-
ING TRANS. 10-113
SIM. TO 2117061. B8T-
27/281950. A.I.I usable
devices no open or short
circuits. ALSO AVA11
ABLE in P31P 9139. to
292906, BOY70. When
ordering please state
preference 11PN or P9P.

'p
20 For 0.55
50 For 1.10

100 For 1.92
500 For 8.96

1000 For 14 80

G.P. DIODES 84
300mW 30 0 55
401.114141n.) 200..1-85
Sub -Min. 600..5-60
Full Tested 1,000..900
Ideal for Organ Builders.

TRIALS
VBOM 2A 60 10A

TO -5 10433 TO -48
SP SP SP

100 88 66 82
200 66 68 99
400 77 88 1-21

MACS
FOR USE WITH

TRIALS
00100 1032) 356 each

FREE
One 503 Pak of year -
own choice tree with
orders valued 14 or over.

BRAND NEW TEXAS
eeleees,w
GERM. TRAM/370ES
Coded and guaranteed
Pak No. EQVT
T1 203713 0071
T2 DI374 0075
T3 D1216 OC8113
T4 20381T 0081
T6 20380T OCSII
TO 21334413 0044
T7 20845B 0C45
T8 20378 0078
TO 213399A 2211300
T10 26417 AFI17

Al 555 each pak.

2102080 NPN SIL. DUAL
TRANS. CODE D1599
TEXAS. Our Dries 283
each.

120 VCR NIXIE DRIVER
TRANSISTOR. BIM.
BSX21 @ C407, 2511893
FULLY TESTED AND
CODED ND /20, 1.24
199 each. TO.5 NPN
25 up 174 each.

811. trans. suitable for
P.E. Organ. Metal TO -18

ZTX500 Op each.
AnY Qty.
=11111.111111111,

8th EDITION
TRANSISTOR EQU1VA
LENTS BOOK. 250
pages. A complete ermai-
reference and 036921CRIS
book for European.
American and Japanese
Transistors. Exclustvc to
133PAK 21.85 each.

-J

A LARGE RANGE OF TECHNICAL
AND DATA BOOKS ABE NOW

AVAILABLE EX STOCK.
SEND FOR PREE LIST.

BI-PAKS NEW COMPONENT SHOP NOW OPEN WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES AT

COMPETITIVE PRICES -

IC BALDOCK STREET (A10), WARE, HERTS.
TEL (STD 0920) 61593.
OPEN MON-SAT 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
ALL PRICES LNCLUDE V.A.T.



-the lowest prices!
74 Series T.T.L. I.C'S

NI -PAR STILL LOWEST IN PRICE FULL SPECIFICATION
GUARANTEED. ALL FAI0178 MANUFACTURERS

I 25 100, 1 25 1004- I

7400 0.18 017 0-16 7448 81.10. £1.07 £1 -OS 74122 £1.50
7401 0.18 0.17 016 7450 618 1117 0.16 74123 2100
7402 018 017 046 7451 0.18 0.17 016 74141 085
7403 618 0.17 016 7453 0-18 017 74145 21.65
7404 048 057 046 7454 018 0-17 016 74150 82-90
7405 018 0-17 416 7460 0-18 047 0-16 74151 £1.10
7406 639 034 0-31 7470 632 0-29 0.27 74153 £1.30
7407 0.39 034. 631 7472 032 0-29 027 74154 £1.98
7408 0.20 019 0-18 7473 0.41 039 0.35 74155 £1 -SO

7409 Q20 019 418 7474 041 039 0-35 74156 £1.50
7410 018 047 016 7475 0-50 048 046 74157 22-00
7411 028 0-27 026 7476 044 043 042 74160 22-10
7412 039 0-34 031 7480 074 071 0.64 74161 £2.10
7413 0-32 0-31 030 7481 21.30 £1-25 2120 74162 24.40
7416 0-48 0-44 042 7482 696 0-95 094 74163 24-40
7417 0-48 444 042 7483 21-20 2145 £1-05 74164 22,20
7420 0-18 0-17 016 7484 21-10 21.05 £1.00 74165 £2,20
7422 0-55 053 0-50 7485 23-50 83.40 83-30 74166 2120
7423 0-55 0.53 0-50 7486 035 034 0-33 74174 £2.50
7425 055 0.53 050 7489 2400 23.75 £3.50 74175 21.75
7426 050 0.46 044 7490 0.74 071 664 74176 21.85
7427 Q50 046 044 7491 £1.10 21.05 21.00 74177 £1.8.5
7428 0-55 053 050 7492 Q74 0-71 064 74180 £1.50
7430 0-18 0-17 1116 7493 074 0-71 0-64 74181 25-00
7432 1150 446 0-44 7494 0435 082 0-75 74182 22-00
7433 075 073 0.70 7495 0.85 682 075 74184 23-20
7437 1170 0-68 065 7496 0.96 093 0-86 74190 2215
7438 0-70 0-68 0-65 74100 £1.50 21.45 £1.40 74191 L2.15
7440 018 0-17 016 74104 21.07 11.04 £1-00 74192 22-15
7441 074 071 064 74105 21.07 21.04 £100 74193 £2,15
7442 074 0.71 064 74107 044 0.42 040 74194 22,98
7443 21-20 f1 -I5 81-10 74110 0-60 055 0.50 74195 £2.00
7444 £1.20 21-15 £1.10 74111 0.38 £147 21-21 74196 21.95
7445 21.98 £1.95 £190 74118 £1.10 -21.05 £1,00 74197 21.95
7446 21.20 £145 21.10 74119 £1 -SO 21.40 £1.30 74198 £5.00
7447 21.10 11.07 L1 -O5 74121 050 0-48 0-45 74199 25.00

DEVICES MAY BE MIXED TO QUALIFY FOR QUANTITY PRICE&
AVAILABLE FOR THE ABOVE SERIES OF I.C.'s IN BOOK FORM. PRICE

(TTL 74 SERIES
35P.

25 100,
£1.45 21-40
22.90 £2.80
082 079

21.55 21.45
£2410 22-70
£1.05 21.00

-.21-20 £1.10
£1.90 21.75
81.45 21-35
2145 21.35
£1.90 21.80
82.00 21.90
£2.00 21-90
2445 83.85
£415 83-85
2210 22-00
22.10 2200
2310 2100
22.40 112-30
2165 £1.55
£1-75 21.65
£1.75 21-63
.21.40 £1.30
24.50 24-00
21-90 £1.75
£310 83-00
22-10 £2.00
£2.10 £2.00
22.10 22430
22-10 22.00
22-86 22.75
21.95 21.90
81.90 £1.85
£1.90 11435
f4-75 24-50
24-75 £450

ONLY) DATA IS

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PAYS
Manufactuturs "Fall Outs" which include Functional and Part -rum -U=0 Unita. These are classed ae 'out -of -
spec' from the maker's very rigid specificatIons. but are ideal for learning about IC's and experimental work,

Pak No. Contents Prim Pak No. Contents Price

VIC00.,-12±7400 0.a5 IIIC.46 -5 x 7448 0.55
171001..12 x 7401 0.65 171048-6 x 7448 0.55
1:11032..12 X7402 0.55 171050 - 12 x 7450 055
UIC03.-12 X7403 0.56 131561 -12 x 7461 0.55
UIC04.,12 X 7404 0.66 171033=12 x 7458 0.55
L'IC05.12 x7405 0.66 172064- 12 x 7454 0.55
1110011 x 7408 0.55 171060-.12 X7460 0515
III007-8 x7407 0-55 172070-8 x 7470 0.0
ITIC10 ss 12 x 7410 0.66 171072 x 7472 0.56
171020=.1.2 x 7420 0.66 UIC73.8 X7478 0.55
VIC30 =12 x7430 0.155 111074-8 x 7474 0.65
ITIC40..12 x 7440 0.05 UIC76... 8 x 7476 0.66
L'IC41-.5 x7441 0.55 UIC80 -5 x7480 015
171C42..5 X7442 0.66 VIC81.5 x 7481 0.65
171048-5 x 7443 0.66 111082 -6 x 7482 0.66
131044 x 7444 0.55 17'1083-5 x 7483 0.65
171045se5 X7445 0.55 ITIC86=5 X 7480 0.66

Pak No. Contents Price
UIC90 x 7490
17IC91 -6 x 7491
UM92-5 X 7492
171093-5 x 7498
171094-.5 x 7404
17IC95 -5 x 7495
171006-8X7496
1710100 -5 x 74100
1710121-5 x 74121
1710141-15 X74141

X74161
7-7.01154 -6 x74154
1710193..5 X74108
ITIC1995 X74199

0-55
0.55
0195
0.55
0.65
0.65
0.56
0.66
0.55
0.56
0.66
0.56
0-85
0'55

I/3MMI-25 Assorted 74's 1.56

Pecks cannot be spilt, but 25 asserted places (our mix) Is available as PAK THO X1.

NOW WE GIVE YOU 50W PEAK (25W R.M.S.) PLUS
THERMAL PROTECTION!
The NEW ALSO Hi-Fi Audio Amplifier
*Max Heat Sink temp 900 *Thermal Feedback

*Frequency Response 20Hz to
100KHz

0.1% Distortion
*Distortion better than 1% at

1KHz
*Supply voltage 10-35 volts

*Latest Design Improvements

*Load - 3, 4, 8 or 16 ohms

*Signal to noise ratio 80dB

*Overall size 63mm x 105mm lir"
x 13nun

FOR ONLY

£3.95

Especially designed to a strict specification. Only the finest
components have been used and the latest solid state circuitry 41 ,
incorporated in this powerful little amplifier which should
satisfy the most critical A.F., enthusiast.

FULLY BUILT - TESTED and GUARANTEED

401440,

LINEAR LC's-FULL SPEC.
I 25 110,

7302 D1L. it 0.50 0.48 0.45
7,1700 1117 14 0.33 033 0.30
72710 1/11. 13 0.45 043 0.4e
72741 D1L 14 0.40 0.38 0.35
72741e 111-5 0 0.45 11.43 0.40
727411.. DIL x 0.38 0.36 0.34
72748P 1111. 0 0.38 036 0.34

813e11: x 051
07701(. TO -.1 x 0.30 0.45 0.40
0L702.1.- TO.5 8 0.50 0.4.5 0.30

T5A2X3 T0272 4 0.00 0.70 0.40
T.',.0393 111 74 10 31.00 0.05 000
T4.135.,A T(1-5 10 01.85 11.80 11.70
457040 TV 5 0 0.20 0.0 0.70

1.471.10C 104 a 11.35 ass 0.so
,4711 TO.5 lu 0.45 0.43 0.40
ZN414 To 16 4 1.20

DTL 930 SERIES
LOGIC LC's
rape 1

111,9311 0.13
1111x1" 0.16
111103 0.16
01105 0.16
111.936 0.16
111.444 0.10
01.94.1 0.30
111.644 013
1111105 034
111801 0.70
019162 0.15
1.11.403 0.45
111.9094 0.45
111.91117 0.45
01 -One; 0.45

014
0.15
0.15
015
0.15
0.15
0.121
0.14
0.3%
0.45
0.14
043
0.43
0.43
0.43

Iles
0.10

0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

0.14

0.25
11.11
0.25
6.60
0.13
0.44
0.40
0.40
0.40

DUAL -1N -LINE SOCKETS.

SPECIAL COMPLETE KIT MK50 COMPRISING 2 AL50's,

STABILISED POWER
MODULE SPM80 £3-25

.AP80 is especially designed to power 2 of the AL50 Amplifiers, up to
15 watt (r.m.s.) per channel simultaneoualy. This module embodies the
latest component* and circuit techniques incorporating complete short
circuit protection. With the addition of the Mains Transformer SITU,
the unit wIll provide outputs of up to 1-5 amps at 33 volts. She:
63 mm x 105 mm x 20 min. These units enable you to build Audio
Systems of the highest quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Also
ideal for many other applicationa including: Disco Systems, Public
Address, Intercom Unites, etc. Handbook available, 10p.

TRANSFORMER BMT80 E215 p. & p. 25p

STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER
TYPE PA100
Built to a specification and NOT a price, and yet still the greatest value on the market,
the PA100 stereo pre -amplifier has been conceived from the latest circuit techniques.
Designed for use with the AL50 power amplifier system, this quality made unit
incorporates no less than eight silicon planar transistors, two of these are specially
selected low noise NPN devices for we In the input stages.
Three switched stereo inputs, and rumble and scratch filters are features of the
FA1011, which also has a STEREO/MONO switch. volume, balance and continuously
variable bass and treble control..

Frequency response
SPECIFICATION: atBass20ll 20k- r

better thana
olt id.13 control

,.=.,

1-215mV into 601!£1LI
Treble control

±154.13 510.11z

2. Radio, Tuner 35mV Into 50K11
Filters: Rumble (high pass) 100 III

Scratch (low pass) 811.118

+15d13 at 201dis
Harmonic dletorfion
Inputs: 1. Tape head

Tape and P.U. inputs equalised to RIAA curve
Insuppuptlyoverload

better than +135dB
+20dB3. Magnetic P.U. 1.5mV into soma Signal/noise ratio

All input voltages are for an output of 250mV.

within ldlit from 20Hz to 20kAr. Dlinentione 292)032 X35 mm
+35 volts et some.

1 SPM130, 1BMT130 & 1 PA100 ONLY £25.30 FREE p.&p
only £1315

14 & 16 Lead Sockets for use will
DUAL -IN -LINE LC's TWO Ranges
PROFESSIONAL & NEW LOW COST_
PROF. TYPE No. 1-24 25-99 100u p.
TS0 14 pin type 33

35p 32
7

18 p
TO 24 75p Op 68p
LOW COST No.
BPS 8 n type. 13p I 1p
BPS 14 1 14p 12p

pi

BPS 16 1 p 15p 13p

3 TERXDIAl. POSITIVE VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
T...3 1,..,,,..tsintion I:7 Are,
,257004 56 (Equiv. 0, 11VIL5V) 01.74
...57812 12V (1,..riev. 0. 51%1{12 VI 31.76

B/-PAK
CATALOGUE AND LISTS

Send S.A.E. and 18p.

NUMERICAL
INDICATOR TURES

15p-  Ikr.rriplion
10151, Liurron ,:tyent..1

Indicator
MAX 351 I. K. I>. Xraonrot Dupla,

0.127' Hirt Cararow.
CD lilt Sit- VemiwNize.Tyre

Tut.. or
(15110 Sidr V,euutg T35.- 

11

31.30

3140

LI 87

E1.70

AL10fAL20/AL30 AUDIO AMPLIFIER MODULES
The ALIO, AL20 and ALSO =Rs are

in their appearance and In their
general snail/ration_ However, careful
selection of the plastic power devices haa
resulted in a range of output powers from
3 to 10 watts R.M.B.
The versatility of their dealgn makes !bete
ideal for me In record players. tape recorders,
stereo amplifiers and cassette and cartridge
tape players in the car and at home.

Parameter Conditions Perlormarms

HARMONIC DISTORTION' Po - 8 WATTS f -1&Efx 0-25%

LOAD IMPEDANCE

TEAK VENEERED
CABINETS for:
STEREO, 20

TC 20. 23.95 p&p 30p.

MK 50 KIT
TC 100.£650 p&p 40p.

EM.L LEK 350 Loudspeaker
System Enclosure kit in Teak
Veneer. including speakers.
Rec Retail Price £45-50 per pr.
OUR SPECIAL PRICE £35-50
per pair p&p £1. ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST!

The STEREO 20
The rfitmeo 20' amplifier Is mounted, ready wired and tested
on a one-piece chassis measuring 20 cm x 14 cm x 5.5 cm.
line compact unit cornea complete with on/off switch
volume control, balance. bass and treble controls,
Transformer, Power supply and Power amps.
Attractively printed front panel and match-
ing control knob.. The 'Stereo 20' has been
designed to fit into most turntable plinths
without interfering with the mechanism or.
alternatively, into a separate cabinet.
Output power 20w peak. Input 1 (Der.)
300mV Into 1H., Freq. res. 25Hz.25kils.
Input 2 (Aux.) 4mV into SOK. Harmonic
distortion. Baas control +12dB at 80113
typically 0.25% at 1 watt. Treble con.
*I4dB at 14kHz. £14.45

INPUT IMPEDANCE

0-160
100 ha

PREQUENCY RESPONSE CE 3d8 Po -2 WATTS 50 - 3510Ie

8ENSIT1 r for RATED 0/P Vit25V. R1=0 51 fwriElla 76MV. RYS

DIMENSIONS x x

The above table relates to the ALUL ALSO and ALSO
modules. The following table outlines the differences
In their working conditions.

Parameter .A1,10 AL20 1.1.$0

1Laximum Supply Voltage 26 30

Power output for 2% T.H.D.
(EL = 8 tl f r= 1 KHz)

8 watts
'EMS

I watts
EMS Min.

so

10 watts
EMS Min.

PRICE EZ20 £2,59 23.3

FRONT PANEL. 4 knobs, Headphone Socket,
on/off switch and neon for PA 100/N4K 50.
FPK 10022,95.

TRANSFORMERS
T461 (Use with ALIO) LIES P A P 104
T588 (Use with AL20) 11-0$ P & P 16p
102T130 (Use with ALSO & 4.1.50) 0015

P & P 25p

POWER SUPPLIES
PS 12. (Use with AL1O a ALSO) 002
212.24 80. (Use with also ALSO & ALSO)

84.26

PA 12. PRE -AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION
The PA 12 pre -amplifier has been designed to match into
most budget stereo system. It Is compatible with the
AL 10, AL 20 and AL 30 audio power amplifiers and It
can be supplied from their associated power supplies.
There are two stereo inputs, one has been designed for use
with 'Ceramic cartridge* while the auxiliary input will
suit most taiagnetie oartridges. Poll details are given in
the specification table. The four controls are, from left to
right: Volume and on/off switch, balance, bees and treble.
She 152mm x 84mm x 35min. PRICE £4.35

FRONT PANEL FP12 with knobs f 1.20.

Frequency response-
20Hr -150KHr ( -3dB)

Bata control-} 124E at 60Hs
Treble control-

+ 14dB at 141CIEr
*Input 1. Impedance

1 Meg. ohm
Sensitivity 300mV

'Mont 2. Impedance
30 K ohms

Sensitivity 4mV

Gwo No P15 .out.
Please sent/ al/ riders thrett la ....re hauu 1100 de5,1.,11. .1, '

P.O. BOX 6, WARE  HERTS
Postage and packing add sip Ore, CI, add crra Co. '

Minimum tilde, 55p Cash will, ordeo ple.ksv

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Money Back
.



news digest
COMPONENTS GIANT ENTERS
THE ENTHUSIAST MARKET

Sit back in your chair, close your
eyes and let your mind wander.
Think how nice it would be if there
was a component supplier with a truly
comprehensive catalogue and huge
stocks who would have everything
you needed for your projects. They
would work with magazines to arrange
for supply of unusual components
for specific projects and would
arrange a kit for the most popular
ones.

Not only that, but they would
guarantee same -day despatch and
would automatically refund money on
out of stock items if they couldn't
supply within a week.

Just a dream? Not if a new
company who are entering the field
in a big way can live up to their plans.

The name is Doram and the reason
why these aims should be taken
seriously is that they are an off -shoot
of R.S. Components (Radiospares as
was) who have managed to fulfil this
sort of service to the trade for
several years.

Doram will be mail-order only and
ETI have been one of the few to see
early proofs of the 64 -page catalogue
that they are issuing and excellent is
the only adjective that can be
applied. A truly vast range of compo-
nents are going to be stocked, clearly
labelled and with all the information
necessary.

Frank Chable, who is responsible
for this new venture, has really done
his home -work. Months ago he
discussed with ETI his plans and
wanted to know what readers wanted
in the way of service. The result has
been that Doram know the problems
and believe they can overcome them.

Closely associated with Frank
Chable will be Andrew Dawes
(G8HEW) who had built up several of
the recent magazine projects from
components which will be in the
catalogue and showed these at a
recent Press conference.

The catalogue will be available
for 25p from September, while the
company will open for business on
October 1st. The address that Doram
hope will be quickly remembered
by heart is P.O. Box TRB, Wellington
Road Industrial Estate, Leeds,
LS12 2UF.

If Doram can live up to their
promises, and they have not made
these without their eyes open, they
are going to get a big slice of the
components market very quickly. We
wish them well.

PETROL PUMP PREVIEW

A new generation of electronic petrol
pumps made by Avery-Hardoll is
shown in the photograph. The new
equipment incorporates advanced
electronic systems to provide comput-
ing, control and digital display funct-
ions.

Among the options available to
customers when they place orders will
be coin/note acceptors, bank card
readers, pre-setting devices at the
pump or kiosk for volume or price
and data recording equipment

NEW COLOUR TV TUBES

The latest advancements in colour
television tube technology, which
include the extension of the precision
in -line concept to large screen colour
tubes employing 110 -degree deflection
angles, were recently demonstrated
by RCA. The company showed a
complete line of the highly successful
90 -degree matrix precision in -line tube
system as well as 110 -degree delta tri-
colour -dot tubes in two sizes.

RCA plans to develop these non -
matrix versions of the 19V and 25V
110 -degree precision in -line tubes for
production by RCA affiliate colour
tube manufacturers within the Euro-
pean market in the near future.

Wide angle (110 degree) deflection
colour tubes provide a smaller diam-
eter electron beam spot size which
results in improved picture resolution
(sharpness). The wider deflection
angle also reduces the over-all length
of the colour tube by 4 to 5 inches,
thus offering the potential for more
attractive styling.

The extension of the precision in -
line concept to 110 -degree deflection
colour tubes provides a system which,
in addition to improved picture sharp-
ness, offers the potential of cost sav-
ings through the elimination of
complex circuit components and dyna-
mic convergence adjustments. The

RCA precision in -line system permits
the permanent attachment of the
deflection yoke to the tube, thus
simplifying installation and eliminat-
ing costly and time consuming colour
tube alignment at both the factory
and the home.

GREAT FUTURE FOR LED'S

Speaking at a recent seminar in
London, Stan Gage, Application Engi-
neer of Hewlett-Packard predicted a
considerable growth in the use of
LED'S: "New materials and technol-
ogy have produced high -efficiency
LEDs and displays with greater light
output for current consumed, and for
a lower cost. When you take into
account the other beneficial design
requirements - high reliability, low
mechanical mounting requirements,
low heat dissipation and a wider range
of colours for example - you get
devices just crying out for new appli-
cations. In some fields, particularly
the consumer products field, I expect
to see usage increase by an order of
magnitude very shortly. This applies,
for example, to digital clocks, radios,
home appliances, and automobiles."

LOW PRICE VERSION OF H -P 80

Our US correspondent tells us that
Hewlett-Packard are planning to intro-
duce a low -price version of their very
successful H -P 80 financial calculator.

The unit is believed to have most of
the H -P 80's functions except for the
more specialised functions such as
trend -line analysis etc.

Look for a price around £70 and
an official announcement very soon.

US SAYS NO TO METRIC

It now seems virtually certain that the
US will not go metric - at least not
within the foreseeable future.

Supporters of the proposed metric
conversion legislation were stunned
when the House recently refused
even to consider the Bill.

The proposed conversion was to
have been voluntary, but would cert-
ainly have resulted in pressure being
applied to many organisations in
technology and commerce.

Surprisingly, the Bill has been
killed, not because of any doubts
about the rationale of the metric
system but simply because agreement
could not be reached about who was
to pay the cost!

Fortunately the inch has been
defined rather more accurately since
its early beginnings when it was 'the
length of three barleycorns, round and
dry, laid together'.



SOLAR ENERGY PROJECTS
The search for a viable system to
harness solar energy has taken a
further step forward through two
development projects currently being
undertaken by Honeywell's Systems
and Research centre.

The projects are a solar energy
heating system in a Minneapolis school
and a mobile solar energy research
laboratory. Both have attracted
grants from the US National Science
Foundation.

COLLECTOR
PANELS

OFFICE

COMPUTER
TERMINAL

CONTROL CONSOLE

INSTRUMENTATION

VALVES. FLOW CONTROLS

FLOWMETER

AUXILIARY GAS HEATER

thick solar collector consists of temp-
ered glass, a layer of translucent
plastic, two absorber plates (which
absorb the sun's thermal energy and
between them a water -glycol mixture
is circulated), a layer of insulation, and
a metal outer frame.

After the water -glycol solution in
the collector system is heated to
between 1300 and 1500F, it is trans-
ferred to heat exchangers in the
school's existing heating system. The
system is expected to produce 1,320

SOLAR AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT--
ARKLA SYSTEM

 RANKINE SYSTEM

c.fr PLENUM --
 SOLAR HEAT EXCHANGERS

'.1r4

DUCTING

" - ----711,14111p-p..
 AUXILIARY HEAT EXCHANGERS

 SLOWER FAN
SOLAR HEATED

alp. ....401111111P"...allilim.._._ DOMESTK WATER

4.4111i1;ilfi7.1"-IL';'4;
sItOti ;

itiri - ': i ...7 41.-or.40,,i .1 .... ,., lib& -,,r ill :,-. ,o

'__'------zii bz- - izs-___ i------ .....,-_

444411VilZt,...,-' z

HEATING/AIR CONDMONING
SYSTEM STORAGE TANKS

The Honeywell mobile solar energy research laboratory. The collector panels run the

whole length of the unit.

At the heart of the school project
is a 5,000 square foot solar collector
system made up of 36 inch by 96 inch
collector units mounted on structural
frames in an open area next to the
school's playground. Each six -inch -

million BTU's a year (6.3% of the
total requirement) equivalent to saving
12,500 gallons of oil a year.

The second project is a mobile solar
energy research laboratory which has
recently reached the field test stage.

Prime objectives of the laboratory are
to collect climatic data to be used in
the design of integrated solar heating
and cooling systems and to carry out
practical tests on the application of
heating and cooling systems to
buildings.

The laboratory consists of two
units. A 45 -foot trailer houses the
solar heating and cooling test equip-
ment and a complete weather station.
A 50 -foot 'office' van represents the
building to be heated, cooled and

A pyranometer check being made on the
solar energy collecting plates. This
measures the intensity of the sunlight to
enable the overall efficiency to be calculated.

supplied with hot water by sun power.
It will also be used for on -tour solar
energy briefings and discussions.

WORLD'S LARGEST SOLAR
ARRAY

A photovoltaic solar cell demonstrat-
ion system is being set up in McLean,
Virginia, by the US Mitre Corp. on the
roof of its building.

The system, designed to convert
solar energy directly to electricity,
will be completed by late summer and
will generate 1500 kWh of electricity
annually. Although the output isn't
large by normal electricity consump-
tion standards, the photovoltaic cell
system is the biggest earth -based array
of its type, Mitre says. The system is
the first step in a continuing evaluat-
ion programme.

LOW COST SOLAR CELLS

A major advance toward producing
low-cost solar energy was reported
last month.

Researchers at USA's Tyco
Laboratories (Waltham, Mass) and at
Harvard University jointly reported
that they had developed silicon

ribbons up to two metres long - and
of a quality sufficient to produce solar
cells of some 10% efficiency.

The new technique may eliminate
the present costly process in which
thin wafers are cut from large single
crystals.

Currently the new process operates
by melting poly -crystalline silicon in a
crucible. The disc crucible is equipped
with a die into which the molten
silicon rises - by capillary action. The
silicon is then pulled through the die
in ribbons about 21/2 centimetres wide
and 0.2 mm thick.

Tyco Laboratories have licensed
RCA to use the new manufacturing
process.

DOLBY FM BROADCASTING
APPROVED

The US FCC (Federal Communicat-
ions Commission) has given the go-
ahead to FM stations in the United
States to use a combination of Dolby
B -Type noise reduction and reduced
pre -emphasis (25 microseconds

instead of the US standard of 75
microseconds). This technique was
recently proposed by Dr. Ray M.
Dolby as a compatible way to allow
increased dynamic range in FM broad-
casts, while substantially reducing
noise and distortion.

The value of a reduction in pre -
emphasis (i.e. the amount by which
high frequencies are boosted during
transmission) has long been recognised.
This would reduce the danger of over -
modulation, but present FM tuners
and receivers would obtain a relatively
dull sound if such a change were made
independently. The B -Type noise
reduction, on the other hand, results
in brightened reception when applied
to a signal received without decoding.
By linking the two techniques, high
quality compatible reception is obtai-
ned by all listeners. Those listeners
with Dolby noise reduction circuitry
will obtain an improvement which
would otherwise require a substantial
increase in transmitter power.

Dolby FM broadcasting has a
number of advantages: firstly, no



news digest
listener or station is required to
convert. The change is purely option-
al. if a station transmits a Dolby FM
signal, listeners with conventional
equipment benefit by a reduction of
high -frequency distortion, a postible
increase in programme level, or both.
With 75 microsecond reception, the
result is difficult to distinguish from a
normal signal, and is only slightly
'brighter' where 50 microseconds is
the standard. Listeners equipped with
25 microsecond de -emphasis and
B -Type noise reduction circuits obtain
four benefits: improved signal-to-noise
ratio; full programme dynamic range,
even at high frequencies; better recep-
tion in weak -signal areas; and reduced
likelihood of interference.

Dolby B -Type broadcasting has
been carried out for some time by a
number of US stations without altera-
tion of pre -emphasis. Since the origi-
nal experimental transmissions in 1971
several FM stations have been trans-
mitting 75 microsecond B -Type broad-
casts, under existing FCC regulations.
As a result, some Dolby licensees have
already produced tuners and receivers
equipped to decode Dolbyized
transmissions.

In 1972, investigations at Dolby
Laboratories indicated that for
optimum use in broadcasting B -Type
noise reduction should be linked to a
reduction in pre -emphasis time con-
stant. The improvement in FM trans-
missions which the combined change
brings about is so significant that the
company ceased active promotion of
the simple form of B -Type broad-
casting. Early in 1973, Dolby
Laboratories recommended to all its
consumer equipment licensees that
where they incorporate B -Type
circuits for FM decoding, they should
also include a time constant switch
option, as it was hoped - and consid-
ered a likely possibility - that the FCC
and other broadcasting authorities
would eventually agree with the
company's technical conclusions.

TV RECORDING BREAKTHROUGH

Researchers at Batelle (Washington
USA) claim to have made a break-
through in TV recording.

They have developed a method of
using lasers to scan TV pictures and
storing the resultant image on a
photosensitive plate.

The pictures are converted to
digital information which is then
recorded as a series of dots, each one
micrometre diameter. Data density
is 200 million bits/sq. in.

Playback is achieved by an optical
scanner.

The technique's main advantage is
that of cost. Whereas a 30 minute

magnetic tape recording normally costs
about £20 Batelle claim that their
method would enable the same
material to be recorded on a 120 by
170 mm record for as little as 20p.

ORGAN TONE IC'S

Two IC's have been announced which
will be of considerable interest to
organ builders.

From General Instruments comes
the AY -1-0212 MOS circuit. This
requires a single input frequency to
produce the full chromatic scale of
12 notes. Six stage dividers to accom-
pany this (AY -1-6721/6) are also
available. Both components are
available from Semicomps of Wembley,
Middx. Price of the tone generator
is £5.55.

From ITT Germany there is news

of another chip which generates the
top 13 notes of an organ and it
carries the coding SAH200. Supply
voltage is 22V. Stability is claimed to
be excellent and is within ±.-.0.011
per cent.

WATTS RMS NOW OFFICIAL

The US Federal Trade Commission has
now set a date for enforcing its new
strict rules on audio power claims for
home hi-fi equipment.

Legislation, effective November 4,
1974, specifies that amplifier power
output must be quoted as continuous
power capability (watts rms).

Other specifications, such as peak
power or music power may still be
used but must be based on recognised
industry standards and must be
subservient to the main rms disclosure.

'SCISSOR STYLE' CUTTING AIDS

A new range of production aids has
been introduced by Adcola Products
Ltd. They are designed to deal with
a wide variety of wire cutting and
sheet metal trimming applications.
All the cutters feature 'scissor -type'
operation and incorporate a special
cutting edge to provide a positive,
clean cut on copper and steel wire
(up to about one mm diameter).
The surgical scissor style is claimed
to give easier and more accurate
control. The tools are manufactured
to precision standards in high quality
chromium stainless steel.
Three models are available.

The FMI7 replaces conventional
side cutters for use with single or
multi -stranded wire. The serrated
edge ensures a good clean cut
eliminating burred wire edges, which
in the past have created difficulties
when removing components from

printed circuit boards.
The FM16 features a side -snips

configuration allowing use as
tin -snips to cut small radii. It is
possible to successfully cut right to
the very point of the cutting edge
making the cutter ideal for fine work.

The FMI7 is spring loaded and
leaves a standard finished wire length
termination of I.2mm from the PCB,
making it ideal for solder flow bath
applications. The finished wire cut is
clean without burred edges and the
tool is suitable for use after soldering
too. The tools are specifically
designed for use as ancillary aids to
soldering in the electrical and
electronics industries and are priced
from £5.10p plus VAT and details
may be obtained direct from:
Adcola Products Ltd., Adcola House,
Gauden Road, London, SW4.

Continued on page 70.
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Beforeyoubuilda Heathkit
sendaway fora free

bookful of encouragement.
The new Heathkit catalogue.
In it you'll find the whole range of Heathkit

electronic kits. The world's largest range, in fact.
Every one of which you can build yourself.

Easily. And quickly.
And, if you're not convinced, we're sure a quick

glance through our catalogue will soon encourage
you to try.

You'll probably surprise yourself.
Because, even if you've never used a soldering

iron in your life, you can build a Heathkit. '
The easy to understand assembly manual and

Kit Builder's Guide you'll get, see to that.

Start with something comparatively easy
perhaps. Like our very popular digital
alarm clock-the one on the front
cover of the catalogue. It should only
take you about three enjoyable evenings.

After which you may like to try your hand at the
AR -1214 stereo receiver. Beautifully finished and

delivering 20 watts music
power a channel, it's
ideally suited to form
the basis of a

complete stereo system.
Or, if you want something to drag you away

from watching television all night, we have just the
thing: a television.

The GR-9900 to be precise. A 12" solid-state
black and white television designed for mains or 12V
battery operation.

So you can use it in
the boat or caravan as well
as at home.

Yet it's so straight-
forward to build that even
a first time kit builder
will probably be switching on
after only a few short evenings of absorbing work.

Send us the coupon now and we'll send you your
free catalogue. Or, if you happen to be in London or
Gloucester, call in and see us. The London Heathkit
Centre is in Tottenham Court Road (where else?) at
number 233.

The Gloucester showroom is next to our factory
in Bristol Road

At either one you can be sure you'll get a lot of
encouragement.

Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept ETI-974,
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.

Telephone: Gloucester (0452) 29451.

r The newHeathkit catalogue. Out now. FREE
1

To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept ETI-974 , Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Please send me my free Heathkit catalcigue.

Name Address

&member easy terms are available with the Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan
HEATH

Schlumberger
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In recent years, man has taken to the sea as never before. In
this article, Dr. Sydenham deals with sub -surface operations.

VISUAL means of measuring distance
and position under the sea are not
satisfactory because the visibility is

too poor.

With ocean depths running to many
kilometres, the 50 m or so that
daylight penetrates is relatively
insignificant. Even at the bottom of
the Continental Shelves (where most
of the present underwater human
activity takes place) artificial light is

necessary.

With the exception of VLF radio
transmissions (which lack adequate
precision anyway for most sea floor
work) radio location methods are of
no use, as water rapidly attenuates
the signal.

Fortunately acoustic waves, in
contrast to electro-magnetic waves,
travel well in water so radar -like
principles can still be used, but with
different hardware. Furthermore, the
acoustic velocity of waves in water is
considerably slower than that of

electro-magnetic propagation so it is

possible to gain finer detail of
structure and position - the problems
of interval timing are not as severe at
the reduced velocity.

Positional sensing devices are needed
in oil -drilling control, in hydrographic
surveys where the sea floor is charted,
in fishing, in exploration and in
military operations. Decompression
and compression effects alter rapidly
due to the high density of water
compared with air and any man or
machine venturing well below the
surface needs to know the depth if
only for reasons of safety. Many
undersea measurements can be made
from the comfort of the surface -
others must be made from below.

Acoustic Sensors - The basic
elements of a sonic underwater ranging
or communication system are the
transmitter transducer that sends out
the acoustic signal; a receiver (which
may be the same transmitter

transducerl and a data processing and
display system - see Fig. 1.

Most systems operate in the
ultra -sonic region making use of
electric spark discharge, piezo-electric
or magnetostrictive modulation
methods to couple electrical energy to
the water medium as acoustic energy
waves. Various names are in use
echo sounders, sonar (short for sonic
radar), hydrophones and acoustic
sounders - there is little specific
meaning in each.
Sonar ranging systems use the same

principles as electro-magnetic radar -
that is, they may measure the time of
flight of a pulse or they may use
continuous wave methods.

The Freid Krupp Atlas-Elektronic
echo -sounder operates simultaneously
with 30 kHz and 210 kHz carrier
frequencies to cover the depth range
from zero to 300m.

The varying velocity of sound waves
in water limits the accuracy of sonic
methods to about 0.1 percent and 18
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switched ranges are used to obtain
resolution at the respective depths.

This system can resolve increments
down to 50 mm, depending on range,
sending the sounding pulses of carrier
at 60 per second. The higher
frequency in this system is for charting
the upper surface of the sea -floor mud,
the lower frequency penetrates as

deeply as 8 m down into the mud.
Many sonar devices now include a

display that provides a picture of the
sea bottom. Depending on the type of
sensing arrangement, this will be either
a cross-sectional profile or a plan view.

If the sensor is hull mounted the
ship's noise, especially while the ship is
under way, will seriously restrict the
attainable resolution. More sensitive
systems, for example the E,G & G
side -scan sonar have the sensing
transducer in a towed hydrodynamic
'fish' that hangs as much as 600 m
down. In this side -scan device the 'fish'
transmits short acoustical bursts ol
carrier at right angles to the path of
movement: the beams slant slightly
downwards to impinge on the bottom
below. Time interval differences
between sent and received pulses
enable a picture of the bottom to be
built up on a ship -mounted display.
This display is clear enough for fine
sea -floor detail to be studied out to
450 m on each side. (See Fig. 2).
Seismic sounding is another acoustic

method. This is used to explore the
structure, rather than surface details,
of the rock and mud below the floor.
Explosive charges, compressed air
releases, spark discharges and other
methods propagate a soundwave down
into the floor. (Explosives used range
in size from tens of grams to tens of
tonnes). These waves eventually
emerge out of the rock because of

Fig.?. Schematic and actual photograph of the Thomson
- CSF portable sonar used by divers to locate obstacles
whilst underwater. The unit uses a reflector cone of
140 mm diameter to enhance the gain.

reflections from the interface of rock
layers or from diffraction effects that
curve the rays. Arrays of floating or
floor -placed hydrophone pickups
detect the emergent sound waves. The
strength of the signal and its arrival
time at each sensor are then combined

Fig.2. Side -scan sonar was used to provide this sea bed at slant range
view of the sand floor in which the sandwaves of 76.2 metres to

. and. an exposed pipe -line can be seen. port of transducer

with the known acoustic wave
velocities to give a cross sectional
picture of the structure being studied.
The example shown in Fig. 3. is part
of a survey of the English Channel
made for the Channel Tunnel project.

Acoustic methods are also used in

transmission lines

-sea bed vertically -
below transducer

range markers at
15 metre intervals

sea bed at slant range
of 76.2 metres to
starboard of transducer
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Fig -3. Seismic sounding enables the cross-section of sea floor structure to be

obtained.

the search for underwater objects. In
one military system, a listening head is
lowered into the water from a

helicopter. Figure 4 shows a piece of
commercial equipment. This is a

scanning sonar that is lowered on a
cable. Its sensing head rotates to view
a circle perpendicular to the cable; a
1 m sphere can be detected at 120 m
range, an acoustic marker at 500 m.
Acoustic markers are active devices

deployed at a datum point - they
transmit a closely omnidirectional,

equal intensity acoustic carrier. The
Thomson-CSF 7011 unit sends out
50 ms bursts of 38 kHz each 0.5 s. Its
battery pack operates the marker for
10 days. The Thomson 7021 unit
operates for six months unattended.

As with radio -location methods,
some acoustical methods make use of
transponders. This technique reduces
the battery drain, as the transponders
only transmit at full power when
instructed to by the incoming energy.

Divers use acoustic markers for

.4. Immersed objects search sonar by
omson - CSF.

relocation. A more spectacular use is

in deep sea drilling. Here they are used
for automatic control of drill string
position when re-entry into the
bore -hole is required.

Around 1965 it was decided that
much scientific information would be
obtained if core samples could be

taken from the deep sea-bed floor. An
oil -drilling rig - renamed the Glomar
Challenger - was converted for this
purpose and was put into service
sampling line after line across the sea
floor.
To collect these samples, exploratory

holes must be drilled in the sea floor at
water depths of 7 km. It is not hard to
visualize the difficulties of such an
undertaking. For a start using a seven
kilometre long supported drill string of
just some 150 mm diameter is like
feeding the end of a long piece of
cotton into a needle hole that can't be
seen. The drilling rig must remain
above the hole during drilling
regardless of sea state and it must be
possible to reinsert the end of the drill
string into the hole with reasonable
ease.
Sonar is used to re-enter the bit into

a 5 m diameter concrete cone that sits
on the sea bottom. Acoustic sensors,
mounted around the edge, provide
signals to power the string thruster (a
water -jet from the side of the string at
20 m up from the bit) until the bit is
over the cone.

Commercial companies have since
developed somewhat similar systems
for use in shallower water. A re-entry
sonar unit by Thompson-CSF, is

shown in Fig. 5. Their system
eliminates the entry cone to the well
head and lessens the chance that the
string or drilling operation will damage
the sensors. The unit is set on the
bottom near to the hole and the
rotating search sonar gives a panoramic
display of the sea-bed. The surface
operators can then manoeuvre the ship
accordingly. The small cone at the top
is the outlet of a taut -wire
inclinometer (discussed later in this
article). The unit will operate in
depths to 300 m enabling its surface
operators to see out to 80 m.

Undoubtedly acoustic methods are at
present the most powerful means
available for seeing underwater. Few
vessels can do without one form or
another.
To round off this description of

sonic methods let us look at what is
probably the biggest acoustic 'fish' yet
made. This is the Geological Long
Range Asdic (GLORIA). It was built
by the British National Institute of
Oceanography at Guildford for making
side -scanned sonar maps of the
bottom. The device is 50 m wide,
some eight tonnes in weight and 10 m
long.

It is towed at 10 knots at a depth of
200 m. Inside are automatic steering



Fig.5. Acoustic methods of measurements
make it possible to thread a drill -string into
the bore -hole by remote control from the ship.

units to control altitude and depth - a
map would be meaningless without
control of the direction of the sensors.
One hundred and forty four trans-
ducers look out 20 km each side.
With a maximum design depth of 9 km
this device should add considerably to
our knowledge of the sea floor.

Underwater acoustics are versatile
but other methods often provide a
more economical solution or solve a
problem outside the capability of
sonar.

TAUT WIRE INCLINOMETERS
Possibly the easiest way to locate

position on the bottom from a ship is
to stretch a wire between both points,
using its length and angle to the
vertical to relate the two.
TSM 9101 is the code number of the

Thompson-CSF inclinometer used in
oil well drilling. It is shown installed
on 'Toucan' in Fig. 6. A five to 10 mm
diameter high -tensile cable is secured
to the bottom with a dead-weight (the
sonar re-entry unit mentioned earlier,
for instance). The shipboard end is

held under constant tension by an
electric winch which has automatic
control over the pull exerted.
Outboard from the hull, where the
cable enters the water are the
inclinometer units in which two
damped pendulums (driving
transducers) monitor tilt in mutually
perpendicular directions. This method
is not as accurate in defining position
as some sonic procedures but suffices
to hold the ship (using feedback
control - see later) within a cone of
diameter of five per cent of the depth;
the sensors measure to within one per

Fig.6. Inclinometer control of ship position. The cable goes to a bottom location and is held
tensioned. Inclinometers measure the tilts of the wire in each horizontal direction.

cent. Greater accuracy would require
corrections to allow for the catenary
shape in which the cable hangs when
not truly vertical. This has been
investigated by a North American
team.

TELEVISION
Another way to position objects is to

lower a television system and lights so
that relative positions can be seen
from the surface, CCTV has been used
to look into drill holes, to drop grabs
when a worthwhile bite can be made,
to close fish nets when a shoal swims
in.

The ill-fated 'Thresher' submarine
was finally identified this way in 1963
but even before that this method

. identified the underwater wreck of the
'Affray' - back in 1951. You

.probably remember the saga when the
US Airforce lost an H-bomb off the
coast of Spain in 1965. The
remote -controlled submersible CURV
was lowered to find and retrieve the
bomb. Television and sonar sensors
were used in the operation.

Recent advances in low -light
television have greatly improved the
seeing power of CCTV in underwater
exploration.

A!R
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Fig.7. Basics of a differential -pressure sensor designed to monitor wave heights.
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WE'RE ALL AT SEA ...
FREE -FALL CAPSULES

So far we have looked at methods
that are tied, either physically or by an
information carrier link, to the mother
ship. Another class of devices are

released from the surface to fall freely
- collecting data during the descent,
or when in position at the bottom.

These are particularly useful for
extended periods of measurement as it
is costly to keep a surface vessel in
place for a long time. One example is
the measurement of wave and swell
heights when records of many months
duration are needed and measurements
often must be made in quite
inaccessible places.
Two methods are used for collecting

the data transmitted by the capsule.
The capsule may have an acoustic data
link to a surface buoy and the data is
retransmitted from there, or, as is more
common, the capsule will contain
recorders that are interrogated upon
retrieval of the capsule.

Recovering a free -fall capsule
requires some ingenuity. Some
capsules have an inbuilt time -switched
trigger to float them back up at the
right time. In others a surface -sent
sonar pulse activates the flotation
device. Still the loss of free -fall
capsules is a major problem. Even
tethered capsules go astray.

WAVE HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
It is difficult to measure wave -height

from a surface location for there is no
stable -altitude platform from which to
measure the height changes. The
Air -borne laser terrain profiler can
provide a measure but is not the most
economical way if wave -height time
variations at a fixed point are needed
over long periods. Instead, it is easier
to make use of a sensitive
pressure -gauge that monitors sea floor
pressure; the height of water at any
moment governs the hydrostatic
pressure below.

In wave -height meters the design
must incorporate automatic pressure
balancing to counter the absolute
pressure as the device descends. In the
Horace Lamb Centre system, shown in
Fig. 7, the tyre inner tube compresses
with depth producing a pressure
balance between the inside and outside
of the measuring bellows. When the
end of the hanging chain touches the
bottom it reduces the weight on the
valve shutting off the air -cock. The
differential -pressure transducer is thus
balanced on each side at the ambient
pressure and is then ready to record
the small pressure changes brought
about by the changing water -head.
Absolute pressure is, of course, a

measure of absolute depth and this
principle is used to gauge depth - in
the same way as the aircraft altimeter

measures height. The design of depth
gauges is, however, quite different
from that of altimeters for sea

pressures run to kilograms per square
millimetre. Skin divers use small
wrist -watch size pressure gauges to give
them a depth reading.

HOLOGRAPHY
Holography is a universal method

capable of utilizing any coherent wave
source and is now being adapted for
use in sea -floor mapping. The object of
interest is illuminated with a broad
wave -front of coherent acoustic
radiation. The subsequent reflections
are received at the surface where they
are mixed with coherent radiation
taken directly from the source. An
interference pattern is created where
they meet on the surface. This is the
hologram (the name usually associated
with laser radiation) or phasigram (for
acoustic holography). The plane
hologram contains enough information
for the scene to be recreated as a 3-D
image - achieved by looking through
the hologram at a similar coherent
source.

Acoustic holography seems best
underwater, for the coupling and
attenuation problems are less than at
other radiation wavelengths. This is,

however, not necessarily so. Laser
radiation, especially at green
wavelengths, is also suitable. The
earlier preoccupation with sonic
methods has led to greater experience
with acoustics but recent events now
show laser methods to be applicable in
water.

In the sonic technique, use has been
made of an oil film on the surface that
forms in a 3-D shape related to the
acoustic interferences. This can then
be recorded as an optical hologram
using laser radiation. Still water is,
however, essential so other workers are
researching the use of scanned signal
or multiple hydrophones as a way to
record the phasigram in a moving
surface situation.

Both methods are still in their
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infancy but in this decade we can
expect to see holography used to
produce reconstructed pictures of the
sea floor, thus giving still more
alternative methods with which to
study the underwater world.

CONTROL OF POSITION
Having seen how we can determine

position and produce a control signal,
it is appropriate to conclude with a
quick look at automatic positioning
techniques used at sea.

Automation requires first a position
sensor, then instrumentation to
process the positional and time data
and produce the error signals which
drive the vessel's manoeuvring system.
The final requirement is devices to
produce thrust in a particular
direction.

Automation can be used either to
guide a moving vessel (navigation) or
hold a vessel stationary (dynamic
positioning).

AUTO NAVIGATION
Provided the input to a rudder

accepts the form of signal produced by
the processor, and a rudder
position -feedback transducer exists,
then auto navigation can be arranged
by assembling the various units as

illustrated in Fig. 8. Radio location
methods can be switched into the
system to give actual position data; the
system will also work from a magnetic
compass output or a gyro unit. The
auto -pilot unit accepts the positional
data, compares it with the desired
position data and produces an error
signal if there is a difference. The
steering gear is then driven accordingly
to reduce the error and hold it close to
zero. A rate -gyro is also incorporated
to assist turning operations - it
provides a precise short-term
directional reference.

Several manufacturers offer facilities
that automatically plot position (to
the appropriate map -scale) as a course
is followed. These can be used as a

check of the autopilot or as a manual
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Fig.9. Block diagram of system, based on the taut -wire inclinometer, to hold a ship in a
constant position regardless of sea -state.

aid to semi -automatic navigation. The
Del Norte equipment, for example, has
a general-purpose processor to convert
navigational instrument signals into a
form compatible with a programmable
desk calculator having a coupled x -y
plotter. This equipment also provides
left/right steer indication for manual
control.

In hydrographic survey the aim is to
chart the sea -depth in order to plot
maps. It has been suggested that the
use of a number of slaved sounding
launches covering the area around the
mother ship would be advantageous.
One institute has already built a

remote -controlled unmanned launch
to test the feasibility of the concept.

DYNAMIC POSITIONING

In the main, it is the oil rigs that
need motion stabilisation.
Consequently many drilling ships now
have advanced position -control
mechanisms. As the vessel is not
making way, rudder control is not
applicable. Instead oil rigs use thruster
units, placed fore and aft in the hull.
These may be water jets using pumps
or additional, conventional,propellers;
in each case their compounded effect
can thrust the ship sideways as well as
forward or backward. Having many
more variables of thruster control than
the simple rudder (for example, there
may be four units each having variable
power and direction in a full circle)
the processor of this kind of control is
more complex. Not only must the
position be held constantly but in
many cases the heading must also be
maintained to reduce rolling in heavy
seas.
The exploration ship 'Terebel' of the

Institut Francais du Petrole had this
control fitted in 1964; since then
many other ships have been fitted out

in this way. The latest is probably the
'Pelican', fitted with the
Thompson-CSF system (illustrated in
Fig. 9). A taut -wire inclinometer (or
radio location system) provides x and
g inputs to the processor from which
error signals control the thrusters. In
some 1968 tests with this equipment
the 'Terebel' was positioned to within
2 m at a depth location of 40 m with
the sea -state at 4 m high waves, In

quieter seas it controlled to within a
metre.

It can be seen that positioning at sea
is a vital problem and that numerous
solutions have been developed. What
the future holds is hard to predict -
already it has been demonstrated that
an airborne laser ground -profiler can
see down many fathoms to, in fact,
profile the sea -floor. Coupled with the
scanner principle the elements- of a

rapid sea -floor mapping method
appear.

Laser light -houses all round the
coasts may have modulated beam
information giving a ship's master his
position to within centimetres when
he views the light -house with special
binoculars. The revolution in
equipment size and reduced cost that
integrated circuit technology has

brought to bear will undoubtedly alter
the scene as yet another
special-purpose LSI chip is developed.

One thing certain is that we will soon
see ships travelling as remote
unmanned slaves to a master vessel.

Later we should see the advent of
unmanned ships navigating themselves
across the globe. Just when these ideas
become economically viable is the
question. Our technology can cope
already - the great cost of high
reliability and the attitudes of labour
organisations are our current
limitations.

Component
Storage?

A TREMENDOUS OFFER OF
QUALITY STEEL UNITS AT

BARGAIN PRICE.

F26-06
A 6 drawer metal cabinet with poly-
styrene drawers, each drawer front
filled with twin label holders for
indexing and easy identification. This
flexible filing system accepts a 9
section insert for component storage
giving 54 compartments measuring
75 x 103 x 26mm.

PRICE OF CABINET
(excluding insert trays)

9 compartment inserts are 56p
each incl. p and p and VAT.

I nci.
VAT.

£9.35.

F26-06 and F55-03 Insert trays
can be purchased separately minimum
quantity of 6 each.

F55-03
This unit offers facility for 45 com-
ponent storage compartments meas-
uring 72 x 57 x 55mm.

PRICE OF CABINET
(excluding insert trays)
15 compartment inserts are
80p each incl. p and p and
VAT.
DELIVERY: Please allow
approximately 14 days.

I ncl.
VAT.

£8.48.

PLANETRON SYSTEMS
Dept. 24

76 CASTLE STREET,
FARNHAM, SURREY.

(MAIL ORDER ONLY)
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Was f,2745.

Nowonly£14795!

You save £1250!
An advanced 4 -function
calculator in kit form
The Cambridge kit is
the world's largest -
selling calculator kit.

It's not surprising - no other
calculator matches the
Sinclair Cambridge in
functional value for money ;
and buying in kit form, you
make a substantial saving.

Now, simplified manufacture
and continuing demand mean
we can reduce even the kit price
by a handsome £12.50. For
under £15 you get the power
to handle complex calculations
in a compact, reliable
package-plus the interest
and entertainment of building
it yourself

Truly pocket -sized
With all its calculating capability,
the Cambridge still measures just
43 "x 2" x -U". That means you can
carry the Cambridge wherever you
go without inconvenience - it fits in
your pocket with barely a bulge. It
runs on ordinary U16 -type batteries
which give weeks of normal use
before replacement.

Easy to assemble
All parts are supplied - all you need
provide is a soldering iron and a pair of

-cutters. Complete step-by-step instructions are
provided, and our service department will back
you throughout if you've any queries or problems.

Total cost ? Just £14.95!
The Sinclair Cambridge kit is supplied to you
direct from the manufacturer. Ready assembled,
it costs £21 .95 - so you're saving £7 ! Of course
we'll be happy to supply you with one ready -
assembled if you prefer - it's still far and away
the best calculator value on the market.

Features of the Sinclair
Cambridge
*Uniquely handy package.

,tt" x 2" x 2,-1-", weight ai oz.
*Standard keyboard. All you
need for complex calculations.
*Clear -last -entry feature.
*Fully -floating decimal point.
*Algebraic logic.
*Four operators (-I-, - , x, ),

with constant on all four.
*Constant acts as last entry

in a calculation.
*Constant and algebraic

logic combine to act as a
limited memory, allowing
complex calculations on a
calculator costing less
than £15.

*Calculates to 8
significant digits.

*Clear, bright 8 -digit
ti display.

*Operates for weeks on
four U16 -type batteries
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A complete kit!
The kit comes to you packaged in a
heavy-duty polystyrene container. It
contains all you need to assemble
your Sinclair Cambridge.
Assembly time is about 3 hours.

Contents :
1. Coil.
2. Large-scale integrated circuit.
3. Interface chip.
4. Thick -film resistor pack.
5. Case mouldings, with buttons,

window and light -up display in
position.

6. Printed circuit board.
7. Keyboard panel.
8. Electronic components pack

(diodes, resistors, capacitors,
transistor).

9. Battery clips and on/off
switch.

10. Soft wallet.

This valuable book -free!
If you just use your Sinclair Cambridge for
routine arithmetic -for shopping,
conversions, percentages, accounting,
tallying, and so on -then you'll get more
than your money's worth.

But if you want to get even more out of it,
you can go one step further and learn
how to unlock the full potential of this
piece of electronic technology.

How ? all explained in this unique
booklet, written by a leading calculator
design consultant. In its fact -packed 32
pages it explains, step by step, how you
can use the Sinclair Cambridge to carry
out complex calculations.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdonshire
Reg. no : 699483 England
VAT Reg. no : 213 8170 88

Why only Sinclair can make you this offer
The reason's simple : only Sinclair- Europe's largest electronic calculator
manufacturer- have the necessary combination of skills and scale.
Sinclair Radionics are the makers of the Executive -the smallest electronic
calculator in the world. In spite of being one of the more expensive of the small
calculators, it was a runaway best-seller. The experience gained on the Executive
has enabled us to design and produce the Cambridge at this remarkably low price.
But that in itself wouldn't be enough. Sinclair also have a very long experience of
producing and marketing electronic kits. You may have used one, and you've
almost certainly heard of them -the Sinclair Project 80 stereo modules.
It seemed only logical to combine the knowledge of do-it-yourself kits with the
knowledge of small calculator technology.
And you benefit !

Take advantage of this money -back, no -risks offer today
The Sinclair Cambridge is fully guaranteed. Return your kit within 10 days, and
we'll refund your money without question. All parts are tested and checked before
despatch -and we guarantee a correctly -assembled calculator for one year.
Simply fill in the preferential order form below and slip it in the post today.

Price in kit form: £13.59 + E1.36 VAT. (Total: £14.95)
Price fully built: £19.95 +1E2.00 VAT. (Total: £21.95)

Minn MEM

ITo: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, London Road,
St Ives, Huntingdonshire, PE17 4HJ

I
I
I

I
I
I

Please send me
a Sinclair Cambridge Calculator kit at

£13.59 £1.36 VAT (Total : £14.95)

a Sinclair Cambridge calculator ready
built at £19.95 f2-00 VAT
(Total : £21.95)

*1 enclose cheque for E._ made
out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd, and
crossed.

*Please debit my *Barclaycard;Access
account. Account number

Name

Address

I
I
I
I

*Delete as required.

11111=11111Mm mos max MIN MIMI MN

I
I
I

ETI/9/74. PLEASE PRINT

IMMO MN =le =IM
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1111 PROJECT
310

A CAR'S performance and fuel
_consumption is affected quite
drastically by the condition of the
ignition system and upon correct
ignition timing.

Before the advent of high
performance engines and high octane
fuel, ignition timing could be

optimized by adjusting it until

TIMING LIGHT
IGNITION

'pinking' could just be heard under
heavy load at low speed in top gear.

But these days have long since gone.
In fact if an engine, running on high
octane fuel, can be heard 'pinking'
then it is grossly over -advanced and
bearing damage will be caused.

Despite this there are still garage
mechanics who blithely set ignition

The completed electronics of the timing fight. Note that diode D3 is mounted on the rear
of the switch assembly and C6 on the rear of the reflector.

The ignition timing light complete with
battery leads and spark -lead transducer.

Obtain maximum performance
and economy from your car.

timing 'by ear'.
There is only one way to set ignition

timing accurately. That is with a

timing light specifically designed for
that purpose.

Timing lights in common use range
from a simple neon to the complex
units used by auto electricians.

Neon timing lights are barely
acceptable. Their light output is

necessarily limited - to the extent
that most have to be used in darkness.
And, due to their low light output,
they become a safety hazard as one
attempts to hold them close to the
timing mark - and to the rapidly
turning fan blades.

Timing lights incorporating a Xenon
flash tube are a much better
proposition. As with neon lights, they
are triggered by the firing of the first
sparking plug in the engine firing
order, but, as their flash energy is

supplied directly from the vehicle
battery they have a much greater light
output.

The simple unit described in this
project operates in this way.

CONSTRUCTION
The layout and construction of the

timing light will vary depending on the
housing.

We purchased a cheap torch which
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TABLE 1. Transformer Winding Details
WINDING TURNS GAUGE NOTES
Primary 1 25 24 s.w.g.
Primary 2 25 24 s.w.g.
Feedback 18 30 s.w.g.

0.01" insulation between primary
and secondary windings.

Secondary 350 30 s.w.g.

Bifilar wound

For those readers wishing to use a ready-made transformer specifically
designed for this project, ETI have made arrangements with R.C.S.
Products Ltd, 31 Oliver Road, London E.17 for the supply of these at
£2.37 including VAT and postage.

TABLE 2. Transformer Winding Details
Wound on Ferrite Ring, 1" inside diameter (Mullard FX1588 or simi-
lar). 20 turns of the inner of screened audio cable. Details in text and
photo.

Arrangements have been made with Henry's1 Radio (Disco), 303
Edgware Road, London W.21for the supply of the Xenon flash tube
(ZFT-8Z) together with the Trigger Transformer -T2-for the reduced
price for ETI readers of £4.84 including VAT and postage. The ZFT-
8Z is slightly different to that shown in the photographs but the mount-
ing method described still applies.

>1 7:1.> .C.; r

SPECIFICATION
Energy per flash
Maximum flash rate
Trigger method

Input voltage

0.2 joule
>50/sec (6000 rpm)
current transformer on
No 1 spark lead.
10-14 volts dc

C6 it
3.311F
500V Tr

LP1

T2

HOW IT WORKS ETI310
The flash tube used requires a

supply of 300 to 400 volts. This is
obtained by stepping up the vehicle
12 volts supply by means of an
inverter.

Transformer T1, together with
transistors Q1 and Q2 form a self
oscillatory inverter. The frequency of
operation. 2 kHz on 12 volt supply in
our case, is primarily determined by
the core material, the number of
primary turns and the supply voltage.
Protection against reversed supply
leads is afforded by diode D3.

Output from the secondary of Tl is
voltage doubled by 04, 5 and C2. 3
to provide about 350 volts dc which
charges C5 via RS.

The pickup coil T3, which is fitted
over number one spark -plug lead,
generates a pulse when the spark plug
fires and draws current through the
lead. This pulse is used to trigger
SCR1 into conduction thus
discharging CS into the " pulse
transformer. The secondary of the
pulse transformer provides a high
voltage pulse, to the trigger electrode
of the flash tube, causing the gas to
ionize. The tube becomes a low
resistance and C6 discharges through
the tube providing the flash energy.
Whilst the flash tube is in a virtual
"short circuit" condition, current
from the inverter is limited by
resistor R6.

When capacitor C6 is fully
discharged, the tube reverts to a high
impedance allowing C6 to be
recharged via R6. The current in R5
is not sufficient to hold SCR1 on and
it too ceases to conduct. The
maximum flash rate is in excess of 50
per second corresponding to 6000
RPM on a four cycle engine.
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IGNITION TIMING LIGHT

How the transducer is made.

takes four HP -2 batteries.
Our layout and method of

construction can be seen from the
illustration but this can readily be
varied to suit the housing used.

As there are only a few components,

TIMING
MARK

Fig. 2. How the timing lamp is used on a conven-
tional engine.

tag strips or veroboard could easily be

used - rather than matrix board.
The inverter power transistors should

be mounted on, but insulated from, a
heatsink made from aluminium sheet
of at least 40 square centimetres area.

Details of the transformer are given
in Table 1. As there are relatively few
turns, this transformer may quite
readily be wound by the home
constructor. Ensure that the polarities
of the primary (25T + 25T) and
feedback (18) windings are as shown
in the circuit diagram - this is import-
ant! See the box on page 19 if you
wish to purchase a ready wound
transformer.

If the unit will not oscillate, (you
will hear a 2 kHz whistle when it is

oscillating) try reversing the feedback
winding.

The secondary voltage is around 350
volts and care should therefore be
taken to insert insulation as specified

PARTS LIST
Ignition Timing Light ETI 310

R1 Resistor 1k ii2 watt 5%
R2 33 5 watt 5%
R3 1.5k 1/2 watt 5%
R4 470 1/2 watt 5%
R5 /1 390k 1/2 watt 5%
R6 " 15k 5 watt 5%
Cl Capacitor 251/F 25 volt

electrolytic
C2,3 4.711F 350 volt

electrolytic
C4 o.olpF polyester
C5 0.0471/F400 volt

polyester
C6 3.311F 500 volt

electrolytic
Q1,Q2Transistor 2N3055 with

mounting kit.
01,2 Diode 1N4001 or similar
D3 3A, 25V silicon
04,5 91 1N4004 or similar
D6 1N914 or similar
5CR1 SCR C106131 or similar
T1 Transformer (see table 1)
T2 Pulse transformer (Henry's

Radio)
T3 Pickup colt (see table 2)

LP1 Flash tube ZFT-8Z
(Henry's Radio)

Reflector box, aluminium heat sink
etc. see text.

in Table 2, between the primary and
secondary windings in the transformer,
and to keep the windings separate on
the matrix board.

The reflector of the torch may be
modified to house the flash lamp in

the following manner.
Remove the existing socket, using a

pair of pliers or cutters, and file the
opening until it is large enough to
accept the flash lamp with about one
millimetre clearance all round.

Insert the lamp from the front and
use modelling clay at the rear of the
reflector to hold the lamp and seal the
opening. Then pour quick -dry epoxy
cement into the reflector until there is
sufficient around the base of the tube
to secure it in place. Be careful not to
get epoxy elsewhere on the reflector.
When dry, remove the clay and use
more epoxy to fill any recesses in the
rear.

If and when the tube is to be
replaced a hot soldering iron may be
used to destroy the epoxy thus
permitting removal.
The discharge capacitor, C6, should

be mounted on the rear of the
flash-tube/reflector assembly as shown
in the photograph. Note also that we
mounted diode D3 on the rear of the
torch switch assembly.

The transducer is wound on a

toroidal ferrite core, as shown in the
photograph, using screened audio cable
as follows. Remove about 0.8 metres
of the inner cable from its shield and
wind 20 turns of this around the
ferrite core. Then solder the end of the
inner conductor to the screen thus
creating a complete loop. Finally tape
up the whole assembly as shown in the
photograph.
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USING THE TIMING LIGHT
To time an engine, first establish the

position and significance of the
ignition timing mark. This information
will be found in the manufacturer's
handbook.

The timing mark - usually displayed
as an engraved '0' or straight line - is
generally located on the crankshaft
pulley or occasionally on the engine
flywheel,

On nearly all modern cars the timing
mark is engraved the appropriate
number of crankshaft degrees before
TDC. Certain others have a complete
scale starting at TDC and extending to
40 degrees before TDC.

A few vehicles have the mark at
TDC.

Some form of pointer will be found
attached to the engine block - or
flywheel housing - to act as a datum
point for the timing mark.

Except where the timing mark
indicates TDC only, ignition timing is
a simple affair.

Firstly clean off any dirt or grease
that might obscure the timing mark,
then connect the timing light power
leads to the vehicle battery and place
the pick-up transducer over number
one spark plug lead. Now start the
engine.

The light should flash - note that
the transducer produces more stable
flashes with one side facing the engine
block than the other. Establish which
is the best way and mark the
transducer accordingly.

Remove the rubber pipe to the
vacuum advance mechanism (if fitted)

and set engine tick -over to the speed
recommended in the vehicle
handbook. (if you don't have a rev
counter set idling speed to lowest
possible),

Now shine the timing light onto the
timing mark. With the distributor
clamp loosened slightly, slowly rotate
the distributor a few degrees in either
direction.

The timing mark will now appear to
move relative to the datum pointer.
Set the distributor so that the mark
aligns exactly with the pointer and
retighten the clamp once the correct
setting has been obtained.

A very similar method is used for
vehicles where the timing mark is a

calibrated scale. In this case the
manufacturer's recommended setting

-.ould be used,
Where the mark indicates TDC only

it is necessary firstly to place a chalk
mark at the appropriate number of
degrees before TDC and to use this as
the timing mark.

A quick check that the automatic
advance and retard is working can be
made by speeding up the engine. If all
is well the timing mark should appear
to move away from the datum pointer
as engine speed increases.

If the timing mark appears to
oscillate to and fro by more than a
degree or so this is an indication that
the timing is actually changing in this
fashion. This is a fault generally caused
by a worn distributor spindle, and/or
sloppy drive to the distributor offtake.

Remember to re -connect the vacuum
line when timing is completed.

WARNING

On some cars the fan blades
rotate close to or at a multiple
of the crankshaft speed. When
strobed by the timing light, the
fan may appear to be stationary
or rotating slowly.

This is common to all strobe
light timers and failure to
remember this can result in
serious personal injury, or a

wrecked timing light.
ALWAYS - keep well clear of

the fan.

111111110111111111.1110'

NEXT MONTH

A more complex version of this
timing light will be described in
ETl in the near future.

This more advanced unit
incorporates a calibrated delay
which indicates on a meter the
actual degrees of ignition
advance at any engine speed.

This not only allows very
accurate timing to be obtained
regardless of the timing mark
form of indication, but enables
the serious motoring enthusiast
to check out the complete
distributor advance curve.

The more advanced unit uses
all parts specified for this
month's project. Why not build
now and update later!

ill Method of mounting the flash tube in a torch reflector with epoxy
resin glue.

A typical method 
of marking top dead
centre on the crank-
shaft pulley.
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BYTING TH-E SCENE- i
... optical data digitizers enable computers to communicate with
visual scenes. Dr. Sydenham reports on the latest developments.

TECHNOLOGICAL progress is very
much controlled by our ability to
communicate with computers.
Although there is still a long way to go
with the use of computers themselves,
a lot more can be achieved with given
computing power if the data

Astronomical
photo of star -
field.

Micro photo of
biological tissue
cells,

Critical data
needed to define
a face.

A pair of optical
line spectrum.

Microcircuit
connections.

Finger print.

Fig.1. Images come from many sources.

describing the real -world process can
be obtained in a signal form that is
compatible with computers and at a
rate that suits the high-speed
capability of modern machines.

THE NEED TO TAKE BYTES
It is now old hat to converse with the

computer through punched -paper
cards, paper tape and magnetic tape
interfacing. These media are quite
satisfactory for many
a ppl i cations . . . data input for
complicated scientific calculations, for
payrolls and accounts, for statistical
calculations and the like for there
it does not really matter if the work is
performed sometime after the event to
which the data pertains.

There are, however, many processes
that need immediate data processing as
the related events occur. If the process
is already instrumented to provide
equivalent electrical signals these can
be fed into a computer ... used solely
for this one purpose (known as a
dedicated computer) one of the many
commonly used minis or special
purpose units . . via the appropriate
interface circuitry. The majority of
transducers outputs occur in analogue
signal form so the need is usually for
analogue -digital converters that
provide equivalent digital signals ready
for use by the computing machine.
Such a generated sequence of adjacent
binary digits are called (in computer
jargon) bytes; several bytes form a
computer 'word'.

One class of process that constantly
crops up as needing conversion to
digital bytes is the two-dimensional
(and three dimensional but less often)
scene or picture, the latter being a
permanent record of transient scenes.
It is beyond our resources to list the
areas of application in detail (see

Fig.1) for they must surely run to
thousands. To illustrate the need here
are just a few well-defined uses for
optical data digitizers (ODD's for
short).

Astronomy - Astronomical
observers use telescopes to catch
'pictures' of phenomena in space.
These may be photographs (visible

and other wave -lengths) of star fields
for mapping purposes; spectroscopic
line sets formed by dispersing the
radiation received from a chosen
region; galactic radio signal intensities
transposed into two-dimensional chart
record or CRO pictures.

Once the data is procured in this
form it then needs to be processed to
extract the information sought.

A few decades ago, visual
examination, with the aid of special
purpose measuring machines, was

regarded as the most satisfactory way
to process the pictures, for their rate
of production was relatively slow. In
these times computing ability is such
that machines can consume data at
enormous rates ... if they can be fed
fast enough. Astronomers operating in
large teams employ computers in

force, so techniques that produce
bytes from scenes are indeed valuable
provided they have the desired speed
and accuracy capabilities. An
astronomical group at Cambridge
University is currently developing a
system that can process 10 000 000
images a day!

Medicine - even though this
discipline seems far removed from
astronomy, similar basic techniques
are required.

It is not so long ago that the best
way to take a blood count or to
analyse and classify biological cells was
to make a slide for the microscope and
laboriously observe it by eye for
considerable periods.

Today we can do a lot better
although, of course, the cost prevents
everyone from having sophisticated
optical data digitizers that can

characterize criteria of cell count,
shape, colour, fluorescence and

movement.
Many of the 'visual' processes used in

medicine are limited in usefulness by
the allowable exposure time for the
radiation used. Over -doses of
radiation, X-rays and ultrasonics will
cause permanent damage, so the length
of time spent obtaining and studying
the picture produced must be kept
short unless the brightness of the
display can be enhanced by external
means ... image intensifiers etc.

By storing the two-dimensional
picture in a computer as it is

produced, the exposure time can be
reduced in certain modes of use and
the picture can then be restored at the
will of the diagnostic operator. ODDs
can play a part in this task.

Spectroscopy - when substances are
made gaseous they emit or absorb the
various wavelengths of radiation - to
varying extents. By studying this
process the composition of the
substance can be broken down into
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the elements forming it ... this is

spectroscopy.
Today analysers can be deployed

with on-line processes; gases from
exhaust stacks that need monitoring;
metals in a refinement process to be
checked; chemicals in production and
air to be tested for purity. The task of
identifying the composition from the
special line 'code' is laborious, so
human methods tend to include error.
Furthermore the human eye and brain
system is often not fast enough, nor
accurate enough, for the task. Optical
data digitizers can act as the interface
between the optical spectrometer and
the computer.

Criminology - Spectroscopy and
bio-chemical analysis form the main
part of the modern forensic scientist's
toolkit but there are many, relatively
new, areas where ODD could become
invaluabie.

Finger -print identification is one
such. The usual method is visually to

compare the matching of the many
prints found at the scene of the crime
with those held in the police record
files. This can take a considerable
period and faster methods are being
studied. One method makes use of
direct optical correlation using Fourier
methods, another the use of computer
matching. Every minute that the
criminal is not identified is valuable,
for tracing him becomes more difficult
as time proceeds. Similar arguments
apply for the matching of photographs
and Identikit buildups. The detection
limits are not set by intrinsic computer
ability but by our ingenuity at
programming and data conversion.

Interpretation of photographs -
Quality photographs contain an
enormous amount of information but
most of it is redundant for normal
purposes. Optical data digitizing
methods enable this to be studied in
an attempt to extract the vital data
relevant to the experiment being

Fig.2. Once the image is digitized it is comparatively easy to process it. (a) the original
portrait. (b) two grey levels only allowed (c) eight grey levels only (d) sixteen grey levels
and alternately contoured black and white.

performed. The versatility of the
centralised computer on an ODD
system design enables many different
transfer functions to be used. Fig. 2
shows a few treatments of the same
basic portrait photograph.

In bubble -chamber research, high
energy particles under study are made
to form vapour trails in a volume of
gas. These trails are photographed in
plane and stereo for further study.

CERN, in Europe, produces millions
of these bubble -chamber photographs
each year and each one has to be
analysed for track direction,
branching, length, brightness, and
location in the vapour chamber.
Clearly, as with star -plate reading, the
task is laborious and operators are
assisted where finance permits with
automatic ODDs.

Inspection - Any process that uses
human inspection is prone to error for
no one can maintain 100% inspection
accuracy for long. Our biological
optical data transducer is just not up
to it! It is however, an easy task for an
ODD to seek out and detect
disconnects in a micro circuit with
extreme reliability.

Printing - The above examples are
mainly concerned with measurement
problems but here is one closer to
most of us ... the composition of
pages in magazines and the like. A
system on sale today, (see Fig.3),
enables the editor to feed characters,
symbols, art shapes, galley copy, and
even illustrations of line or half -tone
form into a mini computer using an
ODD input facility. Once there,
software is used to instruct the output
film -writer to arrange the page as a
complete unit with all words and
pictures balanced within the required
format. In the publishing world it is

common practice to use typewriters
that justify (or stretch) the words to
just fill the line, but pictures must be
photographically doctored to obtain
the size needed for a given space. This
computer based method does away
with this for the programme
automatically decides the final size of
the rewritten pictures. It can also be
used to remove sections of the picture
and filter out noise to clean it up. The
page produced by the film writer is

directly ready for offset printing thus
eliminating the stage known as pasting
up wherein each page is carefully
composed by sticking the text,
illustrations and adverts into the page
format. The film -writer unit offered
can put down 60,000 points each
second so it only takes a matter of
minutes to write out a complete page
once the computer has been fed with
basic data.

Although few such systems are in use
as yet they clearly are turning
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yesterdays fantasy into todays reality.
So much for where ODDs can be

used; now to a quick look at what the
state of our knowledge tells us about
the workings of the human system.

THE BIOLOGICAL OPTICAL DATA
DIGITIZING PROCESS

In hardware terms, the human eye
consists of an automatic lens system

that provides focussing, an automatic
iris to stop down the light intensity
and a detector matrix on which the
image of the scene is formed
(upsidedown). The system design is

given in Fig.4.
It is hard to know what really goes

on in the brain for there is little to see.
The retina can, however, be looked at
and we know a lot about its operation.

Fig.3. The Pagination page
composition system, marketed by
Optronics, U.S.A.

BUSINESS
FORMS

DIRECTORY
PAGES

NEWSPAPER SPREAD

It consists of many individual sensor
elements that stand perpendicular to
the retinal surface. These come as rods
or cones and are shaped as the names
imply. They see radiation colour and
intensity by an electro-chemical
process that produces signals for
transmission to the brain.

The signals generated are
predominantly pulse -trains but this
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Fig.4. Schematic diagram of human data digitizing system.

simple concept might be misleading,
for the signals are really quite
complex. There are about 20 000 000
receptor nerves in the human retina
and these paralleled channels feed to
the brain via some 2 000 000 outgoing
nerves. (How's that for parallel
working!)

Other 'facts' (but much is still
conjecture) about the human ODD
system is that 1% of the 101° neurons
(the brains digital storage elements)
are dedicated to seeing processes and
that 60% more help on a time-sharing
basis. It has been estimated by one
person that the eye can transmit
information to the brain at 4 000 000
bits per second. (There are several bits
in a byte). Another research worker
estimates the figure to be
1 000 000 000 bits per second if the
illumination level is high. To give some
idea of what these figures mean, this is
more data than is contained in a t.v.
picture but less than in a cinema
screen frame.

Colours are differentiated by the
cone detectors which are found mainly
in the centre of the retina. Retinal
acuity is greatest in the centre.

Looked at this way the human ODD
is rather fantastic but for all of its
apparent power it is not reliable
enough for many of our desired tasks
and lacks acuity. The best it can do
unaided is about 0.5 minutes of arc
resolution.

OPTICAL VERSUS
MECHANICAL METHODS

Classification of optical digitizing
systems can be made on many
different criteria. For instance, they
can be divided into those that view
images in free space and those that
look at permanent images on some
form of media ... photographs, films
and chart plots.

In each, there is always a need to
provide the two-dimensional
information as a serial signal. (Systems
do exist that read out the data in
parallel channels but they are still in
their infancy compared with serial
methods). The human ODD operates
in parallel. Most of our own devised

TRANSMISSION NERVES
(Parallel working)

IMAGE ON RETINA
WITH RECEPTOR
NERVES

techniques, however, read out the data
bit by bit in sequence, using some
form of repetitive scanning motion.

This scanning process largely controls
the capability of the now many
different means of digitizing images.
Each has its merits and disadvantages
and no one method is superior in all
ways to the others.

MECHANICAL METHODS
OF SCANNING

In all methods an image of the scene
is formed by an optical system. This
scales the scene to the appropriate size
ready for scanning. This stage may, or
may not, be incorporated in the
scanner unit; it depends on the

TO PROCESSOR

RADIATION
INTENSITY
DETECTOR

LENS

Th
(A) ROTATING MIRROR SCANNER

OPTICS

DETECTOR

DRUM CONTAINING
NEGATIVE

BRAIN

DEDICATED
COMPUTOR

PROCESSED
FEEDBACK
NERVES

application. A very small part of the
total image is then sampled with a
sensitive radiation detector;
p hotomulti plier tubes, silicon
photocells, phototransistors and many
options exist. The thing to note is that
these detectors can sense the
amplitude of radiation but cannot give
information about its spatial qualities.
To cover a two-dimensional scene the
detector is made to move relative to
the image, with some form of scanning
arrangement such as those illustrated
in Fig. 5.
The scanner can have many forms. It

may use a combination of two mirrors
or mirrored drums that nod or rotate
continuously (Fig. 5a), another

OSCILLATING OR ROTATING
MIRROR SCANS ONE AXIS,
SIMILAR MIRROR SCANS
OTHER WAY.

LINEAR MOVEMENT
FOR SECOND AXIS
OF SCAN

CBI ROTATING DRUM SCANNER

UNIFORM LIGHT
SOURCE

SCENE

I; t

'I It

SCAN RASTER
ACROSS SCENE

LIGHT SOURCE
FIXED ABOVE
NEGATIVE

OPTICS
UNDER
TABLE

IC) RECTANGULAR
FLAT BED
SCANNER

Fig.5. Basic mechanical scanning arrangements.

TWO LINEAR
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TABLE

DETECTOR
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method uses straight X -Y translations
(Fig. 5c), this is called the flat-bed
processor.

One early method uses a spiral
scanning motion and similar to this is
the, now historic, Nipkow disk scanner
used in early television developments.
As the Nipkow disk rotated (at around
8000 rpm) the scene to be scanned
was viewed by a photocell through a
series of minute holes drilled through
the disk in the shape of a spiral. As the
disk moved around, the scene was
progressively sampled by the holes
each one being a little higher than the
previous one. At the end of each scan
the next scan repeated the process.
There were considerable difficulties of
technology in their design for the data
rate needed for the (then) smallest
holes possible required the disk to run
at a speed close to flying apart ... the
viscous drag alone produced significant
heating of the disk so it was contained
in an evacuated enclosure that also
acted as an explosion shield. It was far
from the portable t.v. cameras of
today!

Mechanical systems now can provide
high raster scan speeds, wide dynamic
intensity range cover and, above all,
the ultimate in positional accuracy.
They are, in principle, highly accurate
controlled movement inspection
machines combined with a

microdensitometer and computer
backing.

In the commercial drum scanner
shown in Fig. 6 the film negative is
positioned on the drum. It then
rotates past the optics which consists
of highly uniform and stable light
source located inside the drum and an

Fig.6. Rotating drum
scanner.

outside photodetector that sees a tiny
section of the film through the optical
objective (seen in the middle lower
part of the unit).

The signal is then converted to 256
levels of greyness and finally digitized
ready for display, recording or
computer interfacing. After each
complete revolution of the drum the
cross -slide is incremented across by
one scan resolution width. In this way
the second dimension of the picture is
recorded. Signals are synchronised by
a shaft -angle encoder that is driven
from the scanner -drum shaft. Such
systems can resolve 10 micrometre
dots, sampling at 60 000 points per
second.

Flat bed units, (Fig. 7 shows a
micro-densitometer that can be

coupled to a mini -computer) also
move the image past the optics. These
generally are capable of finer
detail ... a spot size of 300 nm is

quoted in one manufacturer's sales
literature ... and can resolve greyness

Fig.7. This Joyce-
Loebel scanning
microdensitometer
is of flat-bed design.

to 1024 levels at rates of 1000 points
per second. The most recent designs
incorporate laser interferometers for
positional control and measurement. It
is probably clear that the sensitivity
largely depends upon the detector
used, but in general if integrational
methods are used to enhance the
radiation sensitivity there must be a
corresponding loss of time -response.

ELECTRO OPTICAL METHODS
OF SCANNING

The general feeling is that a system
devoid of moving mechanical parts is

superior in the long run, for less faults
can develop. There are a number of
devices that can scan an image using
electro-optical techniques but in
general these are unable to match the
accuracy of mechanical counterparts.
On the other hand they are smaller,
lighter, more robust and have greater
flexibility of use.

Figure 8 shows the schematic block
diagram of a typical optical data
digitizer that uses electro-optical
principles. The input image impinges
on the faceplate of a sensor. The
illumination level on the target of the
sensor is read off with electronic
methods, point by point, as a

continuous scan process. The intensity
function detector provides a signal to
the encoder that converts it into the
appropriate computer -compatible
digital signal, binary in the case shown.
The computer, in this system, has the
ability to drive the scanner deflection
system in any way that is desired. For
example, if the computer decided
there is a particular part of the image
that needs more carful attention it can
cause the scan to cover that area only,
ignoring the rest of the image.
Packaged, the unit couldn't look more
like a theoretical black box - Fig. 9!
Way back in the sixties, there was

considerable general interest in
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television trackers for tracking missiles
in flight. The operator viewed the
scene in real-time watching for targets.
Once a target was identified on his
monitor he placed what are called
gates around the missile. These were,
in fact, signals that told the computer
to recognise the image contained in a
small area of the total area and hold
the anti -missile onto this target and no
other. These are still current in
military warfare but now they can
handle many targets at once
remembering which are 'friend' and
which are 'foe'. Figure 10 shows a
recently 'released' unit.

A number of sensors can be used, the
most common being based on the
vidicon principle. In these the target
acquires charge in proportion to the
light intensity falling on it. The charge
magnitude at each point on the target
is read out by monitoring the beam
current of an electron beam generated
by an electron gun. The beam is

deflected by electrostatic or
electromagnetic fields to scan across
the image charge -pattern in the
required manner.
The choice of sensor depends upon

the image needs . . . is it transient and,
therefore, requires high speed data
capability, or is it very low in intensity
such as for seeing in the night, or, does
the system need maximum available
spatial resolution? The outcome will
be a compromise. Image dissector
sensors can resolve to 2048 by 2048
elements, addressing a small step in 2
micro -seconds and seeing light levels of
5-50 footcandles. Silicon vidicons, (a
vidicon with enhanced sensitivity) can
see down to 3 10-5 foot candle
seconds (the sensitivity depends on the
integration time used) and the
silicon -intensified vidicons can go
three orders of magnitude better than
this. Generally, however, the more
sensitive the tube the more likely the
chance of damaging the target with
ambient light.

In all cases the best accuracy of
electro-optic scanners is around 2%,
with repeatability a little better, so it is
clear that these do not compete with
mechanical ODDs where the best can
provide only 0.0001% error. On the
other hand random access can be made
in the electro-optical methods in about
50 microseconds; the inertia of the
necessarily rigid slideways and drums
of mechanical scanners does not allow
speeds such as this to be obtained.

No doubt you can see numerous uses
for optical data digitizers and it is not
hard to see that they will be used more
and more as time goes by. Our
computing capability is advancing at
least as fast as our inputing capability
so there will be no slackening in
demand for cheaper, faster, lighter and
more robust ODDs.

BASIC O.D.D. BLOCK DIAGRAM

BINARY
I (x,y.) TO

COMPUTER

BINARY
(x,y) FROM

COMPUTER

Fig.8. Basic optical data digitizer block diagram.

Fig.9. Electro-optical data
digitizers contain no moving parts.
This unit is intended for use with
the mini -computer it is sitting on.

Fig. 10. This optical sensor and
tracking unit (by 'dba systems')
is used at the white Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico. It
employs a high-speed video TV
sensor that is controlled by a mini-
computer.

E

I
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ELECTRO
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR THE
WIDEST POSSIBLE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS

EVERYTHING BRAND NEW AND TO SPEC * GOOD DISCOUNTS * FREE POSTAGE (U.K.)

ELECTROVALUE "SPECIALS"
Amongst an extensive range of specialised electronic
components which we stock are

Magneto Resistors
liquid Cryirtal Displays
Hall Effect Probes
Touch Switch I.C.s
Iklagneticalty operated I.C.s
Photo -electronic device.

FERRITE COMPONENTS
Pot cores in a wide range of useful sizes:
Double Aperture Cores:
Ring Cores

TRANSISTORS
Very wide range of types is shown together with grouped
and tabulated specifications for each one. Outlines ore
illustrated, and there is a full range of supporting hardware.
Also near -equivalent tables are given.

i.C.3
Here too a wide range of TTI. types are shown. together with
linear and special purpose types. Over 80 circuit and connection
diagrams as well as much other useful information is included.

MINITRON DIGITAL INDICATORS
3015E Seven segment filament. compatible with standard
logic modules. 0-9 and decimal point: 9mm characters in
16 lead DIL. El -20
Suitable BCD decoder driver 7447 £115
30150 showing + tic -& 1 & dec. pt. £1.20

CAPACITORS
POLYESTER C.280
Radial leads for P.C.B. mounting, Working voltage 250V d.c.
0-01, 0015. 0-022. 0033, 0047 ea. 3p
0068. 0-1. 0-15 ea. 49
0.22 Sp: 0-33, 7p: 0-47. Sp: 0-68. 11p: 10. 14p: 1.5. 21p.
2.2. 24p

TANTALUM BEAD
Cl. 0,22. 0-47.1.0 mF/35V. 1.5/20V ea. 14p
2-2/16V. 2-2,35V. 4.7/16V. 10/6.3V ea 14p
4.7135V 10/16V. 22/6.3v ea_ 18p
1025V, 22/16V, 47/6-3V. 100/3V. 6.8/25V. 15/25V ea. 20p

POLYCARBONATE
Type 832640 Working Voltage -250V etc.
Values in mF: 0-0047: 0.0068: 0.0082: 0-1 : 0.012:
0-015 ea_ 3p
0-018: 0-022: 0.027: 0033: 0-039: 0.047: 0056: 0,068:
0-082: 0.1 ea_ 4p

Working voltage 100V d.c.
0.1: 0.12:0.15 4p; 0.18 5p: 0_22
0.27 7p: 0.33 8p:0.39: 0.47
0.56 12p: 0_68

SP
9P

13p

SILVERED MICA
Working voltage 500V do.
Values in pFs-2-2 to 820 in 32 stages
1000. 1500 7p:1800 Sp: 2200 101s, 2700 3600 12p:a.6
4700. 5000 15p, 6800 20p: 8200. 10,000 25p

CERAMIC DISC
1000(76/500_ 2000/500. 5000,r500. 0.01mF/50, 0-02m F/50.
0-1m F/3 -each 2p, 005m5150V-39

CERAMIC PLATE
In a range of 26 values from 22 to 6800pF/50V d.c..
each Zp

POTENTIOMETERS
ROTARY, CARBON TRACK. Double wipers for good
contact and long working life
P.20 SINGLE linear 100ohmS to 2.2megOhmS. no. 14p
P.20 SINGLE log. 4.7Kohnss to 2.2rnegohms ea_ 14p
J P.20 DUAL GANG lie. 4-7Kohms to 2.2rnegohms ea. 48p
JP.20 DUAL GANG log. 4-7Kohnis to 2-2 megohrns ea. 48p
JP.20 DUAL GANG Logiantilog 10K. 22K, 47K, 1 megohrn

only ea. 48p
JP.20 DUAL GANG antilog 10K only 48p
2A DP mains switch for any of above 14p extra -
Decades of 10. 22 and 47 only available in ranges above.
Skeleton Carbon Presets Type PR. horizontal or vertical
Sp each_

SLIDER
Linear or log. 4.7K to 1 meg. in all popular values ea. 30p
Escutcheon plates, black. white or light grey ea. 10p
Control knobs. blk/wht'red/yel/grniblieadk. grepit grey ea. 7p

JACKS AND PLUGS
SOCKETS
2 circuit unswitched S1/SS 12p
2 circuit 2 break contacts S1/BB 15p
3 circuit unswitched (Not GPO) S3/SSS 17p
3 circuit with 3 break contacts S3/868 20p
2 circuit with chrome nut and black%vhite/redigreen or grey
unswitched 55/SS Bp
with 2 break contacts 85/813 213p
Miniature 3.5mrn 2 circuit. (black) 2 break contacts S6/38 9p

PLUGS
2 circuit screened top entry P1 24p
aide entry SEP1 38p
Line socket mono 231 40p
Line socket stereo 244 45p
3 circuit unscreened. blackignsy/white P4 48p
2 circuit. unscreened. black/vvhitelredblackigreenigrey P2 18p
3 circuit screen top entry P3 53p
side entry SEP3 55p
Miniature 3.5rnrn 2 circuit screened PS 13p
Miniature 3.5mm 2 circuit unscreened various colours P6 10p

INSULATED SCREW TERMINALS
In moulded polypropylene, with nickel plate on brass.
With insulating set. washers. tag and nuts 15A/250V
In bleckibrown/red/yellow/greemblue/grey/white Type
TP ea. 14p

DIN CONNECTORS
2 way loudspeaker
3 way audio
5 way audio 180=
5 way audio 240=
6 way +sod,.

Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket

10p
10p
12p
12p
13p

Plug 12p
Plug 12p
Plug 1Sp
Plug I5p
Plug 15p

RESISTORS
Code Watts Ohms 1 to 9 10 to 99 100 up

(sec note below)
C 1/3 4-7-470K 1.3 1-1 0.9 nett
C 1,2 4-7-10M 1.3 1.1 0-9 nett
C 3/4 4.7-10M 1.5 1.2 0-97 nett
C 1 4.7-.10M 3.2 2.5 1.92 net:
MO 1/2 10-1M 4 3.3 2.3 nett
WW 1 0-22-390 11 10 8 nett
WW 3 1-10K 9 8 e nett
WW 7 1-10K 11 10 8 nett

Codes:
C - carbon film, high stability. low noise.
MO - metal oxide. Electrosil TR5. ultra low noise_
WW = wire wound, Plessey.
Values: All E12 except C w. C fW. and MO 4.W.
612: 10. 12. 15. 18. 22. , 33. 39. 47. 56. 68, 82

and their decades.
624: as E12 plus 11. 13. 16. 20. 24..30. 36. 43.51.

62. 75, 91 and their decades_
Tolerances:
5% except VWV 10%+0050 below 100 and MO 4-W 2%.
Prices are in pence each for QuoatitIeS of the Same
ohmic value and power rating. NOT mixed values.
(Ignore fractions of one perwy on total value of
resistor order.) Prices for 100 up in units of 100 only.

ZENER DIODES
Full range E24 values: 400mW: 2-7V to 36V. 14p each:
1W: 6.8V to 82V. Zip each: 1"5W: 4.7V to 75V. 67p each.
20W 7.5V to 75V 94p. Clip to increase 1.5W rating to 3 watts
(type 266 Fl. 9p.
20M" 7.6V to 76V SOp each

VEROBOARD
Copper clad 0-1 matrix -2.5 x 3-75 ins_ 3210; 3.75 X 3.75
ins. -35p: 2.5 X 5 ins. -35p: 3.75 X 5 ins. -39p- Copper
clad 015 in. matrix 2.5 x 3-75 ins. -24p: 3-75 x 3.75 ins. -
35p: 2.5 X 5 ins. -35p: 3.75 X 5 ins. -440
Vero spot face cutter (any matrix) 53p
0-040 pins (for 0.1 matrix) per 100-35P
0-052 pins (for 0.16 matrix) per 100-35p

CATALOGUE 7
SECOND PRINTING (green & yellow
cover)
112 pages. thousands of items, illustra-
tions, diagrams. much useful technical
information. The 2nd printing of this cata-
logue has been updated as much as possible
on prices. It still costs only 25p post free
and still includes a refund voucher for 25p
for spending when ordering goods list
value £5 or more.

COVERS & HEATSINKS
Many types including:
TO3 Transistor cover. dip -on
HEATSINK
Type 6WI Extruded aluminium 1° CW. undrilled
drilled 2 X T03

KNOBS
All for 4" shafts in a very wide range of types from utilitarian
to modern solid aluminium

S -DEC
Unsurpassed -for "breadboard work" can be used indefinitely
without deterioration_ Components lust push into plug holes
andconnect automatically. Slotforcontrolpanel. 70 holes £1-98

T -DEC
For more advanced work with 208 contacts in 38 rows.Will take
one 16 lead carrier. E3-63. (Carriers supplied separately.)

DESOLDER BRAID
6 ft strip
25 rntr. reel

7p

50p
7ap

66P
E7-15

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Axial Lead
of 3V 63V 10V 16V 25V 40V 63V 100V
047 11p Bp
1-0 sip - 8p
2.2 - - Ilp - 8p 9p
4.7 - 11P - 8p 9p Sp
10 - - 131. 9P sp Sp
22 OP - 9p Op Sp 10p
47 8P 9p OP 81/ Sp 10p 13p
100 9P OP sc sp sp 109 12p 19p
220 Op OP 9P 10p 10p 11p 17p 28p
470 9p 10p 10p lip 13p 17p 240 451/
1.000 11p 13p 13p 17p 20p 25p 41p
2.200 15p 18p 23p 26p 37P 41p - -
4.700
10,000

268
4.2p

30P
46p

359 44p 58P - - --

This is IP Service
GIRO ACCOUNT No. 38/671/4002

DISCOUNTS
Available on all items except those shown with NETT
PRICES_ 10% on orders from £5 to E1439. 15% on orders
Et 5 and over.

FREE PACKING AND POSTAGE
in U.K. for de -paid mail orders. For mail orders for E2 list
value and under there is an additional handling charge of 10p.
Overseas orders --carriage charged at cost_

GUARANTEE OF QUALITY
All goods are sold on the understanding that they conform
to manufacturers: specifications and satisfaction is guaranteed
as such -no rejects. "seconds" or sub -standard merchandise
is offered for sale.
Prices quoted do not include V.A. S for which 8% must be
added to total nett value of order_ Every effort is made to
ensure the correctness of information and prices in this
advertisement at time of going to press. Prices subject to
alteration without /70tICE.

APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR SIEMENS FINE QUALITY PRODUCTS
Even' effort is made to ensure the correctness of information
and Drees in this advertisement at time of going to Press -
AB postal communications. mail orders. etc.. to Head Office
at Egham address_ Dept ETI2 S.A.E. with enquiries requiring
answers.ELECTRUE LTD

28, ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TVV20 OHB
Telephone Egham 3603. Telex 264475
Shop hours: 9-5.30 daily. 9-1 pm Sats.
NORTHERN BRANCH: 680, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1NA
Telephone (061) 432 4945
Shop hours: Daily 9-1 and 2-5.30pm; 9-1pm Sats.
U.S.A. CUSTOMERS are invited to contact ELECTROVALUE AMERICA P.O.Box 27.
Swarthmore PA 19081.
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MOTIONAL
FEEDBACK

Our January issue contained a short article describing Philip's
Motional Feedback Loudspeaker.
The article attracted a great deal of reader interest and many

people asked us for further details. Here then is the full story
on this new concept in loudspeaker design.

Main amplifiers and associated power supply are housed on this swing -out panel at the
rear of the speaker enclosure.

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK has been
used to reduce distortion in audio
power amplifiers since well before
World War II.

It functions by feeding back to the
input a small sample of the output
signal. The feedback signal is in
opposite sense to the input (180° out
of phase) and hence opposes the input
signal. Thus the overall gain of the
amplifier is reduced substantially.

This loss in ,gain is more than
compensated by three major
advantages obtained by using
feedback.

Firstly negative feedback tends to
make the gain of the amplifier less
dependent on the gains of the
individual transistor stages within the
amplifier, which can, and do change
from device to device and with time.
The bandwidth of the amplifier is also
extended at both the low and high
frequency ends.

Secondly, as the distortion
components are also subject to
feedback, they are reduced in the same
proportion as the amplifier gain. Thus
a power amplifier without feedback
may have a distortion of 3%. With
feedback this may well be reduced to
0.02% or less.

Thirdly, the input impedance is also
increased by the same factor as the
gain is reduced. Thus the operation of
previous stages will be less affected by
loading.
Thus the overall effect of feedback is

to increase input impedance, increase
bandwidth and reduce distortion.
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This is the acceleration transducer - it is
mounted at the apex of the bass driver
speaker cone.

Although overall gain is also reduced,
this can readily be compensated for in
the pre -amplifier stages which are
inherently less prone to distortion.

The use of negative feedback is

absolutely essential with present-day
amplifier technology - without it it
would be impossible to reduce
distortion to acceptable levels.

But in a conventional hi-fi system,
negative feedback does not include
within its 'loop' the very component
that most needs it.

That is the loudspeaker.
Currently, the loudspeaker is very

much the weak link in the hi-fi
equipment chain.

J

HOW IT WORKS
The input signal to the enclosure is

fed to an active high-pass filter and
an active low-pass filter via the
sensitivity switch SW2.
Both filters have a slope of 18

dB/octave.
The low-pass filter (base -emitter

circuitry of Q1) passes signals from
35 Hz - 500 Hz. The signal is taken
from the emitter of Q1 and then fed
into a high-pass filter. This attenuates
all frequencies below 35 Hz (at 12
dB/octave) thus preventing the
feedback control loop from
attempting to force the speaker cone
into long excursion very low
frequency movements.

The 35 Hz - 500 Hz signal,
together with the feedback signal
derived from the acceleration
transducer, is now passed on to an
adding circuit (Q3) which has a gain
of approximately unity.

The combined signal is then fed to
the power amplifier.

FEEDBACK CIRCUIT
As described briefly in the main

text; the feedback transducer is a
ceramic acceleration -conscious device
clamped directly onto the bass driver
voice coil.

Transducer output is taken via Q8
to frequency correction stage Q9 and
Q10. This stage has a flat response
down to 80 Hz. Below that the signal
has a slope of 6 d13/octave. Purpose
of this correction stage is to 'tailor'
the amplifier to suit the
characteristics of the speaker itself;

MID AND HIGH
FREQUENCIES
Signals above 500 Hz are handled

by a second amplifier. This unit is of
fairly conventional design. In order
to eliminate cross -over distortion,
operation is in class A up to one
watt. Above that, the amplifier
switches to class AB. The output
stage is a fully complementary
Darlington power amplifier.
The RC networks across both

tweeter and mid -range drivers are for
correcting impedance at high
frequencies. The small coil (L1) at
the amplifier output is for
stabilisation.

Transistors Q16 - Q20 and
associated components are an
automatic switching circuit that
disconnects power to the amplifier
circuits if there is no input signal to
the enclosure.

1

016
017

018
019

a

rZa-

ROM

02
on

ZO

Circuit diagram of complete speaker/
amplifier - loudspeaker motional feed-
back transducer and associated electronics
are shown farrowed) within dotted lines.

r.
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It is by far the most prominent
source of distortion - particularly in
the bass and lower bass regions -
indeed the lowest usable frequency is
often limited by harmonic distortion
rising to unacceptable levels.

This fact has long since been realised
by audio engineers - in fact a number
of commercial hi-fi systems using
overall negative feedback have been
marketed in the past two decades.

Common to all these systems is the
need to obtain an electrical signal
proportional to the loudspeaker cone
movement i.e. - the feedback signal.

Several ways of doing this have been
tried.

Early techniques involved sensing the
signal across the voice coil - or taking
the signal from a second winding on
the voice coil. Neither was wholly
satisfactory.

Philips have used a new approach.
They use a small transducer clamped
to the cone of the bass driver itself.

The transducer used is a ceramic
device which produces an electrical
signal that is proportional to the
acceleration of the cone.

Connected to -the output of this
transducer is a small amplifier stage
which is used to correct minor
frequency non-linearities inherent in
the loudspeaker.

This arrangement - shown in dotted
lines in Fig. 1 ensures a flat frequency
response. The junction FET included
in this circuit is an impedance
matching device - Zener diode ZD1
ensures that the drain -source voltage
of the FET does not exceed a

oredetermined value.
So far, Philips have used their new

feedback technique in just one
application. This is a small
loudspeaker/amplifier combination -
which they have named the '532 -
Electronic'.

Although this is a physically small
unit (380 x 286 x 21.6mm) it contains
considerably more than would at first
appear. Not only does it contain bass,
mid -range and tweeter but two 40
watt amplifiers as well! The bass driver
is a 203mm (8") unit. Motional
feedback is applied to this unit alone
- over the frequency range 35-500 Hz.

Power for this driver is supplied by a
class AB 40 watt (into 4 ohms)
amplifier. --

The mid and upper ranges are
covered by a 127mm (5") and a

25.4mm (1") driver. Both of these
units are powered by a second
amplifier.

This second amplifier is of similar
design to the bass unit but is

terminated in 8 ohms so that power
output is limited to 20 watts. Sliding
operation is used for this unit - it
being class A at low levels and class AB
at higher levels. This is done to
minimize cross -over distortion.
Included within the enclosure is a

complete regulated power supply, all
that is required externally is a

programme source and a pre -amplifier
with an output of one volt or so - and
a mains 50/60 Hz supply.

Clearly what Philips have done is to
concentrate on obtaining improved
performance from a small enclosure
rather than using the new technique to
improve performance per se.

The results are excellent. Low
frequency performance is very good
right down to 40 Hz, and distortion, at
average sound levels is at least no
worse than that normally generated by
much larger enclosures.

Basically the end result is the type of
performance that one would normally
expect from a big enclosure - but
Philips' new devices are small enough
to sit on a bookshelf.

This Philips turntable/
tuner/pre-amplifier
combination has been
specifically designed to
match the motional feed-
back speaker/amplifier
enclosures.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
The firm

for
speakers!
Baker Group 25, 3,8 or 15 ohm
Baker Group 35, 3,8 or 15 ohm
Baker Deluxe 8 or 15 ohm . .

Baker Major 3,8 or 15 ohm. .

Baker Regent 8 of 15 ohm . .
Baker Superb 8 or 15 ohm . .
Celestion PST8 (for Unilex)
Celestion MH1000 horn 8 or 15

£ 7.75
£ 8.50
£10.75
£ 8.50
£ 7.75
£14.50
£ 2.25

ohm £10.45
EMI 13 x 8, 38 or 15 ohm . . £ 2.15
EMI 13 x 8, 150 d/c 3,8 or 15

ohm . . . . £ 2.35
EMI 13 x 8, 450 t/tw 3,8 or 15

ohm ..... £ 3.60
EMI 13 x 8, 350 8 or 15 ohm . £ 8.25
EMI 13 x 8 20 watt bass . . £ 6.60
EMI 21/4" tweeter 8 ohm . . .65
EMI 8 x 5, 10 watt, d/c, roll/s 8

ohm . . . . . . £ 2.50
Elac 59RM109 15 ohm '

59RM114 8 ohm . . . £ 2.65
Elac 61/2" d/cone, roll/s 8 ohm . £ 3.35
Elac TW4 4." tweeter . . . £ 1.21
Fane Pop 15 watt 12" . . £ 4.40
Fane Pop 25/2 25 watt 12" . £ 6.40
Fane Pop 40 40 watt 10" . . £ 8.50
Fane Pop 50 watt 12" . . . £11.00
Fane Pop 55 60 watt 12" . . £12.50
Fane Pop 60 watt 15" . . . £13.00
Fane Pop 100 watt 18". . . £22.50
Fane Crescendo 12A or B, 8 or

15 ohm . . . £29.00
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm £36.00
Fane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm £47.50
Fane 807T 8" d/c, roll/s 8 or 15

ohm . . . . £ 3.85
Fane 801T 8" d/c, roll/s 8 ohm £ 7.00
Goodmans 8P 8 or 15 ohm - . £ 4.49
Goodmans 10P 8 or 15 ohm . £ 4.70
Goodmans 12P 8 or 15 ohm . £11.65
Goodmans 12P -D, 8 or 15 ohm £15.25
Goodmans 12P -G, 8 or 15 ohm £14.50
Goodmans Audiom 100, 8 or 15

ohm . . . £ 9.50
Goodmans Axent 100, 8 ohm . £ 6.60
Goodmans Axiom 401, 8 or 15

ohm . . . . £15.10
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8" 8 or 15

ohm . . . 6.79
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10" 8 or

15 ohm . . . . . £ 7.61
Kef T27 £ 4 75
Kef T15 £ 5 75
Kef B110 £ 675
Kef B200 £ 7 50
Kef B139 £11 75
Kef DN8 £ 1 92
Kef DN12 £ 4 12
Kef DN13 . £ 2.75
Richard Allan CG8T 8" d/c roll/s £ 6.35
STC4001G super tweeter . £ 6.19
Wharfedale Super 1ORS/DO 8

ohm . . . £ 9.80
Fane 701 twin ribbon horn. . £23.00
Baker Major Module . . each £10.75
Fane Mode One . . . each £ 9.90
Goodmans DIN 20 4 ohm . each £ 8.75
Helme XLK25 . . pair £18;17
Helme XLK30 . . . pair £14.95
Helme XLK50 . . pair £37.18
Kefkit 2 each £23.50
Kefkit 3 each £34.00
Peerless 3-25 (3 sp.system) each £15.00
Richard Allan Twinkit . each £ 8.25
Richard Allan Triple 8 . each £13.00
Richard Allan Triple . each £18.50
Richard Allan Super Triple. each £21.50
Wharfedale Linton 2 kit. - pair £19.25
Wharfedale Glendale 3 kit . pair £34.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 kit . pair £52.50
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
Cabinets for Hi-Fi and PA., wadding,
vynair etc. Send for free booklet -
"Choosing a Speaker".
FREE with orders over L-7-1-1iFi Loud-
speaker enclosures book.
All units guaranteed new and perfect.

Prompt despatch
Carriage and insurance: Speakers 35p
each, Kits 75p each (£1.50 pair)
Tweeters and crossovers 20p each.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept ETI

Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK9 1HF.

Tel. Wilmslow 29599

(Discount Hi-Fi, PA and Radio at 10,
Swan Street, Wilmslow).
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SIMPLE AMPLIFIER
A SMALL AMPLIFIER is an almost
indispensable aid to the experimenter
It may be used to amplify, and make
audible, signals from oscillators
operating in the audio range, to trace
signals through another audio
amplifier that is faulty, to amplify any
other signal to a reasonable power
level for metering or relay operation
etc. etc.

There are at present on the market
many integrated circuit power
amplifiers providing outputs of from 1
to 3 watts but most of them require
very careful layout of the circuit in
order to prevent instability (an
unstable amplifier may oscillate and be
damaged as a result). Additionally, a
discrete transistor amplifier is far more
educational in that voltages can be
measured in order to gain a better
understanding of its operation.

Hence the ETI 225 amplifier has
been designed using discrete transistors
which beside being much more stable
than integrated designs, is ideally
suited to the needs of the
experimenter.

Transistors Q2, Q4 and Q5 are glued
to a piece of aluminium which acts as
a heatsink (use epoxy. resin).
These transistors must be the plastic
types specified. Metal can types
usually have the collector connected
to the case and would be shorted by
the heatsink.

PARTS LIST
AMPLIFIER ETI 225

R11,R1
R7
R5
R8
R4,R9
R10
R1
R2,3

2 Resistor

If

1E2 '/2W 5%
82E2
10052 "
270E2 "
1.2k "
1.8k "
22k "
100k " r

C4 Capacitor 22pF ceramic
C5 0.0056/2F

polyester
C1 0.11./F polyester
C2 4.71/F 16V

electrolytic
03,6 10011F 10V

electrolytic
C7 470pF 10V

electrolytic

Q1 Transistor BC179 or similar
Q2,3* BC169 or similar
Q4* BC328 or similar
Q5* BC338 or similar

* must be T092 plastic types.

piece of matrix board

piece of aluminium approx. 1" x'/2"
for heat sink.

R2
100k

NP°HUT
C1
0.12 F

The completed amplifier. Note the
aluminium heatsink to which 02, 04 and Q5 are
cemented. These transistors must be plastic T092
types as per parts list.

RP
22k

Circuit diagram of the
1.5W general purpose
amplifier.

4 C2
4.71F

I16V

100k

ec
01
BC179

R4
1.2k

C3 =-=
00.F

10V

02
BC169

R6
2.7k

R5
100

2213F

CS
0.0056.: F

R7
82

RS
270

03
BC169

-11 C6
- = 100,F

10V

R11

R12

Q5
BC338

c
4705F
10V

0v
0

0
-12V

HOW IT WORKS ETI 225
This circuit is fairly typical of a

large number of audio amplifiers.
The main voltage amplifier

transistor Q3 drives the
complementary pair (NPN plus PNP)
Q4 and Q5 which are buffers
providing high current gain but less
than unity voltage gain.
As the bases of Q4 and Q5 are

effectively two base emitter junctions
apart, Q3 is used to set the bias
voltages for these transistors.

Transistor Q1 operates as an error
amplifier which compares the input
voltage and a divided down version of
the output voltage. If there is any

difference it provides a control
voltage to Q3 in such a way that the
error is corrected. The output voltage
is divided down by the ratio of (R6 +
R5)/R5 and hence the calculated gain
will be 28 although the measured
gain will be slightly less.

The dc bias point of the amplifier is
also set by Q2 and this is unaffected
by R5 and it is isolated by means of
C3. To maintain an approximately
constant current in Q3, capacitor C6
is used to keep the voltage across R8
(and hence the current through it)
constant.

Capacitors C4 and C5 are used to
provide frequency compensation.
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PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD TRANSFER SYSTEMS
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Acid resistant transfers for direct application to P.C. Board. This is a
new approach to printed circuit board manufacture, giving a professional
finish with all details that an electronics engineer would require,
including all drilling positions automatically marked.
Ideal for single unit boards or small quantities. All at a very low cost -
for example an average 6" x 4" layout would cost less than 30p, and
the time taken under one hour, including etching to complete.
The system is simple, briefly it consists of 10 sheets of self adhesive
acid resistant transfers made in required shapes-i.e. edge connectors.
lines, pads, dual in line 1.C.'s, 8-10-12. T.O.5 Cans, 3-4 lead transistors,
etc., etc., which only require pressing into the required positions on
the printed circuit board before etching.

10 . 0
The printed circuit transfer system is a genuine offer to the public
and industry. A full money back guarantee is sent with each order,
trade prices on application.

List of Prices
Complete system including post and VAT £2.00
Individual sheets 22p

Sample sheet 22p
Copper laminate (boards) size 6" x 41" 6 sheets 50p

Printed circuit hoard PCB transfer systems patent applied for.

E. R. NICHOLLS, 46 LOWFIELD ROAD, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE
TELEPHONE NUMBER : 061-480-2179

LINEAR IC's
LM 380
LM 381
TBA 810S
LM 3900
TBA 120A/
SN 76660N
CA 3089E/
TDA 1200
CA 3053
gA. 753
TBA 651
gA 720
TAD 100
MC 1310
CA 30900

Audio 2W amplifier
Dual Audio Preamp
Audio 7W amplifier
Quad Op -amp (audio)

FM IF and demodulator

FM IF and demodulator
FM IF amplifier
FM gain block
AM Radio chip
AM Radio chip
AM Radio chip (obsolete)
PLL Stereo Decoder
PLL Stereo decoder

Price TOKO COILS and FILTERS Price
1.00
1.85
1.50
0.68

1.00

1.94
0.52
0.99
1.81
1.45
1.47
2.80
2.80

1.(A 7805UC 3 Terminal 5V Regulator (T03) 2.05
µA 7805KC 3 Terminal 5V Regulator (Plastic) 1.75

E 550A Voltage Regulator 0.80
pA 723 Voltage Regulator 0.80
pA 710 Comparator 0.55
M.A 741CV Op -amp
'NE 560B Phase Lock Loop
NE 5616 Phase Lock Loop
NE 5626 Phase Lock Loop
NE 565A Phase Lock Loop
NE 566V PLL VCO Function Generator
NE 567V PLL Tone Decoder
NE 555V Timer/Monostable/Astable
ICL 8038 Sine/Square/Triangle function - BC 183L 0.14.

CC Generator with voltage control 3.10 2N 3704 0.14LM 1496 Doubled Balanced Modulator 1.02
9582 Preamp for 95H90 (see logic IC's) 2.50
READY BUILT UNITS Price
EF 5603 Toko Varicap Timer 8.50
ET 703 TOKO FM tunerhead with AM Gang 3.30
7231 Larsen Varicap tunerhead and CA 3089E IF. Uses

ceramic filters with AFC AGC Mute Field strength
and tuning meter outputs. 17.70

7265 Larsen Stereo decoder (CA 30900) 6.80
1100 Litronix 8 digit 4 function pocket calculator. 2

aid 4 decimal places, clear last entry, leading zero
Suppression. 19.45

MFH 41T
MFH 71T
CFT 455B
CFT 455C
CFU 050D
CFT 470C
CFS 10.7
CFK 10.7

0.40
3.19 YXNS6A 139BA LW atenna loading coil
3.19 YMRS 16726 MW oscillator coil
3.19 KALS 4520A 10.7 IF transformer
2.75 146LY 433K 43mH choke
2.55 146LY 512K 5.1mH choke
2.75 2A 20ST7 265+265pF Plastic variable cap.
0.78 TRANSISTORS

220K
KACS K586
TKACS 34342BM Double quadrature coil for
TKACS 34343AU CA 3089A (pair required)
YXNS 30450 NK 2mH Choke for CA 30900
BLR 2011 19 and 38KHz notch filter
BLR 2007 19 and 38KHz notch filter
YHCS1A 590R 455KHz 1st IF transformer
YHCS1A 589R 455KHz 2nd IF transformer
YHCS11100AC2 455KHz 3rd IF transformer
YHCS pack Set of 3 IF transformers
YXNS6A 140HM LW oscillator loading coil

ambit

4KHz 455KHz Mechanical Filter 1.35
7KHz 455KHz Mechanical Filter 1.35
8 KHz 455KHz Ceramic Filter 0.45
6KHz 455KHz Ceramic Filter 0.45
6KHz 470KHz Ceramic Filter 0.50
6KHz 470KHz Ceramic Filter 0.45
200KHz 10.7MHz Ceramic Filter 0.40
200KHz 10.7MHz Ceramic Filter

with high input impedance 0.60
2211H choke for use with CA 3089E0.15

HM Quadrature coil for CA 3089E 0.30
pair
0.55
0.30
1.75
1.50
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.60
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.30
0.27
0.27
0.55

TIP 3088 0.60 RF 256L13 0.34
TIP 2955 0.99 MEM 615A 0.38

MEM 616 0.50

AMBIT MODULES
& KITS Price
END 70M 4.50
NBFM Mini 3.00
NBFM Maxi 4.20
MC 1310K 5.10
LS 8038K 3.70
LM 380NK 2.80
LM 38ONKT 3.50
TTL Clock 5.90
1MHz Xtal 3.00
561 basic kit 5.00
PW FERRET 9.50

8.50
LOGIC IC's
We can supply the
full range of 74N
TTL to order.
Standard stock
items as follows:
7400 0. 0.18
74500 0.74
7404 0.23
7413 0.38
7446 1.10
7447 1.07
7473 0.31
7490 0.71
7496 0.99
74121 0.38
05H90 9.90

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
PLEASE ADD 8% TO ALL UK ORDERS

CWO PLEASE, P & P 15p,
FULL CATALOGUE 20p INC. POST

INTERNATIONAL
(Dept. ETI3) 37 High Street, Brentwood, Essex. Tel: (0277) 216029.
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BI-PRE-PAK UT 11

AUDIO BARGAINS0,
III

LETTERS FROM OUR READERSC

HELP WANTED

8 TRACK
ONLY Ell
Incl. P. & P. and V.A.T.

The latest B.S.R. 8 Track cartridge Replay Deck.
Ready to install in your Hi-Fi Stereo System.
This unit comes complete with Hi Gain Stereo Pre -Amplifier,
4 -Programme Indicator Lamps, Track Selector Switch, all
leads and plugs. etc. for 230 volt A. C. mains operation.

3 IVR.m.s.I.C. AMP
only £1.65

Incl. P. & P. and V.A.T.
Order Code I.C.A.1

on P.C. Board with all components
2 on one board for £2.86.
Order Code I.C.A.1/S.

These amps. are supplied with a free booklet on connecting
up, specifications and easy to build projects using the I.C.A.1.

5W & 10W AMPS

5Womy21.98
10W ONLY £2.49
incl. P. & P. and V.A.T.

These matchbox size amplifiers have an exceptionally good
tone and quality for the price. They are only 2+" x1 i".
The 5W amp will run from a 12V car battery making it very
suitable for portable voice reinforcement such as public
functions.
Two amplifiers are ideal for stereo. Complete connection
details and treble, bass, volume and balance control circuit
diagrams are supplied with each unit. Discounts are avail-
able for quantity orders. More details on request. Cheapest
in the U.K. Built and tested.

Now available for 5 8410WAMPS

4.

I

Pre -assembled printed circuit boards 2"x3" available in
stereo only, will fit  15 edge connector.
Stereo Pre -Amp 1 (Pre. 1). This unit is for use with low
gain crystal or ceramic pick-up cartridges £1.21.
Stereo Pre -Amp 2 (Pre 2). This unit is for use with mag-
netic pick-ip cartridges £1.69.
Stereo Tone Control (STC). This unit is an active tone
control board and when used with the right potentiometers
will give bass and treble boost and cut. f1.21.

Instruction leaflet supplied with all units. Post and packing
and V.A.T. included in prices.

rNM ME MEI - INE
enclosee

8 Tracks/ 3W Amps/ 5W Amps

10W Amps/

NAME

for

Stereo Pre -Amps 1

Stereo Pre -Amps 2 Stereo Tone Controls
(Please insert quantities and delete those not applicable.)

IADDRESS

BIPRE-PAK
Dept. H, 222/224 West Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 9DF.

Regrt N0220919 Tel: Southend (0702) 46344.
ENEENE - ME MN EM- - -

We are attempting to set up a small (unfunded) museum
and would greatly appreciate donations of any early radio
or electrical equipment, prior to 1930.

Eventually we hope to display a few receivers spanning
the period, a small transmitter, a range of components -
radio and electrical, service sheets and periodicals, plus a
few books and photographs.

These would enable us to show the student of to -day the
early, and essential, development from magnets to micro-
circuits, while allowing their occasional use as demonstrat-
ion models. All contributions will be acknowledged and
recorded.

C. H. Matthews,
School of Engineering Science,
University of Edinburgh,
King's Buildings,
Mayfield Road,
Edinburgh EH9 3JL.

READER QUESTIONNAIRE
Your questionnaire was a really good idea, it's good to
know that there is a magazine that wants to give its readers
the best. How about letting the readers know the findings
or is this secret? R. J. Macmillan, Stoke-on-Trent.

To date we have had well over 2,500 replies, an excellent
response, and we are very grateful to those readers who
filled it in. The proper analysis is such a major job that we
are going to have the replies coded onto punch-cards and
run through a computer.

However we have done a preliminary survey of random
batches and as these batches tally extremely closely we do
have some early indications.

Projects, Tech -Tips, Electronics Tomorrow and the
Electronics Features came out as by far the most popular
features with Tech -Tips rated highly by 95% of readers.

In the comments column, the overwhelming message was
that readers wanted more low-cost projects and this is
already being acted upon - look for a new projects feature
in the next month or two.

One smaller point was that 97% of you keep your ETI
copies for more than three months and we hope to intro-
duce a binder in the near future as a result of this.

READER OFFERS

Your reader offers have so far been excellent value and I

have bought everyone of them so far but if you can arrange
with companies for these specially low prices for a short
period, why can't they do this all the time?

S. Jacobs, Dartmouth.

There are a number of reasons why we can arrange these
low prices. The large number of sales which a company
obtains means that prices can be cut well back and the
companies do not have to pay for advertising as ETI gives
all publicity free. Some of the participants are quite willing
to operate on a no -profit or minimal profit basis, regarding
the resulting publicity as the reward. We see nothing wrong
with this. So far the offers have been good for the readers,
good for the participating companies and good for ETI
sales.
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TWO GREAT READER OFFERS
The prices of these offers are lower than those given in the last issue due to

the reduction of VAT from 10% to 8%.

Digital
Clock hit:
£21013

Ewan.,

- 3. L.

Recently we published a review of Digital Clock Kits as these
are becoming extremely popular.

When we heard of Bywood's plans for introducing a new
model in an extremely attractive case, we discussed with them
an offer on this recently introduced kit and this is the result.

The Digitronic II is based on a custom -designed chip only
recently released. The Digitronic II is the kit version of one of
the best selling digital clocks and is housed in an extremely
attractive case (which incidentally has won a Design Award).

The kit is for a 12 or 24 hour clock with a 6 -digit readout
working from the 50Hz mains. The 12/24 hour option can be
switched without having to reset.

The display comprises four 0.55" and two 0.33" LED's with
a pleasing orange coloured readout.

All you need to build it up is a soldering iron, sidecutters
and a mains plug. If you decide that the kit is too complex you
can return it and obtain a built model for an additional £4.40.

Cut
To: ETI/Bywood Digital Clock Offer

181 Ebberns Road,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP3 9RD.

Please find enclosed my cheque/P.O. for £27.00 for my
Digitronic II Digital Clock Kit. (Cheques etc to be made pay-
able to Bywood Electronics.)

Name

Address

Offer closes September 30th, 1974

This offer is strictly limited to one order per coupon. Readers
may order more than one Digitronic II Kit but a separate
coupon must be enclosed for each.

This saving of £4.65 applies to all versions of the Digitronic
Clock Kit - see Bywoods advertisement for details.

-Segment
03"ILEDs
5 for £525

Five - yes Five - 0.3" LED Numeric displays for the price you
would normally expect to pay for two. These devices are from a
famous maker (we cannot mention the name due to this low
price).

They are common cathode devices with right-hand decimal
point and red display giving maximum brightness with 10mA
per segment but can be used with only 5mA.

These devices are not rejects and are ideal for use in
calculators, frequency counters, digital clocks etc but the price
is so low so that they can even be used as on -off indicators for
equipment etc.

They are supplied in 14 -pin DIL packages. Each order will
receive a data sheet.

For those who have taken advantage of last month's CT5001
offer, the modified power supply, segment and digit drivers are
shown below (these replace Figs. 5 and 7 on page 36).

vss VGG

l Ti
f 1- 1 1401

2 13.

DIGIT
DRIVERS 5 WO 6.3V lc

131-06 1N4001 et,

I-, 6 80-1
I F. .-1 I

1D.P.

SEGMENT DRIVER PP

2.21,

150oF
165

01.04. 2N3702. 2N3703 m.
05. 8FR40 etc

DIGIT DRIVER In/

Cut

VREF

VREF

To: ETI/Ambit Int. LED Offer
37 High Street,
Brentwood,
Essex, CM14 4RH.

Please find enclosed my cheque/P.O. for £ for 0.3",
7 -Segment LED Numeric Displays (Minimum £3.25 for 5,
59p each for additional devices). Cheques etc to be made
payable to Ambit Int. I also enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for the return of my money should the offer be over-
subscribed.

Name

Address

Offer closes September 30th, 1974

This offer is strictly limited to one order per coupon. Readers
may place more than one order but a separate coupon must be
enclosed for each.



NEW - LOW PRICED 12" DISPLAY
UNITS. Front £4.8.50. All units comp-
letely cased, transistorised EHT, Standard
mains operation. SAE for all details.

TRIMMER PACK, 2 Twin 50/200 pt ceramic;
2 Twin 10/00 pf ceramic; 2 min strips with 4
Preset 5/20 pf on each; 3 air spaced preset
30/100 of on ceramic base. ALL BRAND
NEW 25p the LOT. P. & P. 10p.

ALMA precision resistors 200K; 400K; 497K;
998K; 1 meg-0.1% 27p ea.; 3-25k, 56k, 13k-
01% 29p ea.

MODERN TELEPHONES type 706. Two -
tone grey or black. £3.75 ea. Type 7006
two-tone green £3.75 ea. P & P 25p ea.
IDEAL EXTENSION TELEPHONES with

£1 WORTH OF 'UFS'. Six Brand New cape-
citors all between 15V and Bra Total caps e-
Lance not leas than 7,000mfd. P. & P. 45p.

ROTARY SWITCH PACK -6 Brand New
switches (1 ceramic; 1-4 pole 2 way etc.),sap. P. & P. 20p, Vast quantity of good quality components

-NO PASSING TRADE -so we offer
3 LBS. of ELECTRONIC GOODIES

for £1-50 post paid.

standard GPO type dial, bell and lead
type coding. £1.75 ea. P & P 25p ea.

CAPACITOR PACK 50 Brand new compo-
nents only 599. P. 5 P. 17p.

POTS 10 different values. Brand new. MIL
P. & P. 17p.

COMPONENT PACK consisting of 5 pots
various values, 250 resistors 1 and 9 watt
etc., many high stabs. All brand new. Fine
value at 50p per pack. P. & P. 27p.

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR 1 cwt. of

POTENTIOMETERS

COLVERN 3 watt. Brand new, 25; 50k ail
at 13p ea.

MORGANITE Special Brand new, 2.5; 10;
100; 250; 500K; 1 In. sealed, 17p ea.

IIIRCO 25 Watt. Brand new, 5; 10; 50; 250;
50K at 15ohms; ; ; 25; p ea.1 2.5 10omicroamp

PHOTOCELL equivalent OCP 71, tip ea.
MULLARD OCP70 10p each.

BECKMAN 10 TURN DIALS ONLY.
Brand new. E2.25 ea. P & P 10p.

METERS BY SI FAM type M42. 25-0-25
Scaled

"12T LONGP.
PERSISANCE TUBES

Ideal for SST C; educational purposes.
Bran 1 Connections, voltages etc.
Brand New Boned £7.50 each including
carriage and vAT.

Electronic Scrap chassis, boards, etc. No
Rubbish. FOR ONLY £355. N. Ireland £2
extra.

P.C.B. PACK S & D. Quantity 2 sq. ft. -no
tiny pieces. 54p plus P. & P. 200.

FIBRE GLASS as above £1 pies P. & P. 20p.

5 CRYSTALS 70 to 90kHz. Our choice, 25p.
P. & P. 15p.

STANDARD 2 meg. log pots. Current type
15p ea.

INSTRUMENT 3 In. ColverrL5 ohm 35p ea.;
506 and 100K Sip ea.
BOURNS1 T

20Q 500
RIMPOT POTEIr1201.;11TERIg:

rsk r:33gr es. ALL BRAND 'NEW.. .

5;
i .

RELIANCE P.C.B. mounting. 273; 470;
500 ohms; 10K at 35p ea. ALL BRAND NEW.

25-0-25 green; 250-0-250
red, linear. As new. £3.50 ea. P & P 37p.

METERS. Ernest Turner. Model 402,
11.0.0syMsicacriOae _mhpesn.ceBrimand.25ne.w.. PLoaveply25shpa.pe,

ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS from
0.300 Volts to 0-10KV_ S.A.E. with yOur
requirements.

REPLACEMENT TUBES for Cossor 1035
Mk 1 & 2 and Cossor 1049 Mk 1,2,3 & 4.
Tested and guaranteed. £3.00 ea. P&P 37p.
FIBRE GLASS PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD. Brand new. Single and double
sided. Any size 1p per sq. in. P & P 10p
per order.

E VOLT Va AMP
LOGIC (I.C'S) POWER
SUPPLY
Standard Mains In-
put. £2.75 each.
P.& P. 25p.

MAKE YOUR SINGLE BEAM SCOPE INTO 20HZ to 200KHZ
A DOUBLE WITH OUR NEW LOW PRIC-
ED SOLID STATE SWITCH. SINE AND SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
2 Hz to 8 MHZ, Hook up a 9 volt battery and In four ranges. Wien bridge oscillator thermistor stablised. Separate
connect to your scope and have two traces independent sine and square wave amplitude controls. 3V max sine.for ONLY £5.50. P & P. 25p. STILL 6V max square outputs. Completely assembled P.C. Board, ready to
AVAILABLE our 20MHZ version at £9.25 use. 9 to 12V supply required. £7.85 each. P & P 25p. Sine Wave
P & P. 25p. only £5.85 each. P & P 25p,

TRANSISTOR INVERTER
12V to 1.5 KV 2 MA. Size 11/2 x 21/2 x 4in. Multi tapp-
ed secondary and output level control makes possible
large range of voltage and current output combinations
without modification. Very flexible unit at £2.95
each P & P. 25p.

NEW WIDE RANGE WOBBULATOR
5 MHZ to 150 MHZ (Useful harmonics up to 1.5 GMZ) up to 15 MHZ sweep Wid-
th. Only 3 controls, preset RF level, sweep width and frequency. Ideal for 10.7 Or
TV IF alignment, filters, receivers. Can be used with any general purpose scope.
Full instructions supplied. Connect 6.3V AC and use within minutes of receiving.
All this for only £5.75 P & P 25p.

Always available range of:- Oscilloscopes; signal generators; valve voltmeters; EHT Power units; EHT capacitors; EHT transformers; etc.etc.

Unless stated -please add £1.50 carriage to all units.
VALUE ADDED TAX not included in prices -please add 10%

Official Orders Welcomed, Gov./Educational Depts., Authorities, etc., otherwise Cash with Order
Open 9 am to 6.30 pm any day (later by arrangement.)

-

ary ii.it Mows 111= HILTMEA . L ED
7/9 ARTHUR ROAD, READING, BERKS. (rear Tech. College, Kings Road) Tel.: Reading 582605/65916

What to look for in October's ETI
-Liens-,z

EXCLUSIVE ETI READER OFFER
SINCLAIR SCIENTIFIC KIT FOR:

SCOPE DUAL -TRACE PROJECT

A straightforward project using
I.C.s enables you to convert a
single -beam 'scope into a dual -
trace version up to about 1MHz.

e14.95
Until recently the Sinclair Scientific was
only available ready -built at over £50. This
month it has become available as a kit for
£19.95 but next month ETI readers only
will be able to purchase it for £5 less for a
limited period.
This calculator has not 4 but 12 functions
including logs, trig and arithmetic, all in a
pocket -sized format. (No orders can be
accepted before September 20th.)

VIDEO DISC COLOUR TV
The Decca/Telefunken TelDec
system is now ready for prod-
uction and it looks like a serious
competitor to videotape. How
it works is described in next
month's ETI.

OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE SEPTEMBER 20th - 25p
The features mentioned here are, at the time of this issue
going to press, in an advanced state of preparation. How-
ever, circumstances, including highly topical developments,
may affect the final contents.

ELECTRONICS IN CRIME
Today both criminals and the police
are using more and more sophisticat-
ed techniques in their never-ending
battle.
Image intensifiers now make night
surveillance practical and a variety
of methods - both photographic and
electronic - are used for the macabre
job of finding hidden graves.
Laser interferograms enable detect-
ives to see where someone has walked
even hours beforehand.
Read all about it in October's ETI.

PLUS:
AMBISONICS
ADVANCE SCOPE REVIEW
PROJECTION COLOUR TV

electronics
today INTERNATIONAL
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REACTANCE CHART
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-100k 100-
100pF

20 000Hz
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-....

..141

200p F ...-
50k ...

.....- 50 .-
300pF

TO USE
40k

-
,-500 - _ 40 1-

400
Lay a ruler between any two parameters 30k 30 l-

10 000Hz
-

-......
500pF-and read off the third eg. to find the-.-

-
-.--

reactance of a 10mH choke at 2000Hz.
Lay a ruler between the two known 20k 20

'L.
r- 0.001p F

parameters and read the answer (120
ohms) on scale A.

-.... -
0 002u F300 .....-

Note also that 0.71.1F has the same -
0.003,;F- reactance and a 0.71.2F capacitor and a 10k -- 10

10mH choke will resonate at 2000HZ. -7--
Resonance may Only be read using scale -..- 5000Hz- 0.005µFA (values of inductance). -.-200

--. 0.01µF

-.--
4000Hz

If inductance scales B or C are used,
the corresponding reactance scale IS or
C must also be used.

5k

4k
-..... 5

4-For higher frequencies, multiply
frequency scale by 1000, inductance 3k

0.04 F
3

,-.
scale by 1000 and divide capacitance
scale by 1000. Reactance remains the 3000Hz-B -
same. 2k 2 0.03p F

...-100 0.055 F
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INDUCTANCE REACTANCE CAPACITANCE

SCALE A VALUES IN mH
SCALE B VALUES IN pH
SCALE C VALUES IN H

VALUES IN OHMS USE SCALE A
FOR REACTANCE

FREQUENCY
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THE EAGLE AA6 has become well
known mainly because of the five way
tone control system which Eagle call
SEC, or Sound Effects Controllers;
It is otherwise a conventional stereo
amplifier rated for 20W (r.m.s. based)
output power per channel into an
8 ohm load. It has a smart appearance
with a matt teak finished case and is
available with either a black or silver
control panel.

Inputs are provided for magnetic
or ceramic pickup cartridges, radio
tuner and tape and there is an off -
tape re-entry for monitoring recorded
signals. Four push buttons select the
inputs and another four select stereo/
mono operations, the sound effects
controllers, loudness and the tape/
source facility. With the sound effects
controllers out of circuit the bass and
treble lift, or cut, controls and loud-
ness can be used in the normal way.

With the SEC in circuit, the regular
tone controls and the loudness control
do not operate. All inputs, the loud-
speaker sockets, a pair of mains supply
sockets, the circuit protection fuse
and an earthing terminal are located
on the rear panel. There is a socket
for stereo headphones on the front
panel which can be used without the
loudspeakers operating. There are no
separate HF or LF filters as the SEC
facility will cope with any rumble or
record surface noise filtering required.

THE SOUND EFFECTS
CONTROLLERS
There are five slider controls and each

RIO AMPLIFIER

MEASUREDMEASURED PERFORMANCE OF EAGLE AA6

Power Ouput: 20W per channel into 8 ohms, both channels driven.
Power Bandwidth: 20Hz (-1dB) to 25kHz (-1dB)
Frequency Response: See graph

Total Harmonic Distortion: 100Hz
At 20W
At 10W
At 5W
At 1W

0.15%
1kHz
0.08%
0.12%
0.13%
0.2%

10kHz
0.25%

Signal -to -Noise Ratio:
(unweighted) Tape, Tuner -58dB. Mag. P.U. -51dB. Ceramic P.U.

Crosstalk: -54dB (all inputs)
Pickup overload margin: 38dB
Tone Controls and SEC: See graph

Loudness Control: See graph
Inputs: Mag. P.U. 3mV 47ohm.

Tuner 180mV 100kohm.
Outputs: Speakers 8-16ohms.

Ceramic P.U. 80mV 100kohm
Tape 180mV 100kohm
Tape 180mV 100kohm

Recommended Retail Price: £74.80 including VAT.

-52dB.

one operates within a specific freq-
uency band providing approximately
10dB lift or cut with reference to the
middle frequency. For example, the
lowest frequency control is centred
on 40Hz at which the maximum lift
or cut, is obtained. The five centre
frequencies are 40, 200, 1200, 6000
and 15,000Hz. The object of these
controls is to enable the listener to
make fine adjustments to overall freq-
uency response so as to compensate
for the effect of room acoustics and
unbalanced recordings etc., or they
may be used to provide more presence,
to vocals for instance. It is important
however, that they are not used in-
discriminately as they can introduce
unpleasant effects.

SOUNO rivid CONI*011 NS
2001K 72000 .0003

PERFORMANCE

On the whole the AA6 has a good
performance and with a recommended
price of £74.80 is not expensive.
Details of the tests to which it was
subjected are given in the table and
illustrated by the various oscillograms
and response curves. Power output
was, as claimed, 20W per channel.
Distortion factor also was within the
claim made: better than 0.2%, not
only at full power at 1000Hz but also
at other power levels and frequencies.
The signal to noise (unweighted) was
down a little for the magnetic and
ceramic pickup inputs but still accept-
able and the pickup overload margin
(magnetic input) a generous 38dB.

-CL "mews. ...vet(
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SUMMARY: All in all a very good amplifier
the price and one that offers maximum flexibility in
use. The SEC facility has its merits but should be
used only with discretion.

dB
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.10

5

0

5

10

15

L

L

A

10Hz 100Hz 1kHz 10k Hz

Overall frequency response (A -A). Response of Loudness Control (L -L).

dB

10

5

0

5

10

100kHz

10Hz 100Hz

Deviation from RIAA response.

dB

15

10

5

0

5

10

15

1kHz 10kHz 100kHz

-\\

10Hz 100Hz 1kHz 10kHz

Responses of sound effects controllers at maximum lift and at maximum cut.

The overall frequency response is

shown in Fig. 1 together with the
response of the loudness control (at
about 0.1W) and the limits of the
regular bass and treble controls at
50 and 10,000Hz respectively. The

100kHz

response from the magnetic pickup
input with RIAA equalized input sig-
nal is shown in Fig. 2. Frequency
response generally is supported by the
1000 and 100Hz square -wave tests
Shown in the photographs.

Response contours of the sound effects
control by frequency sweep test. From
left to right the peaks are at 40Hz, 200Hz,
1200Hz, 6kHz and 15kHz.

Tests at 100Hz. Input at the top, output
at the bottom.

fIT

1000Hz square -wave tests. Input at the
top, output at the bottom.

The response of the sound effects
controls were as specified and the
separate contours are shown by the
sweep frequency responses, superim-
posed one upon the other as illustrat-
ed. The result of using them together
e.g., all at maximum, or at minimum,
is also shown which, either way, re-
sults in a somewhat objectionable
response. Furthermore with all the
controllers at maximum lift, distortion
can arise with a high degree of ringing
from a square -wave input signal.
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a brilliant new concept in modular hill

Project 80 is going to be the ultimate in modular hi-fi
construction for a very long time to come. It combines the

qualities most demanded of any modern domestic system - good
circuitry, reliability and fine performance -with other features to be

found nowhere else in the world. For example,
compactness -Project 80 control units arel" deep 2'. high,

and each one is completely self-contained.
Elegance -all of Sinclair's design leadership has been

concentrated on producing designs of outstanding functional
elegance unsurpassed for styling and simplicity. Flexibility-

the size and styling of Project 80 modules makes them
the most versatile units ever. Combine them how you will,

where you will, the Project 80 System
of your choice gives you the best.



Sinclair Project 80

technically
the world's most advanced

Project 80 gives you choice from a range of 9
different modules for combining in a variety of ways
to suit your requirements. The Stereo 80 is a versatile
pre -amp control unit designed to meet all domestic
hi-fi requirements including tape monitoring, high
sensitivity magnetic cartridge input, and of course,
individual slide controls on each channel for precise
output matching. By separating the F.M tuner and
stereo decoder, useful economies can be effected
where stereo radio reception is not needed. Two
power amplifiers -Z.40 (18 watts RMS continuous
into 4 ohms using 35V) and Z.60 (25 watts RMS
continuous into 8 ohms using 50V) are available
with choice of 3 different power supply units. The
PZ.8 with its virtually indestructible circuitry is
particularly recommended. For the final word in
system building, the Active Filter Unit puts the
finishing touch of quality to what are easily the
world's most technically advanced hi-fi modules.
Any further units likely to be added to Project 80
range will be compatible with those already available.

Guarantee
If. within 3 months of purchasing arty product direct from us. you are dissatisfied with it.
your money will be refunded on production of receipt of payment. Many Sinclair
appointed stockists also offer this guarantee Should any defect arise in normal use, we
-will service it without charge.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd
London Rd.. St. Ives
Huntingdon PE17 4HJ
Telephone
St. Ives (0480) 64646

Stereo 80 Control Unit Size - 260 50 - 20mm (10; 2 ims)
Finish - Black with white indicators and transparent sliders Inputs - Magnetic
pick-up 3mV RIAA corrected: Ceramic pick up 350mV Radio 100mV:

30mV Signal/noise ratio -- 60db Frequency range - 20Hz to 15KHz
 1dB: 10Hz to 25KHz J 3dB Power requirements - 20 to 35 volts Outputs -

100mV  AB monitoring for tape Controls - Press button -tape radio and P.U.
Sliders on each channel for. volume bass treble llR.R P. e n

cadd{119v AT) 1_11..-.7,L)
Project 80 FM Tuner Size - 85 50 - 20mm (3t 2 - tins)
Tuning range Dual varicap - 87-5 to 108MHz Detector - I.C. balanced
coincidence One I.C. equal to 26 transistors Distortion - Q-2% at 1 KHz for
30% modulation 4 pole ceramic filter in I.F. section Aerial impedance - 75 0
or 240-3000 Sensitivity - 5 microvolts for 30dB S/N ratio Output - 300mV
for 30% modulation Power requirements - 25 to 35 volts ri a

R:R.P. (add E1 -19 V.A.T.) I. 1 1.

Project 80 Stereo Decoder Size -47' 50-. 20mm (It:. 2 -
tins) One 19 transistor I.C. Channel separation greater than 30dB Power
requirements - 25V Output 1.50mV per channel R.R P. r7 45(add 74p V A T) 1- /

Active Filter Unit Separate controls on each channel. Size -
108 50  20mm (Ai 2 tins) Voltage gain - minus 0-2dB Frequency
response - 40Hz to 22KHz controls Minimum. Distortion - at 1KHz - 0.03%
using 30V supply H.F. cut off (scratch) -- 22 KHz to 5-5KHz. 12dB/oct slope
L.F. cut off (rumble) - 28dB at 20Hz. 9c1B/oct. slope R.R.P. n5

- (add 690 V A.T.) L. V .

Z.40 Power Amplifier Size- 55  80  20mm (2; 3t tins) 9
transistors Input sensitivity - 100mV Output 18 watts RMS continuous into
40 (35V) Frequency response - 3OHz-100KHz 3dB S/N ratio - 64dB
Distortion - at 10 watts into 80 less than 0-1% Power requirements - 12 to
35 volts; built-in protection against overload. R.R .P ra

(add 54D VAT.) L..40
Z.60 Power Amplifier Size- 55 98 15mm (2; . 3; - ;ins) 12
transistors Input sensitivity - 100-250mV Output - 25 watts RMS continuousto
into 8 0 (50V) Distortion - typically 0.03% Frequency response - 15Hz
more than 200KHz -3dB S/N ratio-- better than 70dB Bult-in protection
against transient overload and short circuiting Load impedance £6 95
-4 0 min safe on open circuit R.R.P.' (add 69p V.A.T.)

Power Supply Units pzs Stabilised. Re-entrant current limiting
makes damage from overload or even direct shorting impossible. Normal
working voltage (adjustable) 50V. R.R P 79p V.A.T. Without mains
transformer PZ.6 35V stabilised R.R .P £7.98 - 79p VA .T PZ.5 30V un-
stabi'ised R.R.P. f4-98 - 49p V.A.T

To Sinclair Radionics Ltd. St. Ives Huntingdon PE17 4HJ

Please send post paid

for which I enclose Cash/Cheque for riciuding V A T

Name

Address
ETI.9.



BRAM BOSII

THE GARRARD 86SB is designed
as a medium quality disc playing unit
and it shares much with the more
sophisticated Zero 100 model. The
86SB differs in having a simple gim-
baled tone arm constructed out of
triangular section aluminium alloy in
place of the articulated tone arm of
the Zero 100. The cartridge carrier
of the module 86SB, as well as most
of the ancillary parts of the tone arm,
are made of plastic. Garrard have
been for many years the masters of
high precision plastic injection mould-
ings with high quality plastic parts
finding their way into most of their
recently designed record playing decks
and they have been none the worse
for that.

The drive motor of the 86SB is
coupled to the platter by a flat rubber
belt. This arrangement is used in
place of the idler wheel drive used in
earlier models of the Garrard module
86. Speed change is by the use of a
plastic fork which pushes the belt
from one section of the motor shaft
to another section of different dia-
meter. The pulley and belt assembly
is visible for inspection through a

cut-out in the platter, exposed by
removing the rubber turntable mat.
Only two speeds are catered for, this
now being common on modern record
playing decks.

The motor itself is a four pole type,
known by Garrards as a "Syncro-lab"
motor in which the rotor has been
magnetised permanently to a small
degree, this causes the motor to act
like a synchronous motor once it has
reached running speed but to have
starting characteristics similar to those
of an induction motor.

The turntable platter is made of an
alloy die casting 111/tin. in diameter
and showed no signs of having been
balanced after manufacture. However
precision castings of this type have, as
with plastic parts, been a keynote of
Garrard's for many years. One Zero
100 which I had the opportunity to
inspect seemed to be virtually ident-
ical as far as platter design but to have
been balanced after casting by drilling
a series of small depressions in the
underside of the platter rim. The
slight over -hang of a twelve inch re-
cord on the 111/2in. platter was found

to be beneficial in aiding their removal
from the turntable without touching
the playing surfaces.

The functions of the 86SB are
controlled by a row of small plastic
levers below the tone arm at the
right of the base -plate, the most left
hand lever controlling the Auto Start/
Stop functions of the deck, the centre
lever selects Auto or Manual operation
of the deck, the last lever at the right
is the arm lifting and lowering control
used when the deck is under manual
control. The existence of the auto-
matic functions does to my mind
remove this deck from the very front
rank of record playing decks but for
those without steady hands or who
have to put up with their record
playing equipment being used by the
family at large, then the ability of the
86SB to select the run-in groove of a
record, lower the arm placing the
stylus in the run-in groove, play the
record, lift-off the arm and return it
to the parked position after use must

be a considerable benefit in preventing
stylus and record damage.

As supplied for review, the 86SB
was fitted with a Sure M75 6/SB
cartridge which is a mid -range cart-
ridge having a spherical stylus. This
complement is considered by Garrard's
to give a reasonably optimum balance
between cost and performance but it
may be considered that Garrard have
under -estimated the type of buyer to
whom this module might appeal and
that a somewhat better cartridge might
with advantage be used on the 86SB,
if this is so then the unit can be
purchased without the cartridge.

The turntable main bearing design
of the 86SB is slightly unusual and of
an inverted design where the weight
of the turntable platter is taken on a
hardened steel ball at the top of a
pillar and almost level with the record
surface. The necessary side location
of the platter is provided by a bronze
sleeve inserted in the casting of the
platter and forming a plain bearing
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SUMMARY: For somebody who wants a semi-
automatic record playing deck we have little
hesitation in recommending this unit as very good
value for money.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF GARRARD 86SB

Signal -to -Noise and Rumble:
(ref 1kHz at 10cm/sec)

Wow and Flutter (R.M.S.)

Speed Accuracy:

Accuracy of Play Weight Scale:

Arm Friction Lateral
Vertical

Start-up Time:

Platter Rock:

Dimensions:

Recommended Retail Price:

40d B

0.06%

(good)

(very good)

Under 1% (good)

+6% (fair)

65mgrm
40mgrm

2.7sec

±15 thou

(fair)
(fair)

(good)

(poor -see text)

17 7/8 x 15 15/16 x 7 1/8"

£47.90 inc. VAT (less cartridge)

round the pillar holding the steel ball.
Though this bearing did allow a fair
degree of platter 'edge rock' (which
was measured as ±15 thousandths of
an inch the centre of rotation of the
rocking couple also being the centre
of the record seemed to reduce the
untoward effect that might be expect-
ed to occur.

The bias compensator is fabricated
out of a number of plastic mouldings
and works on a see -saw principle with
adjustment of the amount of bias
compensation being provided by vary-
ing the distance of a small weight
from the fulcrum of the see -saw. This
worked very well and again illustrated
Garrard's mastery of mass production
methods.

The performance figures measured
with the test sample confirmed the
subjective opinion that the unit was
of high quality even though "mass
produced". Both wow, flutter and
rumble plus noise was at a low level
and the overall operation of the unit
was satisfactory. The finish was good
but gave a rather "plastic" feel to the
86SB which went as far as the rather
bad mock teak veneer on the plinth.

Assembly of the unit should hold
no terrors for even the most non -
mechanically inclined of us - the only
tool required is a small screw -driver
with which to screw down the transit

screws and release the deck spring
suspension. What might take a little
time is locating the parts hidden in
their tubby holes in the packaging
material of the module. Even the
cartridge supplied with the unit could
be fitted without the use of any tools.
Setting the stylus weight was simple
following the instructions given and
the result was fairly accurate being
some 6% high.

In conclusion the Garrard 86SB is
good value for money though a better
cartridge would be advisable. The
one supplied requiring marginally over
2.5grams to track the Sure test record
TTR 103. Finally the plastic dust
cover, while allowing records to play
with it closed, only opened 9in. which
caused difficulty with putting records
on and taking off the deck when it
was installed below eye level, on say
a coffee table.

SINCLAIR SYSTEM 4000
AMPLIFIER
We reviewed this unit in the July issue but
the price given to us, and that which was
printed in Sinclair's advertisement on the
back cover was incorrect.

This should have read in both cases
£49.95 + VAT and not £69.95 + VAT.

We apologise for any inconvenience re-
sulting from this.

Did you know we supply
Signetics PLL, National
linear and digital, ECL
from Fairchild etc. ?
Devices like the 95H90 -
a decade counter at 220
megs. £9.05. Or the AF
amplifier LM380, by Nat-
ional for only £1.00.
See our new A4 size data-
logue for details of our
full range of devices,
modules, and our unique
datacopyig service.

itiii64kg"""1

ZA'A

Ali:77MA
411T4P

Nift4 V;..

.,terio

The AMBIT catalogue is
full of data - get your
copy now
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IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

the electronic owl
"AMPLIFIER" AND "AMPLIFICAT-
ION" are terms which we use every
day without much regard to their
meaning. Certainly, 'amplify' means
'make larger', and this is what an
amplifier appears to do to the
amplitude of a signal. It is not
what actually happens, though, and
our use of words blinds us to what
is actually happening, which is the
creation of a new signal of greater
amplitude under the control of the
old signal. This is what actually takes
place in the action of a transistor or
valve: the input is used to modulate
a current, and a new signal is obtained
by passing the modulated current
through a load resistor. True amp-
lification is achieved only in a resonant
circuit at the resonant frequency; for
even a transformer depends on an
intermediate conversion to a magnetic
field.

It is important to realise exactly
what we usually mean by amplification
when we come to speak of image
amplifiers, devices which are of great
importance in optical astronomy, mili-
tary night -sights, and in low -light
television. The 'amplifiers' to which
we are accustomed work reasonably
well at low frequencies, but, when the
time of one cycle of signal becomes
comparable to the time which the
charge carriers in the 'amplifier' take
to cross the space between electrodes,
the amplifying action fails.  ror ex-
ample, if the time of one cycle of
signal is comparable to the time taken
for electrons to cross from the emitter
to the base of a NPN transistor, signals
of that frequency will not be amp-
lified, for the control action fails. It
is impossible to control anything
which has changed in the interval of
control; this is probably most clearly
illustrated by the action of a triode
valve at high frequency. A signal
makes the grid more positive so that
electrons are attracted from the cath-
ode, but, by the time the electrons
have actually reached the cathode, the
signal is negative, and the electrons are
being repelled again. This is shown
in Fig. 1.

Another way of looking at this
difficulty is to compare the wavelength
of the signal with the dimensions with-
in the amplifying device. If the wave-
length is anywhere near the distance
between electrodes, then amplification
is unlikely to work.

What, then, do we do about amp-
lifying light images, where the wave-
length is around 0.0005mm? This is
very much less than any spacing we
can make between electrodes with
existing technology. Yet light waves,
which are identical in every respect
apart from wavelength and frequency
to radio waves, carry a large amount of
energy, and ought to be capable of
some sort of controlling action. The
answer lies in the interaction between
light and atoms.

LIGHT AND MATTER

Atoms consist of protons, neutrons
and electrons. The protons and neu-

A

+

BY IAN SINCLAIR
trons make up most of the mass of the
atoms, and the protons are positively
charged. The electrons are of much
lower mass, about 1/2000 of the
mass of the proton or neutron, but
have a negative charge equal in size
(but not sign) to the charge on the
proton. The number of protons in the
normal atom always equals the number
of electrons. One of the early visual-
isations of the atom, long superseded
but still useful, is of a hard core of
protons and neutrons with the elect-
rons spinning round like satellites, so
that the diameter of the atom, which
is the diameter of the electron orbit is
about a thousand times greater than
the diameter of the core or nucleus.
The diameter of the electron orbit can
be increased by feeding in the correct
amount of energy, in the form of
raised temperature or as electromag-
netic radiation of the correct freq-
uency, to the atom. This same amount
of energy will be given off when the

We

t t t

Fig. 1. Most electronic amplifiers depend on electrons (or holes) moving from some part A
to another part B. If B is positive electrons move but if the signal at B is reversed before the
electrons reach it, then this is not possible.

OUTER ORBIT
(GREATER ENERGY)

NORMAL ORBIT

(a)

Fig. 2. Diagram of an atom on the left. The core consists of protons (+) and neutrons (N)
with negative electrons moving around it. Right: If energy can be transferred to the electron
its orbit moves out. If it returns, the energy difference is released.
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ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION USING EMI
THREE-STAGE IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

A study of the missing galactic matter by the Royal Greenwich Observa-
tory, Herstmonceux.
To aid the recording of the images of
distant stars and galaxies the Royal
Greenwich Observatory at Herstmon-
ceux, Sussex, (shown on the cover) uses
a three -stage image intensifier supplied
by the Electron Tube Division of EMI
Electronics.

The photograph shows the spectra of
two galaxies taken with the unit spectro-
graph of the Isaac Newton telescope
using the EMI tube. The photograph
is a reversal of the original in the sense
that "white" corresponds to where light
fell on the original plate. In each case,
the central thin horizontal strip is the
spectrum of the galaxy. Dispersion on
the original was 250 AcYrnm.

The numerous emission lines above
and below the galactic spectrum are
from a copper -argon arc comparison
source. There are a few emission lines
which are very long and pass through
the galactic spectra. These arise from
the night sky. Although there are not
many features visible in the spectra of
the galaxies themselves on the reproduct-
ion, there are two quite clear emission
lines which are marked.

The upper spectrum is a 30 minute
exposure on galaxy Abell 262 No. 36
and the lower spectrum is a 10 minute
exposure on galaxy Abell 262 No. 32.

Photograph by courtesy of the Royal
Greenwich Observatory.

electron returns to its own orbit, as it
always does when conditions permit.
If sufficient energy is
atom, the outermost electrons can be
torn away from their orbits and re-
moved completely from the atom to
which they belong. This is shown in
Fig. 2.

This last effect, when it is caused
by light, is the photoelectric effect,
investigated by Lenard in the 1880's,
and explained later by Einstein (work
which earned him his 1921 Nobel
Prize). Einstein's theory explains the
observed fact, that electrons are torn
away only by light whose frequency
is greater than a critical value, the
'threshold: frequency. Brighter light
of a lower frequency has no effect, it
is the frequency which decides whether
or not the electrons will be removed;
though the numbers removed per sec-
ond are dependent on the brightness
of the light. Einstein's explanation
was that the energy carried by any
electromagnetic wave, radio or light,
is decided by its frequency, and that
the energy itself was contained in
units, one unit being called a quantum.
Brighter light means more units arriv-
ing per second, but the energy of a
unit decides whether or not an elect-
ron will be liberated. This led to the
very satisfactory picture of a unit of
light liberating a unit of atom, and
accounted totally for the measured
effects. The photoelectric effect is

most noticeable with light and the

frequencies close about it, such as
infra -red and ultra -violet. Radio
waves have too little energy per unit
to have any effect on electrons in
materials, which is why we have to
liberate electrons by valve or transistor
action to enable radio waves to affect
them. Very short wave radiation, such
as X-rays, has a wavelength of about
the same dimensions as the atom itself,
and so has very little electron liberat-
ing effect despite its great amount of
energy per unit.

By using a natural substance whose
electron energy levels are matched to
the light frequency which we wish to
amplify, we have solved part of the
problem of amplifying light images.

PHOTOCATHODES

Not many materials are suitable for
this purpose, and most depend on the
metal Caesium. Caesium is a metal of
low density (about 1.8 times as dense
as water), low melting point (it is

usually liquid on a hot day), and very
great chemical activity, so that it can-
not be kept in air, nor allowed to come
into contact with water. It can be
stored and used only in a vacuum or
in an atmosphere of gas with which it
does not react. The same properties
which make it an easy emitter of
electrons also confer this high react-
ivity, so that this is a problem we
must learn to live with.

The usual way in which it is used

is in the photocathode, in which the
sensitive materials, antimony and cae-
sium are formed in a thin transparent
layer over a glass plate in a vacuum.
Fig. 3. shows how a connection is

made to the film, which is an elect-
rical conductor, and a separate elect-
rode acts as an anode. With a positive
potential of a few hundred volts on
the anode, current in the form of

PHOTOCATHODE
ANODE
METAL

Fig. 3. Action of -a simple photocell with
photocathode and anode.

electrons will flow whenever the
photocathode is illuminated. The
problem of keeping the materials away
from air is neatly solved by evacuat-
ing the apparatus and generating the
caesium from a mixture of chemicals
in a nickel tube (caesium chromate
plus silicon powder) when the caesium
is wanted. Since the mixture is not
sensitive to air, it can be stored until
needed, and the caesium released in
the tube by heating electrically.

This solves part of the problem -
converting a light signal into an elect-
ron signal with the number of elect-
rons flowing being proportional to the
strength of the light signal at any
point on the photocathode. The other
part of the problem is that of getting
a light signal out which is of greater
power than that of the input; the
problem is made greater by the losses
in the photocathode, which converts
only a fraction of the light energy into
electron energy.

PHOSPHORS

Once again, we have to make use of the
behaviour of atoms in specially selected
materials, in this case the group of
materials termed phosphors. Phos-
phors (not to be confused with the
element phosphorus) are materials
which emit light when struck by energy
of other types, and a great variety of
substances of this type are known.
Some emit light on heating, some when
struck by ultra -violet, most when hit
by electrons. The last group contain
the phosphors which are of greatest
interest to us for this purpose. These
perform exactly the opposite of the
photocathode function, but they are
completely dissimilar materials, being
mainly sulphides of metals such as
zinc and cadmium. The action is that
the energy of incoming electrons raises
the energy levels of a large number of
the orbiting electrons within the phos-
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IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

-the electronic owl
phor atoms. After this excitation, the
electrons return to their normal energy
levels giving off light to release the
surplus energy. The amount of light
given off depends on the number of
electrons hitting the phosphor and
also on the speed of the electrons
hitting the phosphor. Once again, the
efficiency is low, so that the energy of
light given out is much less than the
energy of the electrons striking the
phosphor, the remaining energy being
dissipated as heat.

What happens if we assemble the
photocathode and the phosphor in one
glass bulb and apply a few volts
potential differences? Nothing worth-
while, unfortunately, for the electrons
released by the light hitting the photo-
cathode have less total energy that
the light; they then hit the phosphor,
with more loss of energy and release
the output light which has less total
energy than the electron stream. The
net result is a loss of light energy
rather than a gain, but one important
principle is proved: the image of the
outgoing light is much the same as the
image pattern at the input, proving
that the conversion does at least work.

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

To obtain a gain in light intensity from
such a system of photocathode and
phosphor, we have somehow to step
up the energy of electrons which are
the controlling factor. There are two
ways in which this can be done. One
is to increase the energy of each elect-
ron by accelerating it to a much
higher speed by means of a large
potential difference applied between
the photocathode and the phosphor.
The other method is to increase the
total number of electrons reaching the
phosphor by making each electron
from the cathode release a greater
number of electrons from an inter-
mediate stage. This latter method is
called electron multiplication, and is
similar to the method used in photo -
multipliers.

The problem in an image intensifier
is made more difficult by the fact that
we do not simply wish to increase the
strength of a light signal but also to
preserve the shape of an image. Any
process which we carry out on the
electrons must therefore preserve their
relative positions so that the electrons
hitting the phosphor must be arranged
in the same pattern as the electrons
leaving the photocathode.

The two different types of image
intensifiers using these different meth-
ods are the phosphor/photocathode

EMI Type 2001 Image
Intensifier System.

type and the secondary emitting film
type.

PHOSPHOR -PHOTOCATHODE
INTENSIFIERS

This type of intensifier has quite a long
history, originating in World -War II as
the infra -red night -sights. These were
rudimentary phosphor -photocathode
cells with a photocathode whose sensi-
tivity extended slightly into the infra-
red (a difficult task, as the low freq-
uency of the infra -red compared to
visible light means that infra -red carries
less energy). Fig. 4 shows reconstruct-
ion of a photocathode/phosphor cell.

FOCUS
ELECTRODES

PHOTOCATHODE
CONTACT
PINS

Fig. 4. A photocathode/phosphor cell.

With 20kV between phosphor and
photocathode, the output was a visible
light image for an invisible infra -red
input, with a small gain in power. The
applications were gun aiming and night
driving (in convoys, with infra -red
headlamps on the leading vehicle, and
the rest following the infra -red tail
"lights"). This type of night -sight,
vastly improved by better photocath-
ode and phosphor materials and recent
improvements in materials and con-
struction, is still in production and in
use. From it multiple cell units have
developed, using the principle that a
greater voltage between photocathode
and phosphor will cause the losses to
be overcome and establish some over-
all gain in energy. The multiple cell

units consist of several photocathode -
phosphor units coupled together, as
one might cascade stages in a con-
ventional amplifier. With a high acc-
elerating voltage across each portion,
the total light gain can be very large,
approaching 100,000 in some examp-
les; this enables the user to view, as if
fully lit, scenes in conditions where
the only light source is the stars.

The problems of construction are,
however, immense. Each photocath-
ode has to be made in position, and
the caesium vapour used for the pro-
cessing of the cathode will ruin the
properties of the phosphor if allowed
to land on the phosphor surface. Since
the phosphor surface is always in the
same vacuum space as the photocath-
ode, contamination would seem to be
difficult to avoid. The usual technique
is to keep the phosphor end hot and
the photocathode end cool, so that the
caesium vapour condenses on the cool
photocathode surface, where it is

wanted, and avoids the hot phosphor
surface. Overheating the phosphor,
however, destroys its properties, so
that a very fine balance has to be
struck. The easiest approach has been
to make individual cells with fibre -
optic end windows and to stack them
together, rather than to attempt to
form several phosphors and photocath-
odes on surfaces within one tube.

SECONDARY EMITTING
MULTIPLIERS

The other approach to amplification
involves multiplying the number of
electrons landing on the phosphor, and
this is most easily achieved by second-
ary emission. When electrons accel-
erated by any voltage between about
100V and 5kV land on a material
their energy is sufficient to knock off,
on average, more electrons than have
landed. With some types of material,
among which caesium is again prom-
inent, the ratio of electrons released
to electrons landing can be quite high
(8 to 10), so that several stages of
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multiplication of this type can raise
very considerably the number of elect-
rons in a beam. For example, if the
secondary emission ratio is 8, and four
stages of multiplication are used, the
total gain in terms of electron numbers
will be 84, which is 4096; four thou-
sand times in round numbers.

Most secondary electron multipliers
use reflected electrons, however, and
have no need to keep the electrons in
any image pattern. For image intensi-
fier use, reflection is undesirable since
the direction of the secondary elect-
rons cannot be well controlled, as

shown in Fig. 5a, and it is greatly
preferable to increase the electron
numbers with no change in the direct-
ion of the beam. This is achieved by
'through -multiplication', using the
secondary -emitting material in the
form of a thin film, bombarding it
with electrons from one side and
obtaining, if all goes well, an enhanced
stream of electrons from the other
side. This method is shown in Fig. 5b.

PRIMARY ELECTRON

a thin layer of potassium chloride by
placing the aluminium film in a vac-
uum jar and heating the potassium
chloride, placed in a molybdenum
tray, to a temperature at which it
evaporates, and the vapour lands on
the aluminium oxide. The resulting
layers have then the properties which
are needed, and can be mounted in
the intensifier.

The complete secondary emission
intensifier consists of a photocathode,
several secondary emitting films, and
a phosphor arranged in sequence in a
tube of uniform diameter, as shown
in Fig. 6. The films are produced
outside the tube, as described, and
the only processing which has to be
carried out within the tube, during
pumping, is the formation of the
photocathode. Since this is carried
out at the end of the tube opposite
the phosphor, it is fairly easy to
arrange that the caesium vapour from
the photocathode has little or no
effect on the phosphor; it seems to

SECONDARY ELECTRONS

[TA ov]

Fig. 5. (above) a. Secondary emission of electrons by reflection.
b, secondary emission by transmission.

Fig. 6. (right) Transmission secondary emitting intensifier.

For such a film we need material
which can be produced in thin-film
form, conducts electricity so that we
can apply voltage to it and replace the
electrons it loses, has a good secondary
emitting ratio, and is strong enough to
be self-supporting. This last point is
important. Any material could be used
supported on a metal mesh, but each
mesh would cut down the electron
flow (due to the number of electrons
which would land on the metal of the
mesh), and the combination of several
meshes would cause a coarse pattern,
a moire pattern, to be visible at the
output. It is much better if the
material chosen can be attached to a
metal ring at its edges and needs no
other support.

Not surprisingly, no single material
is suitable, and the films haye to be
made of several layers. They start off
as aluminium foil, very similar to the
foil used in cooking, stretched over
metal rings. Some of the thickness of
the aluminium is then converted to
aluminium oxide by treatment in sul-
phuric acid (passing a current between
the aluminium and another electrode).
The oxide surface is then coated with

GLASS

WELDED
FLANGE

PHOTOCATHODE

ITG101

have little effect either way on the
secondary -emitting films. Using such

Ultra -high speed recording with a John
Hadland IMACON 600 camera using an
EMI multi -stage image intensifier tube.
Streak record of plasma formed in nitrogen
by carbon dioxide TEA laser. Radiation
focused by 15cm f. 1. germanium lens.
Note: modulation of forward going filament
at 60 nanosecond intervals caused by
partial mode -locking.

Photo by courtesy of Canadian
Armament and Research Development
Establishment, Valcartier, Canada.

a system, gains in light image intensity
of several hundred thousand are poss-
ible.

USING IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

In each type of image intensifier, a
magnetic field must be used to keep
the electrons in the correct relative
position. This focusing field is pro-
vided by a long coil (solenoid) com-
pletely surrounding the intensifier. In
addition, accelerating voltages of sever-
al kV per stage must be applied to
each type of intensifier, and this re-
quires good insulation, since the overall
voltage may be 50kV or more.

The phosphors used have to be
aluminised. One reason for this is that
it improves the efficiency of the phos-
phor by reflecting more light forward,
another is that it helps to make the
phosphor more resistant to caesium.
An even more important reason in
image intensifiers is that it prevents
light from being fed back to earlier

miT TA L.
SAPORT-

/
RINGS

pe

SECONDARY
EMITTING
FLmS

PHOSPHOR

END
WINDOW

stages. This is not quite so important
in phosphor -photocathode cells, as the
gain per cell is not so very high, but in
the secondary emitting tube type, it
would be possible for the light from
the phosphor to feed back to the
input photocathode (since the sec-
ondary emitting films are partly trans-
parent) causing full light output for
no input. Similar precautions must
be taken with the optical system to
prevent feedback.

In astronomy, multi -stage image
amplifiers have enabled us to achieve
spectacular advances in the sighting
of very distant or dim stars; the
observatory at Kitt Peak has in part-
icular specialised in the use of image
amplifiers in astronomy. For night
surveillance, whether for the study of
nocturnal animals in the biological
sense or for the detection of the less
welcome nocturnal burglar, image amp-
lifiers of the simpler type have been
most useful. Their military applic-
ations are obvious; their non-military
applications are continually expanding,
enabling us to leave the owl far behind
in our ability to see in the 'dark'.
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INTERNATIONAL
MUSIC SYNTHESIZERS
Completing the 4600 unit.
THIS month's article completes the
description of the larger (model 4600)
synthesizer.

Interconnections between modules
and the patch board are given together
with front panel drawings and details
of the cabinet woodwork.

Finally, two small modifications are
described. The first improves the
reliability of the power supply, and
the second eliminates a small
inconsistency in the operation of the
transient generators.

POWER SUPPLY
The power supply is protected

against short-circuit to ground of any
of the output voltages (except +13.4
volts) and this is normally entirely
adequate. However during test
procedures on our unit, the +14 volts
was inadvertantly shorted to the +7
volts. This caused the +7 volts to be
taken to +14 volts, and
correspondingly, the tracking -7 volt
rail to go to -14 volts, damaging some
of the CMOS IC's.
Whilst the occurrence of such a fault

is considered to be a remote
possibility, we feel it is advisable to fit
Zeners (8.2 volt 1.5 watt) from the
plus and minus 7 volt supplies to
ground, and also from the +5 volt
supply (5.6 volt 1.5 watt) to ground,
to protect against any such fault
condition.
TRANSIENT GENERATOR 1

The Transient Generator I and
Envelope Control modules work well
and are very reliable. However, over a
long period of use, it was found that

occasional latch -ups of the Transient I
type modules occurred. To understand
the cause of this problem we must
refer to the operation of the circuit
diagram (Fig. 1) on page 44 of the
April 1974 edition.

It will be recalled that, when a key is
pressed, a 3 -millisecond pulse is

generated at point A, which resets IC2,
discharges C8 and toggles the flip-flop
IC6/3/4. This initiates the attack and
causes the output to go to +5 volts. On
reaching this level the output of IC4
(via IC6/2/1) toggles the flip-flop
IC6/3/4 and initiates the first decay.
However, if a new trigger occurs at
that same instant, the flip-flop receives
two commands and may be set either
way, depending on which pulse ends
first

2

C6
10pF

8

IC4

+7V

4

-7V

R14
100k

THIS CIRCUIT IS
PART OF FIG. 1
PAGE 44, APRIL 74.

R15
27k

R16
12k

+7V

The completed Inter-
national 4600 synthesizer,

To prevent such latch -up ever
occurring the following changes should
be made with reference to the original
circuit diagram and Fig. 1. of this
article. Remove C9, D3, R24 and
instal a wire link in place of C9. Next
cut the copper PC board track
between pins 1 and 2 of IC6 and
connect pin 1 to pin 13.

The output of IC6/1 is now a level,
not a pulse, and therefore cannot be
lost. Thus the trigger pulse into IC6/1
will restart the sequence at any time.
To improve the stability of the

circuit, when using fast decay times, it
is recommended that R14 be reduced
to 100 k and C6 to 10 pF.

TRANSIENT GENERATOR 2
The stability of Transient Generator

2 may be improved by reducing R21
to 100 k. No other changes are
necessary on this module.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of modified section
Transient Generator.

2

1

IC6/1

IC1

® IC1

PIN 5

PIN 6



MODULE/PATCHBOARD- INTERWIRING

MODULE INPUTS OUTPUTS DESTINATION MODULE INPUTS OUTPUTS DESTINATION

Oscillator 1 Input
Output

Patchboard 1H

Mixer point 2

Transient 1 Key Output
Ext. Trigger I

Key Trigger

Output

Patchboard 16V

Ext. Input mod -10

Patchboard 12V
Patchboard 13VOscillator 2 input

Output

Patchboard 2H

Mixer point 4
...,

Transient 2 Ext Trigger
Key Trigger

Output

Ext. Inp. mod -10
Patchboard 12V

Patchboard 14V
Oscillator 3 Input

Output

Patchboard 3H

Mixer point 6

Oscillator 4 Input
Output A
Output 8

Patchboard 4H

Mixer point 8
Mixer point 10

VCF 1 Signal hip.

Control lnp.
Output

Patchboard 14H

Patchboard 5H

Patchboard 7V

Keyboard

Controller

Transient 2

Patchboard

Trig. Output
Key Output
Mod Input

Patchboard 14V

Patchboard 11H

Patchboard 12V

Patchboard 16V
Patchboard 17V

VCF 2 Signal Inp.

Control Intl
Output

Patchboard 15H

Patchboard 6H

Patchboard 8V

Amp 1 Signal Inp.

Control hip.
Output

Patchboard 16H

Patchboard 7H

Patchboard 9V
Noise and

Controller

Controller

Input
Noise Output
Noise Output

Cont. Output
Cont. Output

Patchboard 10H

Osc 48 selector

Patchboard 11V

Osc 48 selector

Patchboard 20V

Amp 2 Signal Inp.

Control Inp.
Output

Patchboard 17H

Patchboard 8H

Patchboard 10V

Output
Module

Input 1

17

19

21

Output 18
Output 20
Output W11

Output 22
Phone Out.

Patchboard 22H

Horiz. Joystick
Vert. Joystick
Patchboard 9H

Patchboard 18V

Patchboard 19V

Rear phone jack

Patchboard 15V

Phone jack

Mixers 2

4

6

8

10

RV61

RV62

RV81

RV82

Output 1

Output 2
Output 3
Output 4
Output 5

Osc 1 Output

Osc 2 Output

Osc 3 Output
Osc 4 Output

Osc 48 Output
Patchboard 18H

Patchboard 19H

Patchboard 20H

Patchboard 21H

Patchboard 1V

Patchboard 2V
Patchboard 3V

Patchboard 4V

Patchboard 5V

External
Inputs

Ext. Input 1
Ext. Input 2
Ext. Trigger
from patch -

board

Ext. 1 Out.
Ext. 2 Out.
Ext. Trigger

(10)

Out.

Rear phone jack

Rear phone jack

Patchboard 12H

Patchboard 21V
Patchboard 22V

Envelope

Transient 1

Transient 2

Envelope Keyboard

Output
Ext. Output
Key Trigger
Signal

Control
Output

Not used

Ext. Input mod -10
Patchboard 12V

Patchboard 13H

Not used ext.

Patchboard 6V

Notes: The patchboard is numbered 1H to 22H left to right and 1V to 22V top to bottom.
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WOODWORK
The cabinet, detailed herein, is

designed for the keyboards described
last month. If different keyboards are
used, some dimensions will need to be
changed.

The stops (part K) and the hinge
(part M) should be assembled to the
case with the aid of the front panel.
Stand the unit on end and place the
front panel )n its normally closed
position with about 2 mm clearance at
the top, and 1 mm clearance at the
bottom, of the panel. Mark the pivot
hole position and the rear edge of the
front panel. Repeat the procedure for
the other end. Drill the pivot holes 4.8
mm diameter and 10 mm deep. With
the unit upright, fit the panel (using

Fig.2. Cabinet assembly. Letters
designate pieces described in
separate drawings.

the parts M as pivots) and support it so
that it is open and horizontal. Parts K
can now be glued in position such that
they rest on the edges of the front
panel and are aligned with the pencil
marks previously made. When the glue
is dry parts M may be screwed into
position.
The front panel may be secured in

the closed position by a self -tapping
screw countersunk into each side of
the cabinet. The pivots and securing
screws should be individually fitted on
each unit to ensure proper alignment.

All material, unless otherwise
specified, is 13mm (1/2") chip -board. 

r
- B

1E9 STEEL

WELD
AiN

L_
4.8mm dia. PI
20mm LONG

74

46° CHAMFER -*.B 45° CHAMFER

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES

916

4mm rad.

4.8mm dia.

SECTION 8-8

r-so-Pi

GRAIN
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ELECTRONICS PART 8

"WS easy!
Introducing inductive and capacitive reactance.

CAPACITORS and inductors modify
any sudden change in voltage that is
applied to them. The way in which
this happens was explained in last
month's article in this series.

We will now look at what happens
when a square wave is applied to CR
and LR circuits that have a time
constant that is short compared to the
duration of one half cycle of the
square wave.

In case (A) of Fig. 1, the capacitive
current will be high when the square
wave goes positive (time ti ), and will
rapidly lessen as the capacitor becomes
charged. The same thing will happen
when the square wave goes negative
(time t2) except that the capacitor will
now supply current back to the supply
and hence the current will flow the
other way. The current waveform
through the network will thus be as
shown in waveform 2.

In case (B) the inductor resists a

change of current, and hence, the
current will initially be low and will
increase slowly until the maximum
value is reached. When the square wave
goes down again the inductor tries to
keep the current flowing.

The current will thus gradually
decrease until the field of the inductor
is zero. Thus the current wave shape
will be as shown in waveform 3.

In cases (A) and (B) the output
voltage (across the capacitor in (A)
and across R2 in B) for both will be as
shown in waveform 4. Thus, in terms
of voltage -in versus voltage -out, both
these arrangements tend to smooth the
input waveform. They are therefore
known as smoothing (or integrator)
circuits.

Now in circuits (C) and (D) we still
have the series LR and CR
arrangements but this time we have
taken the output from across the
inductor instead of the resistor as in
(B), and from across the resistor in (D)
instead of the capacitor as in (A).
The current waveforms will be the

same as before as shown in waveforms
(5) and (6), and the output voltage in
both cases will be as shown in
waveform (7).

In these arrangements then, the
output is a pulse which corresponds
with an input change, and the polarity
of the pulse is the same as the
direction of the change. These

Rl

(B)

R3

(C)

(D)

(6)

(7)

Si

V in

V C1 V R2

I C

V L2 ,V R4

Fig.1 . The basic LR and CR networks and their response to a square -wave having
a half -cycle duration short in comparison to the network time constant.

arrangements therefore are known as
differentiator circuits (output only
when there is a change).

These circuits are fundamental to all
electronics and are extensively used to
modify an input signal to some
different requirement.

As an exercise, see if you can draw
the waveforms generated when the
time constant of the network is firstly
one tenth of the time t, t1, t2, and
secondly, ten times t, t1, t2. You will
obtain some interesting results. The
time constant in the waveforms given
is about one fifth of ti to t2.

We move on now to consider the
behaviour of the three basic passive
circuit components (R, L and C) when
they are excited by a continuous
sinewave signal. Our discussion will be
restricted to sinewave signals at
present - as these are the most basic
kind.

RESISTORS AND AC
SIGNALS

As resistors cannot store electrical
energy, they cannot alone affect the
time characteristics of a signal. They
will however, change the amplitude of
the signal if connected to form a

voltage -divider network such as is

shown in Fig.2. In this example the
original 10 V peak to peak sinewave is
attenuated to provide an output of 5
V p.p. The attenuation is easily
calculated in such cases, for Ohms law
(previously used in dc circuits in this
course), applies equally as well to ac
signals when the circuit is built
entirely of resistors - or devices that
are effectively resistors. We say such
circuits are purely resistive.

10V

IDEAL
VOLTAGE
GENERATOR

0,.P v.\ 5V

Fig.2. Resistors above cannot change waveshape,
they can only reduce the amplitude.
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SOURCE
RESISTANCE/

IDEAL VOLTAGE
GENERATOR

(a)

V OUT

(b)

Fig.3a. Equivalent circuit of a practical voltage generator. (3b). Equivalent circuit of a
practical current generator.

Note that the voltage -divider cannot
provide signals of greater amplitude
than the input. This may seem an
obvious statement but we will see in
the next part that storage elements,
when connected in certain ways, can,
in fact, magnify the voltage.

INTERNAL RESISTANCE
OF SUPPLIES

In Fig.2 the two resistors forming the
voltage divider are obvious. In many
other cases they are not so easily
recognised.

The ideal or perfect source of voltage
has no internal resistance and is

represented as shown in Fig.2. But in
practice all sources have internal
resistance so our equivalent circuit is
more realistically the ideal voltage
generator together with a

series -connected internal or source
resistance - represented in Fig.3 by
Rs. The source resistance Rs is, in fact,
the value that is measured (or would
be) looking back into the source, and
this applies no matter how
complicated the power supply is.

Mostly we tend to think in terms of
voltages when seeking an

understanding of circuitry. But it is

sometimes more convenient to make
use of currents instead. The perfect
current source, again representable as a
black box, provides constant value of
current regardless of load value.
However, practical current generators
always have shunt resistance - that
seen looking back into the black box.

SOURCE RESISTOR

LOAD
RESISTOR

METER

Fig.4. The source resistance, and the load
resistance together meke a voltage divider.
Thus the voltage delivered to the load is less
than the maximum available from the
generator; and depends on load current.

As with voltage sources we must
tolerate resistive losses, this time as a
shunt that diverts current from the
load. The equivalent circuit of a

practical current generator is shown in
Fig. 3b.

With a few exceptions, we can regard
voltage and current sources as purely
resistive devices comprising a perfect
lossless generator and a suitably
connected source resistor: it is

however, not possible to separate the
two.

LOADING OF SUPPLIES
In Fig.4 a resistor is connected across

a voltage supply. It is clearly forming a
voltage -divider chain with the internal
supply resistance. In this example the
output voltage, will be attenuated to
half of that value provided by the
supply in the unloaded condition.

The internal resistance of a supply is
a vital parameter if the voltage is to
hold up and remain constant as the
load is changed. A varying load
condition imposed on the supply (such
as occurs in, say, a hi-fi system as the
loudness demand varies would
continually alter the system voltage
supplying the circuits, with subsequent
loss of correct operation.

A little thought reveals that a source
resistance very much lower than the
minimum load resistance reduces this
attenuation effect; at least ten -times
less is a good yardstick. Simple power
supplies, like that specified earlier as a
project, are unable to provide an

OUTPUT
RESISTANCE

INPUT
RESISTANCE

Fig.5. When coupling black boxes, the
loading effects must be taken into account.
Thus the output and input resistances must
be taken into account.

adequately low internal resistance and,
therefore, suffer from loading effects.
Special stabilised supplies, although
complicated in construction, simply
provide a more ideal source by
effectively providing a much reduced
source resistance - tenths of ohms
downward.

Similarly the current supply ideally
should provide a constant current with
load demand variation, but the
inherent shunt resistor diverts the
current from the load. The stabilised
current supply, therefore, is designed
to reduce this effect to a minimum.

It is possible, then, to regard voltage
and current sources as black boxes
with an internal resistance - in other
words as resistive circuits. When
studying the coupling of black boxes
(stage -to -stage in a circuit or complete
sub -system to the next) the preceding
one is regarded as the source of voltage
or current as is preferred - and the
loading effect of that following is

easily found from the above reasoning.
Fig. 5 illustrates this: it is quite similar
to the problem of meter loading
discussed in Part 3.

In summary then, when the
equivalent resistance of stages has been
assessed, or measured, the coupling or
loading effect is easily calculated using
Ohms law. This concept applies to
both dc and ac signals if the circuit is
purely resistive.

The voltages and currents flowing in
inductors and capacitors can also be
handled this way if we use a simple
calculation (discussed next) to obtain
their effective resistance before using
the various circuit laws.

THE CAPACITOR,
INDUCTOR AND AC
SIGNALS

We have seen how the storage of
energy in the electric field of a

capacitor, or in the magnetic field of
an inductor, modifies the nature of a
transient signal impressed across them.
It can be said that the capacitor or
inductor opposes the transient and
tries to prevent its transmission.

If the applied signal is continuously
varying from positive to negative -
that is, it is an ac signal - it is, in
effect, providing a continuous train of
transients. We would, therefore,
expect storage components to
attenuate ac signals in some way. And
this in fact is what they do.

INDUCTORS
As just pointed out an inductance

opposes sinusoidal current flow. It
does not change the time character of
the waveform but does reduce the
amplitude. The effective resistance is
calculated from the formula.

XL = 2irfL
where XL is the inductive reactance, f
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10V
1kHz 80mH

I

Fig.6. Current in this circuit
is limited by the reactance
of the inductor.

XL

INDUCTIVE
REACTANCE
OF STATED
SIZE OF
INDUCTOR

/REACTANCE
INCREASING

FREQUENCY
(LINEAR SCALE)

Fig.?. Variation of inductive reactance
with frequency.

the frequency of the sinewave signal
and L the inductance in Henries.

Reactance is a term used to describe
this particular kind of circuit
opposition. It is sometimes called
apparent resistance. The effect must
not be confused with that of pure
resistance, for reactance, although
limiting current flow and producing
voltage drops, does not dissipate
energy.

The term 27rf is often replaced by a
simple symbol w.

Thus XL = 2/rfL = wL.

A simple exercise illustrates how the
formula is used. In Fig.6 an 80 mH
inductor is energised by a 10 V rms, 1
kHz source. We wish to calculate the
current flowing in the loop.

The formula gives the reactance as

XL = 27rx103x 80/103 = 500 ohms.
Knowing the effective resistance to

such a signal we can now apply Ohms
law to obtain the current

V 10I= -XL h00 = 20 mA

Study of the XL formula shows that
it is frequency dependent so the
current will be different if the
frequency is changed. For example, if
in this example we alter the frequency
to 10 kHz, XL increases to 1000 ohms
and the current falls to 10 mA. The
frequency effect can be portrayed
graphically - see Fig. 7 - showing
that XL increases linearly with
increase in frequency.

Practical inductors are made of wire
- hence they have resistance as well as
reactance. This resistance will deter

2u F

--a- I
Fig.8. Current in this circuit
is limited by the reactance
of the capacitor.

the current flowing by a small amount.
So do not be disturbed if calculations
do not exactly agree with any
measurements made of such circuits.
As our background develops further
we will see how to take this into
account. For the moment it is
sufficient to say that - the resistance
value and reactance value CANNOT be
directly added to obtain the total
resistance.

CAPACITORS
Having seen how inductors behave

when a sinewaves are applied to them,
we would expect a somewhat similar
pattern of behaviour to occur with
capacitors. Capacitive reactance Xc is
calculated from the expression

Xc = 1

27rfC
where C is in Farads and the other
terms are as in the inductive reactance
formula given above.

In Fig.8 the capacitive reactance is

Xc = 1/27r x 103. 2 xl 0-6 = 80 ohms

and the current I is V/Xc = 10/80
125 mA.
This time if the frequency is raised to

10 kHz, Xc becomes 40 ohms and the
current rises to 250 mA. Thus -as the
frequency rises the capacitive
reactance falls whereas the inductive
reactance rises. Put another way, at
very high frequencies the capacitor
may be considered as a low -resistance
link, the inductor on the other hand is
a low resistance link only at dc.

Fig.9 shows the variation of Xc with
frequency. Note that in contrast with
the frequency versus reactance
characteristic of the inductor, that for
a capacitor is not linear, but
hyperbolic.

Although the calculation of XL and
Xc is straightforward it can become
tedious when many values are to be
found. To ease this task a reactance
chart may be used from which the
reactance at any frequency may be
directly determined. A reactance chart
is included for your future reference
on page 37.

INVALUABLE ELEMENTS

Compared with the simplicity of dc
circuits it might seem that the
introduction of ac signals makes
unnecessary complications. But now
we are in a position to see how much
of electronic technique is, in fact,
based on ac methods.

In an earlier part of this series we saw
how signals can be multiplexed onto a
common communication channel if ac
forms were used. The system design to
accomplish this needs circuit
techniques that can separate
frequencies into individual channels.
That is where the inductor and

Xc

0

REACTANCE
REDUCING

FREQUENCY

Fig.9. Variation of capacitive
reactance with frequency.

capacitor are of value, for the signal
magnitude passed by them depends
upon the frequency of the signal
applied to them. Using combinations
of both components we are able to
produce frequency selective circuits
that let selected frequency signals
through without loss, whilst
attenuating those lying either side of
the chosen frequency. This is the way
in which radio tuners separate the
desired programme from all the others
picked up by the antenna.

In the power supply project the
capacitor was used to smooth out
pulsations of the rectified waveform.
Thus the capacitor may be seen to
provide us with a means of averaging
varying signals.

These examples illustrate why its
absolutely essential to have a solid
grounding in the behaviour of
inductors and capacitors. Like Ohms
Law, a knowledge of reactance is

absolutely essential. Take time to
make sure you understand it
thoroughly.

COUPLING BLACK BOXES
Two basic methods may be used to

couple circuits together. These are ac
coupling and dc coupling.

Where the signal from black box (A)
Fig.10 is to be coupled into black box
(B), we must first examine the signal
to see what frequency range it covers.
If it extends down to zero, that is dc,
then direct coupling must be used.

In this method the output of (A) is
simply joined by means of a wire link
or a resistor, to the input of (B).

A

OUTPUT / INPUT
EARTH OR
COMMON

NO d c. CONNECTION
EXISTS. COUPLING
IMPROVES WITH
RISING FREQUENCY

d.c. PATH EXISTS
COUPLING REDUCES
AS FREQUENCY RISES

(a)

(b)

(C)

Fig.10. Coupling methods.
(al direct
(b) capacitive
(c) inductive
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However if the mean dc voltages at tne
output of (A) and the input of (B) are
different, a current will flow between
them, which may upset the operation
of either or both. Thus where dc
coupling is required, the black boxes
must be designed so that the dc voltage
at the output of (A) is the same as that
at the in put to (B).

Where it is not necessary to operate
down to dc, an ac link may be used.
This usually takes the form of a series
capacitor which blocks dc (and thus
allows the dc operating points of (A)
output and (B) input to be different)
but offers negligible impedance to the
ac signal.

It is only necessary to use a capacitor
in one lead, in order to block dc, the
other can be left as a direct coupling.
The capacitor is nearly always wired
into the non -grounded (non -earthed)
lead.

Ac coupling may however change the
signal that is being transferred from A
to B.

A signal containing many frequencies
- a square -wave, for example - may
arrive at B as seen earlier, with shape
changed and possibly its amplitude
reduced. This is because the various
sinusoidal waveforms that compose
the signal are each attenuated by
differing amounts (for Xc varies with
frequency). The net result is a new
wave shape. The extent to which the
shape is changed depends upon the
frequencies present and the value of
the capacitor.

L TOTAL= + L2 +L3

1 1 1

T.TOTAL= 1711 T2+ ri

C1 C2 C3

-I-TOTAL= CI C2 C3

o

0

(a)

(b)

(c)

c 2 C3 (d)

TOTAL=c1c2 +C3

Fig.11. Rules for combining series and
parallel inductors or capacitors to an
equivalent single value.

Inductors ani capacitors are used to form
this Philips loudspeaker crossover network.

By suitable choice of components
this effect may be minimized.
Referring back to the section on LR
and CR networks, if circuit D is used
to couple circuits, and the time
constant is chosen to be long in
comparison with a half cycle of the
signal, then the signal will be little
changed by the network. Do some
sums on this for yourself and see what
effects different time constants have.
For example assuming that a circuit
has an input resistance of 10 k ohm
(R4) what value of C2 would be
required to pass a 20 Hz square wave
without too much change in shape?

passes with its shape unchanged. Its
amplitude, however, will be altered in
accordance with the reactance of the
capacitor at that frequency, and any
other resistances in the circuit that go
with the capacitor to form a

voltage -divider chain.
Zero frequency dc signals, as said

before, will not pass at all, for the
capacitor has no direct coupled path -
it only "passes" current when the
charges are moving. The capacitor,
therefore, provides us with a means to
block dc whilst allowing ac to flow.
This means the steady-state dc voltage
level at A can be quite different from
that at B yet there is no danger in

Fig.12. Amplitude - time graphs for voltage and
current in an inductor, and in a capacitor.

connecting them together provided a
capacitor is in series.

The higher the excitation frequency
the lower is the capacitive reactance.
The capacitive coupling therefore,
becomes lower in effective resistance
as the frequency rises. By appropriate
choice of component value (relative to
the circuit resistance) it is possible to
provide a coupling that is as good as a
direct lossless link yet still blocks dc.

Inductors, see Fig. 10c, have the
opposite effect (reactance increasing
with frequency whilst providing a

good dc path). Thus they are
commonly used where it is desired to
allow dc current flow whilst blocking
ac signals. They are also extensively
used in combination circuits which
separate a signal, or group of signals,
from all others. More about this in the
next part of the course.

Inductors, then provide increasing
coupling resistance with frequency
increase and do not block dc. In this
role they are able to smooth out
fluctuations in a signal: the higher
frequencies are attenuated more than
lower frequencies. Inductors are often
used in this role in which case they are
termed chokes.

"STORAGE COMPONENTS IN
SERIES AND PARALLEL

It is often necessary to calculate the
combined effect of inductors or
capacitors when they are wired in
series or in parallel. The discussion of
this section applies only to
connections having only inductors, or
only capacitors. We will see later that
combinations of the two provide
vastly different behaviour.

Inductors - the total inductance of
series -connected inductors is equal to
the sum of each - refer to Fig. 11a.

The total inductance of paralleled
inductors obey the reciprocal law
found with paralleled resistors - refer
to Fig. 11b. Inductors, then, follow
the laws of resistors in this respect. It
might be helpful if you remember that
inductors in series provide a "bigger"
inductor. These rules apply only when
the magnetic fields of each are not
interacting.

Capacitors - these follow the same
law but in reverse. Series capacitors
obey the reciprocal law, paralleled
capacitors obey the additive law -
refer Fig. 11c and 11d. An easy way to
remember this is that parelleled
capacitors effectively increase the
plate area thus increasing the capacitor
size.
These rules are used to calculate the

total component value. From this it is
easy to obtain the total reactance as
though only one component existed.

But do remember the laws apply
only to groups of similar components.
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(b)

(C)

Fig.1.3. Vector (or phasor) diagrams for
resistance, capacitance and inductance.

If you have a circuit with many
capacitors and many inductors the
rules work to reduce series or parallel
groups of either component to an
equivalent, but may not be applied to
combinations of different component
types.

PHASE RELATIONSHIPS
The voltacie developed across an

inductor reaches its maximum value
when the rate of change of current
passing through it is a maximum. This
occurs in sinewaves when the current
magnitude is zero.

We, therefore, have two distinct
components of the signal to consider
- current and voltage. They are both
sinewaves but they pass through their
various levels at different times. A
good way to comprehend this is to
draw a small piece of the
amplitude -time graph of each (as in
Fig. 12a). It is clear that the current
curve reaches its maximum 900 (or
one quarter of a full cycle) behind the
driving voltage. In electrical jargon we
say the current lags the voltage by
900. (We do not say it leads by 2700:
it would only complicate the issue).

The phase effect is opposite with
capacitors, for maximum current flows
when the charging rate is maximum;
this occurs when the applied voltage is
zero. Again then, the current and
voltage are not in phase and the
current leads the voltage by 900 as
shown in Fig. 12b.

VECTORS
In order to assess the total effect of

combinations of resistors, capacitors

V1.15V

Fig.14. Graphical addition of
vectors.

and inductors, we need to combine
their respective signals, making
allowance for the different phase shifts
in each case.
Special mathematics (called complex

algebra) can be used to calculate the
resultant effect but it is an approach
devoid of intuitive feeling for what is
happening. It also needs special
training to understand it.

Instead we can manage quite well
using a purely graphical method in
which the length of a line is used to
represent longitude of the voltage or
current and the direction of the line to
represent phase. These lines are called
vectors (or phasors) to differentiate
them from normal lines in which
direction is unimportant.

As a sinusoidal signal repeats
continously, there is no need to draw
each sinewave and add them step by
step to see the combined total - this
does work but is completely
unnecessary. We, in fact, disregard the
cyclic changes in instantaneous
amplitude and represent the rms or
peak value of the signal amplitude by
the length of a line. This line is drawn
in a certain direction, related to its
phase difference. Fig. 13a is a vector
diagram for the voltage and current in
a purely resistive circuit: the current
and voltage are in phase so each vector
lies along the same direction. The
right-hand, horizontal position shown
is always taken as zero phase angle.

The vector diagrams of the basic
capacitive and basic inductive loop are
also given in Fig.13b and 13c. The 900
phase difference between voltage and
current results in the current vector
being 900 around from the datum

When interpreting such diagrams,
convention says that the observer
moves around the diagram in a

clockwise direction - it is wrong to
rotate the diagram past the observer.
The reference vector is chosen to be

the circuit parameter that is common
to each component - current in a

series circuit, voltage in a parallel
circuit.

VECTOR ADDITION
If two or more compatible signals

(eg, a pair of voltages, or a pair of
currents, but not a voltage and a

current) exist with a phase difference
they must be added as vectors - it is
wrong to add their amplitudes directly
unless they are in -phase.

Referring to Fig. 14, the vector
diagram shows two voltages V1 and
V2 where V2 leads V1 by 90°. They
are scaled to represent 10 V and 15 V
respectively. The net resultant of the
two is not 10 plus 15 because they are
not in phase.

The correct sum is, instead, found,
graphically by drawing lines (at 900 at
each axis) cut to their intersection

point Vr. The distance from the origin
to the intersection is the resultant
voltage. The resultant phase angle is

given as the angle B also shown in Fig.
14. If they are 1800 out of phase they
can be arithmetically subtracted.

RESISTANCE AND
INDUCTANCE IN SERIES

When resistors are used with
inductors or capacitors, the signal
across them is similarly involved with
phasing problems. To find out what
happens requires vector addition of
voltages and currents.

The vector diagrams of a resistor and
inductor in series is given in Fig. 15.
The reference signal is current
(common to all components) and the
voltage developed across the resistor is
in -phase with the current. That across
the inductor, however, leads the
current by 900 (it leads rather than
lags this time as our reference is now
current - be careful about which leads
or lags what). The parallelogram has
been completed to give Vr and 0.

In practice, inductors always possess
measurable resistance so the phase
angle of the practical inductor never
quite reaches 900. Ignoring this
though, when the phase angle is 900 in
these diagrams (as can be reasonably
assumed for inductors and capacitors)
we do not need to draw the vector
diagram but, instead, make use of the
rules of right-angle triangles to
calculate the unknowns. The
Pythagoras rule tells us that

Vr2 =R2 + VL2
from which we can show that the
apparent resistance of two combined
elements (called the impedance Z) is
given by
Z2 = R2 + X L2 for inductors.
ie.Z =,J R2 + X L2

Hence the impedance of a circuit
containing inductors is only calculable
if the frequency is stated (since XL is
frequency dependent).

The phase angle in degrees is found
from the trigonometric formula

tan 0 = XL
R

RESISTANCE AND
CAPACITANCE IN SERIES

These are treated in the same way as
inductors and resistors giving the same
Z (impedance) formula but where XL
is now XC. Here is an example of how
impedance is used to determine

VR

Fig.15. Vector diagram of current and
voltages in a series RL circuit.
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ELECTRONICS
-it's easy!

VC -4.5V

10V
1.6kHz

VR -9V

6°34'
)0 I

Fig. 76. An RC circuit and its vector diagram.

currents and voltages in a circuit fed
from ac.

In Fig. 16 a 200 ohm resistor is in
series with a 2 pF capacitor. It is

required to decide what voltage is

across each component and what value
phase angle is seen at the terminals.

Knowing the frequency, first
calculate XC (it will be about 100
ohms). The impedance is then found
as

Z R2 + XC2 = 223 ohms

Xc
The phase angle is tan 61 = 0.5 and
the tables give the angle as 260 34'.
Finally, we reason out that the phase
angle is leading.
The current flowing in the series loop

is found from Ohms law but here we
take impedance as the total circuit
resistance.

I = V/Z = 10/223 = 45 mA.
Ohms law can now be applied

(ignoring that we have vector
quantities in the current for this is

now allowed for) to arrive at the
voltage across each element. Across
the resistor will be
VR = 45 x 10-3 x 200 = 9 V across
the resistor
Vc = 45 x 10-3 100 = 4.5 V

Note that these do not add up to 10
V (as might be expected) and that the
sum is always more than the source.

Finally, as a check, it is sound
practice to draw a scaled vector
diagram. This should agree with your
figures. This is done in Fig. 16.

Practical capacitors can be made
closer to the ideal than inductors so in
most capacitor circuits we do not need
to make allowances for their internal
resistance.

O. -FACTOR
Practical inductors possess both

storage and dissipative capabilities at
the same time. As they are intended to
store energy not waste it, it is useful to
form a criterion to express their
goodness.
A perfect inductor has no resistance,

only reactance. The ratio of these two
(for a particular frequency, therefore)
is a measure of quality. This ratio XLR
is called the quality factor or simply
the Q -factor (or Q) of the coil.

Practical coils can reach Q's of
several hundred. To go higher, special
circuits have been developed in which
the effective Q is many times higher.

Use of the 0 -factor is not confined
to inductors. It is used to express the
quality of many types of energy
storage systems - capacitors,
mechanical systems, acoustic cavities,
etc.

In the next part of this series we will
look at inductors and capacitors in
parallel circuits with resistors and then
study what happens when both are
used together. There we will see some
quite astounding effects.

ELECTRONICS -in practice

A RELAXATION OSCILLATOR
THE circuit of Fig. 17 shows how
the charge -discharge behaviour of an
LC circuit and a neon lamp (note the
circuit symbol) may be used to
produce a continuous ac signal. Such a
circuit, capable of producing a

continuous ac waveform is called an
oscillator. The circuit provides, when
the correct component values are used,

HEADPHONES

NEON LAMP

90V BATTERY

Fiq.17a. Relaxation oscillator circuit for
Morse Code practice.

an audio -frequency tone that may be
heard in headphones.

Neon lamps are small lamps having
two metallic elements spaced a short
distance apart and enclosed in neon
gas at fairly low pressure. At a voltage
dependent on electrode spacing and
lamp pressure, a glow discharge (due
to ionization of the gas) will occur and
the current though the lamp will rise
to a level limited only, in the main, by
the external circuit resistance. This
voltage for small neons is typically
around 75 to 80 volts. The lamp will
continue to conduct until the supply
voltage falls below a point called the
maintaining voltage. This typically will
be 60 volts or less.

To return to our circuit, the
operation is as follows:- When the
switch is closed, capacitor C will
charge relatively slowly (via resistor R
and the headphones) from the battery
in a time equal to roughly three times
the total resistance in Ohms times the
capacitance in Farads (remember T =
RC). When the voltage across the
capacitor reaches approximately 80
volts, the neon lamp ionizes and 0.-aws
current from C, discharging it. Were it
not for the resistance of the

headphones, this discharge would be
almost instantaneous. The discharge
continues until the voltage across the
capacitor falls to 60 V, the neon lamp
de -ionizes (thus is again a high
resistance) and the capacitor will again
charge towards 80 volts. A waveform
will thus be generated having a shape
similar to that shown in Fig. 17b.

This waveform is obviously not
sinusoidal - it is more like a sawtooth.
The sound heard in the headphones
will therefore be quite harsh because
of the harmonics which are present in
addition to the fundamental
frequency.

V

80

60 __ _Ve

f= -

Fig, 17b. After the initial half cycle, the neon
oscillator will produce a sawtooth having
an amplitude of Vf - Ve, and a frequency
off= 1/T.
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It is impossible to predict,
accurately, the frequency at which the
circuit will oscillate because of
variations in firing and maintaining
voltages of the neon and gas ionization
and de -ionization times. Below 200 Hz
the approximate formula is

1

f= 2.3 RC log vf

For your guidance the graph of Fig.
17c shows frequency of, oscillation of
a typical neon with various RC values.

Using values of series resistance
below one megohm may shorten the
life of the neon due to arc
discharges. Values above 15 megohm
may prevent oscillation occurring at
all. Maximum frequency of oscillation
is around 20 kHz being limited by the
ionization and de -ionization times of
the neon gas. The only limit to low
frequency oscillation is obtaining
capacitors having high capacitance and
low leakage.

The headphones used should
be around 2 kohm impedance.
Alternately, if high impedance crystal
type are used, these should be shunted
by a resistor of 2 k ohm in parallel.
Remember that the headphone
impedance is part of the

1µF

0.1pF

0.01pF

(-) 0 001 /IFZ

100pF
a_
<

10pF

1pF

+100V

NN 9,
11

"? 44>'i -4,?.
.5'4,7

10.1 10 100

FREQUENCY - Hz
Fig. 17c. Operating frequency of a typical neon oscillator with various values of
resistance and capacitance (approximate only).

charge/discharge circuit and will affect
the frequency of operation.

Note that some small neon lamps are
specially designed as indicators for 240
volt ac applications. Such lamps have a
built in resistor of high value to limit
current through the lamp. These are
unsuitable for use in oscillator circuits
unless the resistor can be removed.

It is interesting to note how such a
simple circuit as this has so many
factors which must be taken into
consideration. Indeed there are even

1000 10k 100k

more factors than have been
mentioned here - only the important
ones have been listed.

Lesson - never take anything for
granted, even in simple circuits.

ERRATA
Graphs 6b and 9b on pages
54 and 55 of ETI August
1974 should be transposed

GIRO NO. 331 7056
C.W.O. only. P. & P. 10p on orders below LS

Discount: C10-10%. 120-15% (except net items)
Export Order enquiries welcome (VAT free)

0 Orders accepted fromFfic1al
Educational & Government Departments

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

SPECIAL RESISTOR KITS (Prices include post & packing'
10E12 a W KIT. 10 of each Ell value. 22 ohms -1M, a total of .570(CARBON FILM Pia/. 13 65 net10E12 )W KIT: 10 of each E I 2 value. 22 ohms -I M, a total of i570(CARBON FILM 5- 1, 13 85 net
25E12 3W KIT: 25 of each El? value. 22 ohms -111, a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5%), E8 35 net
25E12 ,W KIT: 25 of each E12 value, 22 ohms -1M. a total of 1425 (CARBON FILM 5.&. 18 45 net
20E12 5W KIT: 20 of each El? value, 22 ohms -2M2, a total of 1220 (METAL FILM 5%1, Ell 05 net

ALL QUANTITIES SPECIFIED ABOVE ARE APPROXIMATE.
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C280 SERIES
250V P.C. Mounting: 0.01F, 0 .015aF. 0.022µF, 0 033pF, 0-0470, 35p. 0'0680.
0  10. 45p. 0.15µF. 4,p. 0 220. Sfp. 0-330. 8p. 0 47.0, 9p. 0-680, I2p.
ISp. I .5.0. 23p. 2 -2pF. 26o.
MULLARD POLYESTER CAPACITORS C296 SERIES
400V: 0 00 I pF. 0.00150. 0.00220,0-0033/IF, 0.0047µF, 2fp. 0 0068.0. 0.01µF,
0-0150. 0 0220. 0.033µF, 33p. 0 0470. 0 0680F, 0 1pF. 4)P. 0 150, Pio.
0,221,F. 85p. 0 33pF. 12p. 0 470, 14p.
160V: 0.O10. 0 015µF.0 022µF. 3p. 0 047,uF. 0  068pF..3 )p. 010. 4;p. 0-150,
Sp. 0 220, 55p.0 -33µF, 6;p.0 47,0, 85p.0.680. 12p. 10, 14p.
MINIATURE CERAMIC PLATE CAPACITORS
SOV: (0F) 22, 27, 33. 39. 47. 56, 68. 82. 100, 120. 150. 180. 220. 270, 330. 390. 470.
560. 680, 820.1K: I KS. 2K2, 3K3. 4K7. 6)03. (µF) 0 -01. 0.015, 0 022, 0 033, 0-047.
2.5p. each. 0 1, 30V, 4,p.
POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS 160V 5%
1pF) 10, 15. 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150. 220. 330, 470, 680, 1000. 1500, 2200, 3300,
4700. 6800 10,000. 4140.

RESISTORS
CF-H.gh Stab Carbon Film, 5c; NF -High Stab Metal Film, 5%.
W. Type Range 1-99 100-499 500-999 1000 Size rem

3

CF 22 -IM I 0 75 0 60 0 55 2- 4 - 7- 5
CF 22.2M2 I 0 75 0 60 0 55 3.9 x10 5
Cr' 22-1M I 0 75 0 60 0 55 5 5x16

3. MF 10-2M7 2 I S4
1 32 I I 3s7

5 MF 10-2M2 2 I 43 1. 21 0 99 4 2x10 8
I MF 10-10M 3 I 98 I 81 I 65 6 6x13

2 MF 10 -IOM 4 5 3 52 3 08 2 75 13x175
For value rn.xing prces, please refer to our catalogue ,pace in pence each/
VALUES AVAILABLE -E12 Ser,s only. !Net prices above 1001

PRESET SKELETON POTENTIOMETERS
MINIATURE 0 25W Vertical or nor,ontai 6p each I K, 2K2, 4K7. (OK. etcup to 1 M

SUB -MIN 0 05W Vertical. 100 0 to 220K f2 59 each

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.
Miniature Millard Electrolytics
I OgF 63V Gip
15µF 63V 60
2 20 63V Gip
3-3µF 63V 60
4 Clo. 40V 63p
4.7µF 63V 65p
6 8pF 63V 6-,p
8.0oF 40V 6;P
00 16V 65P
0µF 25V 659
00 63V 6fp
50 I6V 60
SciF 63V 6)9
6oF 40V 65p

220F 2SV 6fp
22oF 63V 639
32oF IOV 6;p
33oF 16V 60
33oF 40V 6,p
32pF 63V 64p
47oF 10V 65p
470 25V 6fp

4111:7oF 63V 89

680 16V 63p
68oF 63V 12p
100pF 10V 61p
1000 25V 6ip
1000 63V 14p
150pF 16V 6ip
1SO0F 63V ISp
220oF 6 4V 60
2200 IOV 63p
220pF I6V 8p
2200F 63V 21p
330gF I6V lip
3300 63V 25p
470oF 6-4V9p
4700 40V 20p
6800 16V ISp
680oF 40V2Sp
10001F 16V2Op
10000F 25V 25p
15000 6-4 ISp
15000 16V 25p
2200oF 10V1Sp
33000 6-4 26p

VEROBOARD 0 I 0. 15
2, x 5" 28p 28P
2, x 31" 26p 19p
35 x 5- 32p 33p
31 x 33" 28p 28p
25 x I" 7p 7P
2) x 5" (Plain) - 14p
2) a 35" (Plain) - 12p
5 x 35" (Plain) - 22p
Insertion tool 59p S9p
Track Cutter 449 44p
Pins. Pkt. 25 10p 10p

61 CHEDDINGTON ROAD, PITSTONE,
NR. LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 9AQ

Tel. , Chedd'ngtoh 668446 (Std. Code 02961
R,_EASE WRITE FOR FREE t_ATALOGUE

POTENTIOMETERS
Carbon Track 5K it to 21-111. iog or (in. Single. 160 Daa' Ganz 46p. Log Singe w-th switch 26p
Slider Pots. 10K, 100K. SOOK 30mm. 34p. 45mw. 47p. 60mm. 55p. (Semi -10q)

TRANSISTORS
ACI27 165p BC212L
ACI28 22p BC2I3L
BC107 I 1p BC2I4L
BC108 12p 0C44
BC109 13p 0071
BC I48 12p 0081
BCI49 12p 0C170
BC182L 12p T1543
BC1831. 12p 2N2926
BC184L 13p 2N3702

12p
12p
17p
18p
13p
169
23p
33p
I 1p
lip

DIODES
N400167p
N4002 75p
N4003 9p
N4004515p
N4005 12p
N4006 14p
N9I4 7p
N916 7p

BA100 10p
OAS 42p
0A47 9p
0A81 I 1p
0A200 89

PLUGS
DIN 2 Pin 12.0

3 Pin 13p
5 Pin 180. 15p
Std. Jack 140
2.5mm Jack 1 I p
Phono Sip
SOCKETS
DIN 2 Pin 10p

3 Pin 10p
5 Pin 180° 12p
Std. jack 14.p
2.5mm jack lip
Phono Stp

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS. Tubular & Large Cans
(uF/v, 1!25. 2!2". 4'25, 4 7)10. 5125. 8125. 10110. 1050. 16%25,

22163, 25125. 25'50. 32125. 50'25. 100;10. 100125. 6.9. 50:50. 8p.
100/50. 200:25. 11p- 250;50. 18p. 500110. 1 1 p_ 500'25. ISp.
500/50. 18p..1000:10. ISp. 1000;25. 22.p. 1000)50. 40p. 2000 10.
20p 1000:100 90p. 2000.25. 30p 20001100. 95p 2500)25. 38p
2500.'50, 62p. 3000150. 80p. 5000/25, 66p. 5000 '50.£1.10
HI -VOLT: 4:450, 14D. 81350. 19p. 8'450. 20p 16;350. 22p
16,450. 23p. 32f350. 33p 50'250. 20p. 100:500. 88p.

METALLISED PAPER CAPACITORS
250V 0 05,.F, 0 I,.F. 6p. 0 25. 6p 0 5.,F. 7.p. 10. 9p. 500V.
0 025.0 05. 6p 0 I. 6p. 0 25. 7,p 0 5. 9p. 1000V: 0 Cl, Ilp.
0 022. 13p 0 047. 0 I_ 15p. 0 22. 23p 0 47. 28p.

Integrated
Circuits
µ4,709C SOp
a/5,74 IC 55P
gA723C CI
LN414 0.320

Screened Wi e. Metre 65p NEW KIT 5E12 -kW METAL
Twin Screened Wire. Metre 12p FILM 5% ULTRA LOW NOISE
Stereo Scree ed Wire. Metre 'I2p NEW RESISTORS WITH FULL
Connecting VV.re. Oil colours. Metre 2:11. COLOUR CODING 5 EACH
Neon Bulb, 90V VV.re Ended 5 for 24p 612 VALUE 1052-1M. TOTAL
Panel Neon. 240V Red Amber, Cie,. 290 305£2.75
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- THE DIGITAL PEOPLE?

BYWOOD have the largest range of digital clock chips, calculator chips, and seven segment readouts available anywhere. We
deal only in these types of devices so that we can offer an expert advisory service to your advantage.

If you want to go digital then telephone the digital people - BYWOOD at Kernel Hempstead (0442) 62757. Whether you
want one or a thousand, or just a chat about digital clocks, we will be pleased to talk to you.

CLOCK CHIPS Price
Pin
count

MM5311 Basic clock chip, BCD outputs £ 9.00 28
MM5314 As MM5311, no BCD outputs £ 7.20 24
MM5309 As MM5311 plus reset to zero. TBA 28
MM5316 4 dig alarm chip, Liq. Crys. drive. £15.00 40
MM5375 6 dig alarm, Sperry drive. TBA 24
MK5017AA 6 dig alarm, sleep and snooze. £14.00 24
MK50250 6 digit alarm. £ 7.60 28
CT7001 Alarm/date/sleep/snooze/etc. £16.50 28
CT7002 As CT7001 but BCD outputs. £16.50 28
TMS3952 Alarm/stopwatch. £20.00 28
CT6002 CMOS,Liq.Crys. drive, for battery

clock. £22.65 40

DIGITAL WATCHES
The CT6002 chip is available built into a complete digital watch
module complete with everything except case - no soldering to
do, the module is actually running when you get it! CT6001/M

£92.60.

MHI DIGITAL CLOCK KITS

Our MHI range of kits is intended to allow the building of virtually
any type of digital clock. The range was announced in May with the
MHI-5314/C kit and is now supplemented by four new additions.
MHI-5314/C is based on the MM5314 chip, it gives a basic digital

clock suitable for driving any of the. MHI display
units. £8.40

MHI-5025 kit uses the Mostek MK50250 alarm chip, it gives a six
digit display with an alarm tone circuit
speaker. The kit is suitable for any of the MHI display
boards. £11.35

MHI-7001 kit uses the fantastic CAL-TEX CT7001 chip with time,
date, alarm, sleep, snooze and many other features. We
would advise the use of a six digit MHI readout for this
kit. £19.00

MHI-D707display kit uses the DL707 0.3" LED display digits,
available as a four digit or six digit kit.
MHi-D707/4 £7.60, MHI-D707/6 £11.40

MHI-D747display kit uses the DL747 0.6" LED digits, these give
a display which is readable at over 25 feet.
MHI-D747/4 £10.25 MHI-D747/6 £15.35

MHI-D3IN is specifically designed for advertising type displays, the
digits are made up from discrete LED lamps and form
digits about 3" high. These are readable at distances of
well over 50 yards. Available as four or six digits with
colons between each pair of digits.
MHI-D3IN/4 £24.00 MHI-D3IN/6 £36.00

The clock kits contain clock chip, CA3081 segment driver, PCB
(4" x 2"). The MHI-5314/C kit does nor contain a socket for the
clock chip (£1.00 extra) but all other kits have a socket as standard.
The display kit contains the LEDs and a four or six digit PCB.

MHI is a modular approach to building digital equipment and all
present and future kits are interchangeable wherever possible. The
simplicity of the kits makes them ideal for small production runs
of clocks or for teaching and training. For details of quantity
prices please contact us at Hemel Hempstead (0442) 62757.

5314 -JUMBO EVALUATION KIT
Our most popular kit so far is our 5314 - JUMBO Evaluation Kit,
due to the large orders that we have received from amateurs and
from industrial users we are able to offer this kit at a new price of
£22.80.

The MM5314 is a 24 -pin LSI chip containing all the logic necess-
ary for a 12/24 hour, 4/6 digit, 50/60Hz digital clock. The new
0.6" LED display from Litronix (the Jumbo) is readable from
distances of over 25ft. We supply MM5314, socket, 4 Jumbo's,
2 DL707 0.3" digits, CA3081 driver and a 5" x 4" fibreglass PCB.
You supply 16 resistors, 3 capacitors, 2 diodes, 6 transistors,
transformer and switch.

KIT PRICE: £22.80

DISPLAY READOUTS
DL707 Common Anode 0.3" LED. £ 1.70
DL704 Common Cathode DL707. £ 1.70
DL747 Common Anode 0.6" LED. £ 2.45
DG10A Phosphor -diode 8.5mm. £ 1.10
DG12H Phosphor -diode 12.5mm (0.5"). £ 1.20
LC823440 Field effect Liq.Crys. four digits. £16.00
3015F Minitron filament, 9mm digit. £ 1.25
3016F Minitron type filament, 12mm digit. £ 1.25
3017F Minitron type filament, 16mm digit. £ 2.00
SP752 Sperry high voltage, 0.5", 2 digits. £ 4.00

CALCULATOR CHIPS
CT5002 Four function, 12 digits. £ 5.00
CT5031 8 digit, Constant, 'timer' option. £14.55
CT5032 12 dig, cons, mem, averager, etc. £19:36
CT5037 8 dig, cons, mem, internal mpx. £15.49

SOCKETS

We advise the use of sockets with the above chips. 24 or 28 pin
£1.00, 40 pin £1.35.

CLOCK DATA SHEETS -SAE. ADVICE - PHONE 0442-62757
POST & PACKING - 10p. OVERSEAS (AIRMAIL) 50p. VAT -ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT.
PAYMENT C.W.O. or ACCOUNT. ACCESS. ORDERS & PAYMENT BY PHONE ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ON MOST ITEMS - STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR QUOTATION.

13411 1U
BYWOOD ELECTRONICS
181 EBBERNS ROAD
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
HP3 9RDC. TEL. 0442-62757.
24 HOUR ANSAPHONE ON-LINE.



INTERNATIONAL 422
STEREO AMPLIFIER

THIS month we present the metal and
woodwork drawings, for those people
wishing to construct their own chassis
and cabinet.

The amplifier, because of its wide
frequency response, will reproduce

Fig. 11. Artwork for front -panel escutcheon

POWER

O

O

pops and clicks, etc, introduced into
the mains by equipment (such as

refrigerators) switching on and off.
Some protection against this is given
by C18 (across the primary of the
power transformer). If this is

tilievklieWerte7 21

PHONES BALANCE

Fig. 12 Artwork for rear -panel escutcheon

TRE BLE

PART TWO.

PROJECT 422

Details of metal and woodwork.

insufficient, 0.0047 microforad
capacitors may be fitted between the
live end of C18 and earth, and also
between the neutral end of C18 and
earth. If used, these components
must have a rating of at least 600V.
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!MEM SELECTOR 1111111
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2 AMP

0
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00
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0 0 0 0
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PRE. OUTPUT

TUNER INPUT ON EARTH

AUX. INPUT MAIN INPUT
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240 V

SOW0 00
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217.5
270 336235 252.5

MATERIAL- ALUMINIUM
ANODISED BLACK WITH
SATIN MARKINGS.
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE

- IN !MILLIMETRES

155
205

290

Fig. 14. Drilling details for rear -panel
escutcheon.
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Fig. 15. Drilling details and dimensions of the chassis.

0 5 HOLES 9.8 nun

HOLES 11.11 nun

Q1 HOLE 7.2 nun

Fig. 13. Drilling details of the front panel
escutcheon.
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13C13C

22
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200
180

717
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 2 SELF TAPPERS
o 18 MOLES 3.2mm
* 21 MOLES COUNTERSUNK

FOR 4.- SCREWS

ip 8 NOLES 71mm

(;), 1 MOLE 8rnrn

(3 8140LES 9.15 null

(1) 9 HOLES 12.7 mm

16 MOLES 14.3 mm

MATERIAL 16 GAUGE
ALUMINIUM OR 160. STEEL

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE
IN MILLIMETRES

3-6

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE
IN MILLIMETRES

MATERIAL 24 GAUGE ALUMINIUM
SATIN AN0131560
WITH BLACK WRITING

Q l HOLES 7_2 nuudiu.

O , ROLE 8 ANA Aix

(Z:1 3 HOLES 9.6 rum.ou,

C!I 4 HOLES 12.7 mend..

11.-.) 16 HOLES 14.3 nunuus.

324

TI
MATERIAL -
12.7 mm VENEERED
PARTICLEBOARD

ALL DIMENTIONS ARE
IN MILLIMETERS

; 2 HOLES 5mm
FROM UNDERSIDE
FOR MOUNTING
CHASSIS

oo
oo

12.7x 3.2x 234
RUNNERS

15° CHAMFER
ON FRONT EDGE

337

SECTION A-A 15°

Fig. 16. Constructional details of the cabinet.

ERRATA
Lines six and seven in the third
column of the parts list on page
28 last month should read as
follows:
ZD1 Zener diode BZY88C5V6
ZD2 Zener diode BZY88C5V6
ZD3 Zener diode BXZ70C18
(16V or 20V will do).
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Ell2Ct onics by Liolin iTlilier-hirkpatrich

Tomorrow
THIS MONTH you may have noticed
that one of the special offers is for the
Bywood DIGITRONIC II clock kit.
At the time of releasing this kit, the
main clock chip used was still on the
secret list; we can now tell you that it
was a chip developed for a large clock
manufacturer as a custom chip by
Emihus Microcomponents Ltd. The
chip has now been released by Emihus
as the EDC6051 and the EDC6052
MOS clock chip, and a data sheet
arrived on my desk the other day.
The tricks that this chip will do must
surely make it the second most ver-
satile clock chip now available (after
the CT7001). The DIGITRONIC II
kit uses the 50Hz input, six digit
output, reset, hold, and 12/24 hour
options of the chip. The DII Quartz
uses the 100kHz input option in

10's Hrs

VSS

VOID 

VDD 

B.C.D. SWITCHES

Hrs.

842 8 4 2 1

100k

VDD

10's Mins Mins

2
1 00 k NSO

VDD

addition and the DII Stopwatch vers-
ion uses the seventh digit and the
stop/start facility. Quite a versatile
little chip you might say, but we
haven't even started yet! We have not
mentioned the eighth digit (1/100 secs)
input, the alarm facilities, and the
option of changing all the counters
from 24.59.59.00 to count to a maxi-
mum of 99999999 as a decade

counter.
The applications of this chip are

multiple and magnificent, your author
has already modified one of the DII
stopwatch clock to show normal time,
or stopwatch timing in hours, minutes,
seconds and tenths, or stopwatch
timing in hours and decimal parts of
hours. Apparently there are a lot of
yachting clubs that time in this latter
manner and the number of racing

S1

S2

S3

START/STOP

12/24

RESET

VDD 6/10

EDC 6052 For clock
without alarm
EDC 6051 For clock
with alarm

ALARM INPUT (HRS)

ALARM INPUT (MINS)

01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

clubs that use normal HHMMSSs tim-
ing for races is very large. Now we
have a clock chip (or a clock) that will
do either and will act as a clubroom
clock when not used as a timer. The
alarm setting on the chip uses BCD
decade switches which strobe the 8
digit output lines and pass the alarm
data into two alarm input pins. This
means that the alarm system is expen-
sive for ordinary commercial alarm
clock because of the high cost of these
switches, on the other hand this sys-
tem means that several alarm times
could be set for each day either each
switching for a short period or (by
using a flip-flop) one switches on,
the next off, then on, then off, etc.

Because the alarm is set by switches
rather than programmed into a mem-
ory as with most digital alarm clocks,

ALARM
OUTPUT

B.C.D. OUTPUTS AM/PM
2 4 8 P

ALARM
DISABLE

WITCH

 50Hz
INPUT

SELECT R SUCH
THAT Va ..;;(VSS-31
VOLTS WHEN
ALARM OUTPUT
IS ON

 60Hz INPUT

BCD TO 10 -line
or

BCD TO 7 SEG.
AM PM

100kHz
INPUT

vSS

VDD

SELECT C-R SUCH THAT
INTERNAL MULTIPLEX
CLOCK IS AT 100kHz. APPROX.
SUGGESTED VALUES,
C=150 TO 300pF
R=478

1N914/1N414C
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the alarm time can be hard -wired to
switch at the same time each day. A
simple switch could be added to give
for example alarm times at 1400 or
1430 or 1500 and 2200 or 2230 or
2300, (some of you might recognise
these alarm times from personal ex-
perience of trying to get a drink after
them).

So far we have a chip to build a
commercial clock, a race timer, an
industrial time switch or a pub 'time'
alarm. What else has it got? Well it
has BCD outputs and it is TTL com-
patible, the alarm outputs could be
changed by TTL. If you drive the
hours data into a simple adder, you
can make a world time clock to show
time in various time zones at the push
of a button. It can be a batch counter,
or an event counter. As the data and
control inputs are TTL compatible
external control signals can be easily
debounced using a 7474 or latching
bistable, this can be very important
in counting and race timings to en-
sure that only the first signal is accept-
ed and the bounces are ignored.
Possibly one of the best things that
could be done with this chip is to
hard -wire the alarm for 23.59, arrange
for the alarm to switch on a radio
tuner which is tuned into a station
giving GMT pips at midnight, make a
tone decoder to recognise the last of
the pips and use this to activate the
reset function. We now have a clock
that will automatically correct itself
to GMT time every night as long as it
is no more than a minute slow.

I am sure that most of you can
think up completely different app-
lications for such a chip, the compon-
ent diagram is shown as Fig. 1. The
EDC6052 (without alarm) and the
6051 (with alarm) are from Emihus
and should be available from their
distributors. The custom version of
the chip, the HEEC2 and the Digitro-
nic clocks and kits are available from
Bywood.

It is somewhat satisfying to know
that some of the people who read this
feature have taken ideas and applic-
ations and produced for themselves a
part time (in a couple of cases full
time) business producing specialised
custom-built units for non -electronics
people. It usually starts with building
something for a friend for just the
cost of the components, the friend
mentions it to someone else who
mentions it to someone else, etc and
eventually you are in the custom
electronics business.

In our electronics minded world
this can be a very interesting business
as it is mostly design and construct-
ional work with very varied and various
applications. One of the outlets for
this type of business is in_ display
advertising, just think of the number

of flashing lights and ringing bells
units that you have seen at exhibitions
and in shops and offices and pubs and
even in the street outside offices.
Most of these are commissioned by an
advertising or publicity agency and are
made by small one or two man elect-
ronic firms, very often as a part-time/
hobby business.

With this in mind and having men-
tioned the versatile clock chip above
we have come --across some beautiful
large seven segment displays. They are
made in Japan by Itoka and come in
21/Z", 5" or 10" digits, the 10" is a
standard item but to special order
only. The 21/2" and 5" are now
stocked by Walter Scott Industries
and Bywood. The construction of the
smaller digit is a single filament lamp
set into a very efficient white reflector
with a strip lens at the front. Seven
such units are set into a metal casing
in a seven segment format, the casing
is intended for mounting into a cutout
in a display panel. The smaller digit
is visible at 40 yards and the 5" at
about 100 yards making them ideal
for large advertising signs or for timing
or data announcements at public halls
and arenas.

If you haven't got an application
for either of this months products
yourself or for your local sports,
racing or yachting club, how about
contacting the local advertising or
publicity agencies in the Yellow Pages -
the worst that they can do is to kick
you out of their offices but it could
suddenly become another source of
income.

REFERENCES

1. Bywood Electronics, 181 Ebberns
Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

2. Emihus Microcomponents, 12-18
Queens Road, Weybridge.

3. Walter Scott Industries, 35 Malden
Way, New Malden, Surrey.

4. Advertising Agencies see your
local GPO Yellow Pages.

VAT CHANGES
The standard rate of VAT was reduced
from 10% to 8% just before this issue
went to press.

Some advertisements state that 10%
should be added to all prices: this should
now read 8%.

Other advertisers quote VAT inclu-
sive prices: some have been corrected.
Where VAT is included at 10%, the
correct price can be derived by dividing
the total by 55 and subtracting that
amount.

Magazines do not carry VAT and
therefore the cover price of ETI remains
unchanged.

CT5001 OFFER
The calculator chip offer in the August
issue has proved extremely popular.
Fortunately more than the original 500
are now available and readers who did
not apply, due to the small number may
do so before August 31st.

BUILD THE

TREASURE
TRACER

MK III
METAL
LOCATOR

AS SEEN
ON BBC -1
& BBC -2

TV

 Genuine 5 -silicon transistor circuit,
does not need a transistor radio
to operate.

 Incorporates unique varicap tuning
for extra stability.

 Search head fitted with Faraday
screen to eliminate capacitive
effects.

 Loudspeaker or earphone operation
(both supplied).

 Britain's best selling metal locator
kit.

 Kit can be built in two hours
using only soldering iron, screw-
driver, pliers and side -cutters.
Excellent sensitivity and stability.
Kit absolutely complete including
drilled, tinned, fibreglass p.c.
board with components siting
printed on.

 Complete after sales service.
 Weighs only 22oz; handle knocks

down to 17" for transport.
Send stamped, self-addressed envelope

for literature.

Complete kit
with pre -built
search coil £9.80

Plus 78p VAT
Plus 45p P&P

Built, tested
and
Guaranteed 13.75

Plus £1.10 VAT
Plus 45p P&P

South Africa, Rhodesia etc:
Send £13.00 for kit, £16.95
built, both include Air Mail.

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS,
35d Langley Drive, Wanstead,

LONDON Ell 2LN
(Mail order only)
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enry's U.Kt LARGEST RANGE OF BRANDED AND GUARANTEED
DEVICES. (Quantity Discounts 10%12+, 15%25+, 20%100+)

(Any one type except where quantity discounts sheer) Min.Order f1.00 please, PostlOp.,

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
VERY IMPORTANT. ONLY branded 1.C's ars to the FULL manufacturers specifl.
cations. ALL others are not. Henry's sell only branded Integrated Circuits ... From
TEXAS ... I.T.T.... FAIRCHILD ... SIONETICS. So why buy alternatives or
under spec. devices when you can purchase the genuine article from us -ex stock . . .

need we say morel

Type 1(11 12/2930799 Type 1111 12/2930/99 Type 111112129 30199

£p Ce 1Cp 11 Co SP tp 40 £p
514740014 030 1.12 0-10 SN7448N 1-17 113 SN7414119 140 11-110 0-90

SN7401N 010 0.18 110 5N747019 020 9-11 0-14 5117414219 2-P 2-81 2-32
SN740IAN 04I 031 023 5N745IN 829 618 016 5197414319 t-sa 1.44 1.21
594740219 930 011 11-16 319745319 0.20 11-111 0-N SN74147N 2-30 240 1.83
514740319 030 111 0.11 SN745419 0-20 Oil 0.16 5197414819 2-01 2.01 1-63

S1974173A19 sae an 9-23 519746019 020 18 818 5147415019 2-30 2.20 241

314740419 034 0-21 0.18 574747019 933 0-36 0-27 S197415119 1-15 1.15 144
5N7405N 020 011 111 519747219 0-31 1.31 034 SN74153N 140 1.19 015
SN7405AN 0-44  44 1-311 511747319 0-44 0-41 0.37 5N7415419 2.30 230 20
SN740619 6.40 948 045 SN7474N 5.48 0.41 042 5947415594 1.15 1.15 140
SN7407N 1-19  ss 9-35 5197475N 0.51 0.55 0-91 SN74150N 141 1'A 140
5N7408N 11.25 0-42 0.10 S19747619 4-44 1-36 0-22 8197415719 1-09 1.0 0.113

SN7409N 033 0-33 020 SN748094 sae on Ill 5747415919 244 2.44 2.14
SN7409AN 0.44 0.44 130 519748119 133 1-10 0-17 SN7416074 1-51 1-51 1-31

SN7410N 039 5.10 416 SN748294 0-17 0.19 0.73 S197416119 1-56 1-59 1.311

St1741119 9 ZS 0-73 021 519746319 1411-15 1.00 SN74162N 1-54 1-511 131

519741271 038 131 9-25 519746519 187 1.87 1.83 319741e319 1-58 1.0 1-30
SW7412AN 9-33 5-21 0.33 SN7480N 154 0-50 0-44 5197416494 2-01 2.01 1.76

537413N 044 0-27 0-25 SN7481119 4-33 4-13 3-71 SN74101N 2.01 2.01 1.75

SN7414N 071 0.72 043 $94749019 173 o -n 11-13 SN74166N 2-I8 2-10 1-n
SN741019  20 937 0-23 S197491 AN 1-19 1`90 0.110 SN7416719 4-10 4-10 319

SN7417N 31I 047 025 519749219 0.73 0.70 0.61 5N741 70N 2-11 2-11 232

594747019 0-50 610 0.11 594749319 0 73 070 033 SN7457214 3.78 5.76 644
SN7422N 038 5 is  ts SN7494N 0.115 0.110 875 SN74173N 1 -if 110 145
SN7422AN 644 021 0.53 SN741519 0.83 0.80 9-76 5197417419 11141 140 1-57

SW/42319 0.37 0-24 0.22 511749019 101 049 9-13 SN74175N 1-59 131 1.13

5197412519 137 047 032 5N7410094 2-18 1-91 118 SN74176N 1.44 1-44 1-26

SN7427N 37 9-37 942 SN7410411 040 1153 1-43 SN7417711 1-44 1-44 1.21

5N7428N 0.43 4.43 0-37 5197410519 040 0-53 645 3947410019 1.64 1.44 131

SN7430N 020 9-19 0.16 SN74107N 0.51 0.51 0.45 5197418119 5-19 510 4.53
SN /432N  17  37  22 SN7411071 857 0-17 0.54 SN7411214 1.44 1.44 1-21

5N7433N 043 0.43 0.31 SA7411111 0 1146 0.75 8197418419 2-18 IDtf /p
SN7433AN 937 557 050 5197411614 2.19 2.19 1.89 SN74185A74 2.11 10 1-13

319743719 043 1-43 9-37 5197411811 148 040 0.13 SH7418819 5-41 5 5.67

519743894 0.43 043 5-37 Ste -7411919 1-13 1.92 101 5197419019 2-30 2 30 2.01

SN7438AN 037 057 0.54 S19741204 1-0 1.05 012 SN74191N 2-30 240 2.01

SN744091 0 20 019 010 SN74121N 9.57 157 0 -SO SN7419219 240 240 2-01
SN744I AN 05 5.71 0.73 SN74122N 040 040 0-70 3977419319 2.30 240 2.01

319744219 095 0.79 0.71 5117412319 1.44 1-44 1.24 SN74194N 1.72 1.72 1-51

514744319 1-S6 1-27 1-13 SN7412519 110 64S 460 SN7411519 1.44 1.44 1-20

SN744419 150 1.27 1.93 SN7419619 1.31 1-58 1-33

SN744519 218 210 1.0 SN74126N 1141 0-01 0 II 5197419719 1-51 1.51 148

319744619 2.10 2.15 1.89 5/17413219 0-72 9.72 0.63 5197419819 3-10 311 2-77

SN7447AN 1110 1 MI 157 S197413194 5.12 0.63 0-55 5197419919 2-86 2.88 2-52

LARGER QUANTITY. AND O.E.M. PRICES PHONE (01) 723 308. PRICING OF
S117400 SERIES IS CALCULATED ON THE TOTAL NUMBER ORDERED
REGARDLESS OF MIX. $1974 . . HIGH POWER . . . SN74 . . . LOW POWER
SERIES IN STOCK . . . SEND FOR LIST 313, FREE ON REQUEST. LOW PROFILE
SOCKETS 14 PIN . 15p. 16 PIN 17p. 8 PIN ... 14p.

TRANSISTORS
A SELECTION FOR FULL LIST SEND FOR
BOOKLET 36 TODAY.

A AZ13 110
AC107 350
AC128 SOp
AC187 DM

8C182 12p
BCY32 956
BCY311 1-00
111CY55

BYZ13 35p
CI060 Sip
GET111 SS4
GET115 730

0C36 115p

0C44 11p
OC45 ISp
0071 15p

ACY17 350 BC 70 lip 2ET880 550 0072 Zip
ACY3g 650 B-CY71 top 5M3081( 0077 550
A0149 Sop OCY72 12p 1.17 0081 Zip
AD/61 390 80124 Up MAT121 0083 25p
A0152 Bp 80131 450 25p OC140 65p
Af117 299 t517115 229 MJE340 60p 0C170 750
AF119 50p 5E180 330 61.14520 Op 0C200 Sip
AF129 330 8F194 13p INJE3055 0C202 Sep
AFI86 411p BFX13 250 730 OCP71 140
AF239 44p BFX34 530 MPFI05 Alp ORPI2 5Sp
ASY27 300 8FX1111 2tp NKT217 419 ORP60 45p
BA115 tip IIFY50 202 NKT404 $11p P3413A 20p
5A013 Sp tlFY51 ZSp 0A5 69p T1L209 25p
BCIO7 lip 8FYI54 0A81 ltp TIP29A 499
13C108 ltip BFY110 75p 0A200 Se TIP3OA SSP
60109 110 BLY36 5-25 OA2172 10p TIP31A 1110
8C109C 149 11SX20 13p 00715 85p TIP4IA 74p
BC113 159 BU135 2-20 0C20 1-25 1-11742A 100

BC147 120 BY100 15p 0020 Iftgo 11543 21p
fiC169C 14p BY127 15p 0C35 55p V405A 25p

ZTX10111 10p
ZTX300 140
ZTX302 111p
ZTX500 150
2G301 40p
219997 15P
219706 109
214930 20p
219987 41p
2191132 230
2191304 12p
2141613 20p
2191671 100
2192147 750
2192160 Hp
2192926 10p
2193033 20p
2193054 450
2193055 459
2193440 500
2193442 1.10
2193525 100
2193614 59p
2193702 110

2193714 1-50
2193771 1.75
2193773 2-25
2193710 2-25
2713119 350
21931366 730
2193903 tSp
2194002 140
2194126 150
27(4871 759
2195457 311p
25001 3.00
25026 11-100

2S303
40250

700
Pp

40361 450
40362 400
40408 SOP
40486 75p
40636 1.00
40430 1150

TRIACS Plod. Teecriiny..

2 AMP RANGE
1-11

Price
Type P.I.V. Each
SC354 100. 64p
SC358 2000 $5p
SC3513 400v 109
SC35E 500v £110

6 AMP RANGE
SC40A 100v 90.0
scan 2004 1750
SC400 4000 E1-20
SC40E 5064 L1.51

If AMP RANGE
SC45A 1000 41.0

3 A
Todis

mp

SC45B 2004 4115
SC450 400v £145
SC454 500v 11-13

15 AMP RANGE
SCOOA 100v £143
SC505 2064 11115
SC500 400v 4.115
SCSOE 5004 4.215

TRIACS
Additional Types
40430 TRIAC

(1008) 115p

40669 TRIAC
(Plastic) 1100

40408 TRIAC
(706) 75p

15 Amp
7048

SILICON CONTROLLED
RECTIFIERS
Type
ONE AMP (145) P.I.V.
CRS 1105AF 50v 30p
CRS 1/10AF 100v 30p
CRS 1/20AF 200v 3S

CRS 1/40AF 400s 45pp

CRS 1/60AF SON 55p

CRS
THREE AMP (TOM

500 40p
CR5 3110AF 100v 41p
CRS 3/20AF 200v 439
CRS 3140AF 4004 551'
CR5 3160AF 600v 05p
FIVE AMP
CRS 5/400 400. 10p

SEVEN AMP (TIM
CRS 7/100 103v Pp
CRS 71200 2170v 117p
CRS 71400 400v Up
CRS 71600 6004 9Sp

SIXTEEN AMP craw
CRS 161100 100v
CRS 10/200 2064

M14RS

16OO
6243v00

400v
RS

70p
739

41.10

EASY TO BUILD KITS BY AMTRON
- Everything supplied

Model No.
310 Radio control receiver
300 4 -channel RIC transmitter
345 Superhet RIC receiver

65 SImple transistor tinier
115 8 watt Amplifier
120 12 watt amplifier
125 Stereo Control unit
130 Mono control unit
605 Power supply for 115
610 Power supply for 120
615 Power supply for 2 0 120
230 AM/F14 aerial amplifier
240 Auto packing fight
275 MiC. preamplifier
5705 LF generator 101-12-ImHz
"755 So. nave generator 20Hz-20Khz
590 $WR meter
630 STAB Power supply 6-124 0-25-0-1A
690 DC motor speed Gov.
700 Electronic Chaffinch
760 Acoustic switch
780 Metal Detector feleclronics only)
790 Capacitive Burglar alarm
835 Guitar preamp.
840 Delay car alarm
875 CAP. Discharge ignition for car engine

(-Ye Earth)
 80 Scope Calibrator
255 Level indicator
525 120-180mHz VHF timer
715 Photo cell switch
795 Electronic continuity tester
860 Photo timer
235 Acoustic Alarm for driver
445 Quartz XTAL checker

MULLARD FM MODULES
LPI 1 86 Tuning Heart Module
LP 11 85 IF Module comp-tete with data.
FM TUNER MODULE
FM 5231 12V FM Tuner

.504912 Stereo Decoder
SF82 H 13V Stereo FM Tuner

3.29
6-61
6.81
1-66
4.50
4.73
13.01
4.15
5.31
5-31
6-84
3.29
6.90
5-139

21.415
£151.77

9.47
9.24
3-31
7.00

12.57
10-91
7.92
4.89
15.012

13-99
2.65
8.98

11-31
8-07
4.97

15-51
8.61
9.90

Price £9.00 pair

£7.95
£7.95

£14-95

ALL KITS OFFERED SUBJECT TO STOCK AVAILABILITY
Peon sonvot at dose*Moeof 0944.4.6041- SuOlect to clung*

mew

EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL OFFERS
MVI/LVI CAR RADIO

of - Earth vitt?, speaker. and Inane. £0.90 carripaelip 30p
0 TRACK CAR STEREO
 - Cartfil win, speakers, in pods end risings V12.50 earnpactg SO0

PORTPALE MITER/ CASEETrE TAPE PLAYER 07.25
CAR UGHTER PLUG) AND ADAPTOR

cassette and radio 6,71.1 von output ivrare weal,/
ROTEL STEREOPROADI
R4430
94830
RD 700
HOTEL 11.4310
15. 15 matt Stereo ArnsiMer List C52.001 C34-52
ARAI OXCiO
Stereo <mese. record*, C1111-115 urinamtp 500
Pair Altai ADM microphones ot-es carrfpack9 200
MDR WINO

ttery/Mains Cassette Illeavder E12.75

PORIMASCMISETM TAP!
Player -tor ear or tern( efoendi £7.28 carripactra 200
MAIRIAMC 00100 POCKET CALCIAMIDRIMMIKEY E29-011

NA/MAX SCUM
Memory Version C321.75
5C807 %Irey C22.95
BCM850%kwr and memory C3242
'MAINS UrIft C3.25 sow
MARIDIAX11101 VIREO COMPACT RECORD PLAYER

x1 watts. Complete with speaker, (LW C54.501 Prim E119.05
Pius Me pair of stereo phones

C1.95 each

EC 14
t5-110

C10.25

FREE BOOKLET
All types of
Transistors
Rectifiers -Bridges
SCR's -Triacs
Integrated Circuits
F.E.T. - Light Devices

OVER 1500 DIFFERENT DEVICES
ENTIRELY NEW 1974 EDITION
More Devices * New Prices

* New Ranges *
This is a must for all Semi -conductor
Users. (Ask for booklet No. 36.)
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY

TBA$00 5 WATT IC
Suitable alternative to
St.403D 5130 volt operated.
8/16 OHM 5 watt output.
With circuits and data
£1.50.
Kit with printed circuit
panel £2.70.
ALL KITS AVAILABLE

FROM STOCK

Sinclair 1012
with circuits and data. 6
watt IC with printed
circuit board. 23 volt.
operated. £2.00.

ZN414 IC
Integrated circuit radio as
featured by many maga-
zines (PW Jan. 73 Reprint
Ref. No.L18 for 114). E120.

STROBE TUBE
ZFT4A/XTF2 Suitable for
Oec '73 Pract. Electronics

£3
ST2 (032101AG 21550p

CRS1/40 SCR 46p
ZFT 4 £3/54)
ZET 8 C4.00

Ultrasonic Transducers
Operate at 40Khz up to 100
yds. Ideal remote switch-
ing and signalling. Com-
plete with data transmitter
and receiver new I.0
circuits. Par pair £5.90.
TANG wan socket 11.00

3015F 7 Mt
I.C. size complete with
data price £1.70 each
(digital clock circuits ref.
No. 31, 16p).

LED
24p eachTUSS 22p per 10

Sinclair Special Offer
Stereo 80 pre-arnprrfier - fo use with most small ampli-
fiers. Exclusive offer £6.75
Pee Ehmlnator Kh
Complete module kit 9V 100mA output. £1.95 p & p 25p

NEW kANGES
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
FEATURES SMALL SIZE AND LOW COST. Sizes are
aPPrOximate.
2.5820/ A QUARTER AMP
B025/05 SO PIV lip
B025110 100 PlY 180
i 0, or dia.
i AMP 1-11 Pricing
TIM* P.I.V. Price ea.
1305105 sty Ito
805110 100v 22p
805/20 200s 239
805140 400v 25p
2105/50 8004 270
514 5 51 x A-- dia.
1 AMP P.I.V.
131/05 50.
51 110 100v

aim 2004
81750 600v
5H x 51- x14- dia.
1 AMP P.I.V.
W005 504 29p
W01 1064 340
W02 2034 32p

Woo
110Civ 35P

I r Tubular

Heri's itlIOn
See faring page
for addressesEDGWARE ROAD, W2

2Sp
250
210
389

2 AMPS P.I.V.
62/05 50v
82/10 1170v
82120 200e
82/50 600v
82/100 1000v
571 x 5L x {s" dia.

4 AMPS
64/100 100s
134/200 200v
B4/400 400v
841600 500v
84/500 8004
514 x 55 x 14," dia.

6 AMPS P.I.V.
BO 92.
B6/1OS0 /004
136120 2170v

/40 400v
813861500 KEN
5H x 55 x 15" dia.

359
Pp
45p
500
550

350

850
759

£110

7gp
80p
1100

£1-110

Al prices 0001902 at time
'Apron. 10% VAT
le be added to all
orders (UK Daly)

Wert S UK
Measfenners

Cobra supplied.

BUILD YOURSELF A POCKET CALCULATOR

A complete kit. packaged in a poly-
styrene container and taking about
3 hours to assemble-thats the Sinclair -

Cambridge pocket calculator from
Henry's. Soma of the many features
include interface chip. thick -film
resistor pack, printed circuit board,
electronic components pack. Size
45' long x 2' wide x deep.
Free of charge with the kit for the more
advanced technologist is a 32 -page
booklet explaining how to calculate
Loos, Tangents, Sines etc.
SPECIAL OFFER £13450 4- VAT.
Also available assembled ready to use £19.95 + VAT.

LIVING SOUND LOW NOISE TOP -
QUAUTY CASSETTES MADE Err ,komarmscs,
EMI TAPES LTD TO INTERNATIONAL /.
STANDARDS ESPECIALLY FOR
HENRYS. ALL POST PAID LESS THAN -

REC. PRICES COMPLETE WITH
LIBRARY CASES. 3 for 6 for 10 for

C 60 E140 El 40 4240
C 90 £143 E.217 £429
C 120 E1-12 E3-15 E.5-110

Quantity and trade enquiries invited
LEARN A LANGUAGE -complete with phrase book.
German-French--Spanish-itallan 41.38 per course.
£5 for any 4.

23 for
4815

£19-U
£1245

A SELECTION OF
INTERESTING ITEMS
C3025 Compact transistor tester 8-95 p &ia 15P
04002 Photoelectric System £13.70 p & P 15P
E 1 310 Stereo rnag. cart. preamp. 440 p & p 26p
Easiphone telephone amplifier 7.60 o & p 25p
01203 Teiearnp. with PU coil £4.95 p & p 20p
LL I Door Intercornm. and chime 8.40 p & p 25p

9' Twin spring unit For 3.30 p & p 150
16' Twin spring unit Reverbs 645 p 5 p 25p

VHF 105 Aircraft band corrector
52005 4 Ch. odic. mixer
1320004 2 ch. Stereo mixer

4-50 p & p 15p
120 p&p 15p
1345 p & p 15p

PK3 Kit. Etch your own printed circuits 1.96 p & p 20p

ZENER DIODES
400 misv 13ZY138/52X83. From 3.3 volt -
33 volt:step each.
1.3 watts 5% Miniature Tubule's I194700
series. From 3.3 volt -33 volt 180 each.
10 watts. End Mounting. ZS series 6.8
volts- 100 volts 5%409 each.

SILICON RECTIFIERS
1 amp series IN4001 to I194007 From Sp
each 1-5 amp.
PL4001 to P54007 From 59 each
3 amp P57001/IN5400 from 14p each.
Send for
full list 36.
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Now built and used by thousands
of satisfied customers. Features
slim design overall size in cabinet
154,-x2rx6f, 5 -IC's. 10 transistors,
stabilisers Gardners low field
transformer. Fibre Glass PC
Pane:, complete chassis work.
Now available built and tested as

-" well as in kit form. HIGH (DUALITY
AND STABILITY ARE PRE-
DOMINANT FEATURES - DE-
VELOPED BY TEXAS EN-
GINEERS FOR PERFORMANCE.
RELIABILITY AND EASE OF
CONSTRUCTION. FACILITIES.

Onloft switch indicator, headphones socket, separate treble,
bass, volume and balance controls. scratch and rumble
filters, mono/stereo switch, input selector; Mag. P.U.
Radio Tuner. Aux. Can be altered for Mic.. Tape. Tape -head.
etc. Constructional details Ref. No. 21 30p. Distributed by
Henry's throughout UK.
FREE -Teak cabinet with complete kit.

KIT PRICE £28.50
(. VAT 1-50p carr/packing) or built and tested £35.00
 VAT  50p can/packing) as illustrated.

EARN YOURSELF EASY MONEY,
WITH PORTABLE DISCO
EQUIPMENT
DISCO MINI A complete portable disco, fitted
rnixer/preamp. 2 decks all facilities £98.50
As above but with Slider Controls £118.50
100 watt amplifier for above £49.50
SOLS 100 100 watt mixer/amplifier with
slider controli £69.00
R50 50 watt mixer/amplifier £49.50
R100 100 watt mixer/amplifier £57.50
DISCO AMP 100 watt mixer/amplifier chassis
drat £73.00
NORTHCOURT
400 40 watt mixer/amplifier £37.50
800 80 wan mixer/amplifier £45.00
DISCO MIXER/PREAMPLIFIERS
O P for up to 6 100 watt amplifiers)

SDLI notary Controls/ £49.50
SOLD (slider controlsl £58-50
DISCO VOX (slider controls) the complete
Jif-co preamp £72.00
DJ100 100 watt orawer amplifier for above £49.50
D".130L 3 channel 3kw sound to light £41.25
DV °Nate As 301/11 +variable speed

£54.00
DV Mk 111 controls) £45.50

DON'T RELY ON YOUR MEMORY
BUY NOW AT BARGAIN PRICES
Hi Fi and Transistors -Up to date

Brochures on request

BUILD THE

XAN
20 + 20 WATT IC

STEREO AMPLIFIER
As featured by Prarlica; Wirhiess 1972

Carlsbro reverberation unit
Disco anti -feedback microphone
Colt 150 'eaatt liquid wheel projector
150watt UI liquid wheel projector
150 watt 01 cassette wheel projector
Spare Efterete and liquid cassettes large range o,
patterns £6.00
6" Liquid wheels £5-50 Various Cassettes £6.00
Mini spot bank fitted 3 lamps £12.95
Auto Trilite (mini with flashers) £17.00
Babblemaster with 1 gall. Liquid £22.50
Mixer/Misc/Speakerslighting UK's largest range.
FREE stock list ref. No. 18 on request.
AKG/Reelo/DJ/C.eriabro/Eagle Mics. Stands. Mixers.
Cabinets Chassis & complete speaker systems.
megaphones. turntables, Public Address Components.

£44.00
£11.95
£23.50
£50.00
£50.00

CERAMIC FILTERS
10.7 MHz Ceramic filters now in
stock 40p per pair.

BUILD
THE NEW

HENELEC
STEREO FM TUNER

HENRYS
CATALOGUEpus

to rapid
price

changes,
shortages

of ;paper aawMaterils,
all /prices

in alongexisting/ cats/
no

er

aop/y.
All or phone

for latest
pr,ces.

ew catalogUe
wai

be availabie
for Aug/Sept.

1974.

A completely new high stability stereo FM tuner. Features variable capacity diode
tuning, stabiliser power supply, IC Decoder, high gain low noise. IF stages. LED
indicators, Tuning meter, AFC, easy to construct and use. Mains operated. Slim
modern design with fibre glass PC, teak cabinet etc. Available as a kit to build or
ready built. Overall size 8" x 20" x 6(".
Produced to give high performance with a
realistic price. (Parts list and constructional
details Rat. No. 5 30p). Henry's are sole dis-
tributors UK and Europe.

Kit price
£21.00 (+ VAT)

OR BUILT AND TESTED £24.951- VAT)

EXCLUSIVE DECCA KELLY
SPEAKERS
12 watt speaker Tweeter
systems. 8" Bass/Midrobe
and Melinex Domed
HE radiator plus cross-
over £12.50 per pair of
systems (carrfpackg 40p)
or built into veneered
cabinets. size 18x 12x
61" £19.50 pair (Carr E 11.

HI-FI TAPE EQUIPMENT
)K's largest range
vith discounts
.and demonstrations
for callers.
--nest stock lists on
request (Ref No.
; if. Phone
41-402 4736 for
.3r...clay/Access
Card. Direct
orders and latest
priceS.

JOSTY KITS
NOW IN STOCK

Latest stock list
Ref 11 on request.

JOSTY SIT

TRANSISTORS/

SEMICONDUCTORS
Specialists in electronics for
more than 30 years. Trade and
industry supplies -every type of
component and equipment.

MINIATURE AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIERS (cart. etc. 20p).
4-300, 0-3 watt 9 volt
104, 1 watt 9 volt
304.3 watt 9 volt
555, 3 watt 12 volt
E1208, 5 watt 12 volt
608, 10 watt 24 volt
410, 10 watt 28 vett
61206. 30 watt 45 volt
E1210, 2i + 2t. watts 12 volt
RE500, 5 watt IC mains operated Amplifier with

controls
SAC14. 7 + 7 watt Stereo with controls
54C13 15 -I.- 15 watt Stereo with controls
SP40-5 2240/Stereo 80/PZ5
SP40-6 2240/Stereo 80/1726
speo 2260/Stereo 80:926
Transformer PZ8

£1.75
£3.10
£3.95
£4.10
£5.10
£4.10
£4.95
£9.95
£8.25

£6.30
£11.75
£14.95
£25.00
£27.75
£30.45
£3.95

NEW SIN-CLAIR PROJECT 80
Stereo PreAmplifier
Audio Filter Unit
Z40 15 Watt amplifier
Z60 Watt Amplifier
PZ5 Mod. for 1 or 2 Z40
PZ6 Mod. IS Tab) 1 or 2 Z40
PZ8 Mod. IS Tab) 1 or 2 Z60
TRANSFORMER FOR PZ8
NEW FM TUNER
STEREO DECODER

All items post p d

£11.95
£6.95
£5.45
£6.95
£4-98
£7.913
£7.98
£3.95

£11-95
£7.45

POWER SUPPLIES
FOR EVERY
PURPOSE

(All cased unless stated chassis)

470C 6/78/9 volt 300 MA (includes Multi -Adaptor for
Tape Recorders, etc.) £2.25 post 20p

Car Lighter Voltage Adaptors
tiv, 70v, 9v)

SC202 3/617019 volt 400mA

H C244R Stabilised version

P500 9 volt 500mA

Pt1 24 volt 500mA (chassis)
P13 25/28 volt 1 amp (chassis)

5108012v 1 amp (chassis)

P1081 45v 0.9 amp (chassis)

P12 41-12 volt 04-1 amp

SE101A 316/9/12 volt 1 amp (Stab.)

9P164 6170/9112 I amp (Stab.)

300mA (State voltage
£1-95 ea. post 25p

£4.25 carr. 30p

£5.50 carr. 300
£3.20 post 20p
£2.90 post 20p
£2.90 post 20p
£4-70 post 20p
£7.80 post 20p
£7.15 post 30p

£12.75 post 25p
£13.45 post 30p

SPECIAL PURCHASES
UHF TV TUNERS
CHANNELS 21 TO 64
Brand new transistorised
geared tuners for 625
tine Receiver 1F output. ,)

£2 -SO Post 20p
PUSHBUTTON UHF TV TUNER
New purchase of 4 button
transistorised UHF tuners £3.50 post 20p.

GARRARD BATTERY
TAPE DECK
GARRARD 2 speed 9
volt tape decks. Fitted
record/play and oscilla-
tor/Erase heads. Wind
and rewind controls.
Takes up to 4" spools.
Brand new complete
with head circuits.
£650 carr. 30p.

LOW COST HI-FI SPEAKERS
SPECIAL OFFERS
EMI 13" x 8" - full range speakers (peat 20p
eachhor 30pppair)"0TC - 8 ohms Twin Cone 10 watt £2.20
each or £4.00 pair.
.450 10 watt C/o Twin Tweeters 3. 8 or 15
ohms £3-135.
0,6171405 wpattira..8 ohms C/o Tweeter £5.25 each

350 20 watt C/o Tweeters 8 or 15 ohms £7.60.
Polished wood cabinet £4.80 POSt 35o.

SPEAKER KITS (carr. etc. 35p)
20-2 8" 30 watt
20-3 8" 40 watt
LINTON 2 20 watt
GLENDALE 3 30 watt
DOVEDALE 3 50 watt
KEF KK2
KEF KK3

£24.50 pair
£35.95 pair
£18.30 pair
£32-95 pair
£51.50 pair
£55.00 pair
£78-00 pair

TEST EQUIPMENT
MULTIMETERS
(carr. etc. 30p)

tri 2 20K/Volt Slimliec £5.95.
M210 (Case £1.251 20KNolt
Slonline £6.75. 1114330 2KNolt
Robust £7.50. A4323 (4-1F8AF
-)SCI £7.00. AF105 (Case
£1.901. 50KNolt £12-50. U4313
20K/Volt 'AC current. Steel case
£10-50- U4341 Plus Built in tran-
sistor tester £10.50. Model 500
(Case £2-251 30KNolt £11.75.

OTHER EQUIPMENT
SE 2506 Pocket Signal Injector
£2.25 carr. 15p. TE1 5 Grid Dip
meter 440kHz-280mHz £16.50
care. 30p. TE40 AC Millivoltmeter
1.2mHz £19.75 carr. 35p. TE65
28 Ranger valve voltmeter £22.50
can. 40p. TE20D 120kHz-
500mHz RF Generator £18.95
carr. 40p. 16220 201.{.-200kHz
Audio Generator £18.95 carr. 400.
SE350A Deluxe Signal Tracer
£12.95 carr. 20p SE400 Volts;
ohms/R-C sub./RF field/RF gen.
£15.50 care. 20p.

FIBRE OPTICS
0.01 Diam. Mono Filament £5.50 per 100 metre reel
0.13 Diam. 64 Fibres Sheathed £1.00 per metre
SPRAYS 15mrn Diam. Mares Tails £10.50

All types offered subject to availability. Prices correct at
time of proof. Subject to change without notice. E. &
0. E. 10% VAT to be added to all orders. Export supplied.

TOP QUALITY
SLIDER CONTROL
60mm stroke nigs mate controls
curnulete with knobs (eo. etc..

Irere'"Logq"'enhrl'Ifies 56. 10K, 22K.
50K, 103K. 2506. 500K, 1 Mtg.
459 each.
Ganged Log and Un 10K. 22K,
50K. WOK. 250K, 85p mon.
(Quantity discounts available.) Com-
pton with knob:.

MARRIOT TAPE
HEADS
4 !RACK MONO or 2 TRACK
STEREO. '17' High Untied..
£2.50. 'la' Medium Impedance
£3.50. '36' Medium Impeders.
£5.00. 111730£E73 2 track mono
Record/Erase low imp. 75p Pair.
Erase Hoods for 7 7' and '10' and
'36' £1.00. '63' 2 0000 mono, Hi
,m9 .75. '43" Erase Head for
63' 18p. (Post. eta. 15p any

Juiramity.)

SUPER TESTER 680R -
The complete testing system

Volts AC = 11 ranges from 2V to 2500V
Volts DC= 13 ranges from 100inV to 2ICV
An. DC = 12 ranges Cann 5004 to 10A
Arno AC.. 10 rang. horn 200µA to 54
Ohms= 6 ,sages from one tenth of Ohm
to 100.0
Reactance = 1 rani. how 0 to 10.0
Capacity -6 ranges from 0 to 5000F
and horn 0 to 0.5,F and from 0 to
50.000oF
Frequency = 2 ranges from 0 to Wont
and from 0 to 5000H.
Output Voltage = 9 ranges lOy to 2500v
Decjbeb = 10 ranges from -24 to i 7040

Accessories
Transisto, legter
Electronic voltmeter
Airexternp
Temperature probe
Gua. meter
Signal Injector
Phase Sequence
EHT Probe
Shun.
25/60/1004

price
£18.50

11.00
eta -no
11.95
e11 95
£1195
£5.95
[5.95
£5.95

£4.60 each

Henrys LMT IT0E D
EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2

404-406 Electronic Components and Equipment 01.402 8381
309 PA - Disco - Lighting High Power Sound 01-723 6963
303 Bargains Store (Callers only)
Home and Car Enterramment Centres London a,,(1 bi'ancnes now open
120 Shaftesbury Avenue. London W1 01-437 9692
144 Burnt Oak Broadway. Burnt Oak. Edgware 01-952 7402
190-194 Station Road, Harrow. Middlesex 01-663 7788,9
354-356 Edgware Road. London W2 01-462 5854/4736

All mail to
303 Edgware Road.
London W2 1 BW
Alt stores open 9 am to
6 pm SIX days a week
Fit-Fi Tape Equipment
Discount Stock List
Free at all stores



TechTips
DIODE TESTER

5V a.c

ED

LED 141

tat

jDiode

This is a diode tester with light emitting diodes.
If we change the polarity of the diode under test the

appropriate LED will light.
If both of the LEDs go on, this means that the diode

is shorted.
If neither light, this means that the diode under

test is open circuit.

CAR WARNING FLASHER SYSTEM
L RH

FLASHER
J NIT

IGNITION
SWITCH

SUPPLY
(FROM FUSE BOX)

EXISTING
RN NG

LAMP

RL1

EMERGENCY
WARNING

LAMP

REVERSE 01 FOR
POSITIVE EARTH
SYSTEMS

0A91

S1a is fitted between the ignition supply and flasher unit
and Sib between flasher warning lamp terminal and
warning lamp so that with S1 in the off position the
system is normal. When S1 is on, the flasher is supplied
from an independent supply, so as to operate with the
ignition off, and RL1 coil is connected to the flasher
warning lamp terminal.

Now when the flasher switch is put in the LEFT
position, the left hand lamps will flash and at the same
time RL1 will be energised, so lighting the right hand
lamps through RL1 contacts. The existing warning
lamp will light under normal conditions but the lamp
across RL1 coil will flash with the emergency system in

use. D1 provides a path for the back e.m.f. to protect
the contacts in the flasher unit.

The bulbs should be 12V, 2.2W types.

PLL AM RECEIVER

gal

It is possible to construct a simple a.m, receiver using a
single off -the- shelf phase -locked -loop integrated circuit,
together with a few external components. A major
advantage of this approach is that no tuning coils are
needed. Sensitivity can be improved with the addition
of a wide -band r.f. amplifier front end, but it is import-
ant that the input of the phase -locked -loop should not
exceed 0.5V r.m.s.

In the circuit the phase -locked -loop is locked to the
incoming amplitude modulated carrier and the voltage
controlled oscillator signal. The amplitude of the
demodulated signal at the output is a function of the
phase relationship between the carrier and the local
oscillator, being a minimum when the two are in quad-
rature and a maximum when either an in -phase or 1800
degree out -of -phase condition exists. As the phase -
locked -loop will always lock onto the input signal with
a constant 900 phase error, it is necessary to add a 900
phase shift to compensate (CyRy).

For a receiver intended for use in the medium wave
band from 550kHz to 1.6MHz, the 900 phase shift is set
to be correct at the geometric mean of the frequency
limits (=0.94MHz). Assuming a value of 3kn for Ry,
Cy is then:

1.3 x 10-4
Cy=

0.94 x 106
The low-pass filter for the loop, CL, is non -critical in

this application since no information is being derived
from the loop error. It is only necessary to ensure loop
stability. A value of 10nF was found to be perfectly
satisfactory for this component.

Tuning is accomplished by setting the voltage con-
trolled oscillator frequency to the frequency to be
received. Ignoring the tuning potentiometer for a

moment, the voltage controlled oscillator frequency is
set by Co and is determined by the formula:

300pF
Co=

fo
where f0 is in MHz.

=135pF
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ETI is prepared to consider circuits or ideas submitted,
by eaders for this page. All items used will be paid
for. Drawings should be as clear as possible and the
text should preferably be typed. Circuits must not be
subject to copyright. Items for consideration should
be sent to the Editor, Electronics Today International
36 Ebury Street, London SW1W OLW.

Fine tuning can be achieved by varying the amount of --
current flowing into or out of pin 6. When this current
is zero  corresponding to the potentiometer being set in
the centre of its travel - the voltage controlled oscillator
frequency is determined by Co. A value of 330pF will
set the frequency close to 0.94MHz, which is the centre
of the required tuning range. The resistor in series with
the potentiometer wiper is selected to provide the
desired tuning range - about 1.2kS2 when an 18V power
supply is employed.

Capacitor Cx is intended to roll -off the audio output
to provide the desired bandwidth and should be cal-
culated on the basis of an output resistance of 8kn.
Obviously the load resistance must also be taken into
account for this calculation.

The receiver requires a good earth, as mentioned
earlier, sensitivity is improved by a wide -band r.f.
amplifier.

Submitted by SDS Components Ltd, Hi!sea Trading
Estate, Portsmouth who can supply the NE 8618 from
stock.

SIMPLE CROSSOVER 2,,F

Input

3S1

dspeaker

indicates
phasing

The construction of an inexpensive crossover for improv-
ing the performance of a cheap loudspeaker need not be
complicated. The crossover enables a tweeter to be
used; in the prototype an 8S2 miniature speaker from a
pocket -type transistor radio was used, these make good
tweeters.

The crossover can be built using the 352 secondary of
a sound output transformer from a scrap T.V. set, the
primary is left unconnected. The capacitor is a 2/./F
63V polyester (non -electrolytic type).

SIMPLE CURRENT LIMITER

Collector

Emitter

Max. 2A

An extremely simple current limiter can be made using
the new National Semiconductor LM395K. This looks
like a power transistor, but is actually an IC which is
fully protected against thermal overload and excessive
current.

The device can be used in the circuit shown with a

heat sink for limiting at just under 2A. No damage will
occur if no heat sink is employed, but if the device gets
really hot, the current will automatically fall to about
0.5A or less.

The case of the device is the emitter and not the
collector as in a normal power transistor.

If the base is disconnected from the collector and is
returned to the emitter, the device will be switched off.

TEMPLATE AND HEAT SINKS FOR POWER
TRANSISTORS

'TOP MAT'

MAIN BOO

Power transistors similar to 0C35, 28 etc., can be useful
even when there is a complete electrical breakdown.
They can be modified and utilized as either a power
transistor heat sink, or as a making out and drilling
template. Just remove the 'top hat' part of the trans-
istor by squeezing it in the jaws of a vice.

The top hat should fully detach itself from the main
body and the main body can be modified further by
filing it flat. Then remove the ceramic insulators and
base and emitter leads by pulling with a pair of pliers.
Little effort is required to do this.

REACTION COMPARATOR

The circuit above can be used as an independent arbiter
of which two people can throw a switch first. With both
switches off the circuit is completely open and so neither
bulb lights. If SW1 is made - even the tiniest fraction of
a second before SW2 - Q1 will conduct and LP1, acting
as the load, will light up. At the same time the voltage
at the collector of Q1 falls meaning that even if SW2 is
made there is insufficient bias current to drive Q2 on.

If SW2 is made first the converse is true. The bulb
should be 6V, 40mA or 60mA types. The transistors
can be almost any silicon NPN type (BC107 etc).
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DX
monrron
If there's a large expanse of white in the top right-hand corner of
this page, then that's where you should be seeing a picture of my
re -shaped shack. However, a package of prints having gone astray
in the post and deadlines being as inflexible as the proverbial brick
wall, I am afraid that the official unveiling will have to await next
month's offering.

The arrival of earlier sunset times means that the DXing season
is with us once again, and this is the time of year when it is
relatively easy to add a good number of African countries to one's
log book so here's a country by country run-down of what should
be audible given tolerably good conditions. It is, perhaps, as well
to say that it is a DX feature -writer's nightmare that all the
stations he mentions will have changed frequency between the
time that an article is written and its appearance on the
bookstall. The frequencies mentioned were all in operation early
in July and should not have changed: however, if you should find
that they have then, please, don't write and tell me - I shall already
have discovered the fact for myself and will be cursing the
unknown people responsible for the alterations! Here then is
Part I of a country -by -country guide to African DX: -

ALGERIA: The Radio of the Democratic People's Republic of
Algeria operates short-wave (SW) services in Arabic, French and
Kabyle on a bewildering number of frequencies, which appear to
change with ever-increasing frequency. An English service is
broadcast 1900-1930 GMT on 11910kHz and is directed to East
and West Africa and the Mediterranean area, but frequently audible
in the U.K.

ANGOLA: More thana dozen SW outlets are used by various
radio organisations in Angola. Best heard is usually the Emisora
Oficial on 3375kHz from dusk until it closes at midnight. although
on Saturday night it runs until 0200, usually with a pleasant
programme of light music. A nice catch, but not easy, is the
Radio Clube de Cabinda on 5033kHz, whose lkw is sometimes
heard until about 2300: Cabinda is the small enclave in Zaire
which forms part of Angola although geographically separate
from it.

ASCENSION ISLAND: Really just a question of being on the
right channel it the right time! The high -power outlets of the
B.B.C.'s Atlantic Relay are located on the island. Try 9695kHz
carrying the special World Service programme for Africa and
signing -on at 1700. An alternative is 6005kHz which joins the
main World Service at 1645 GMT.

BOTSWANA: Not reported for some time in U.K! Best bet
is probably 3356kHz on Friday, Saturday or Sunday when it
signs -off at 2100 GMT.

BURUNDI: "La Voix de la Revolution" appears from time to
time through the strange noises which occupy 3300kHz. Best bet
for this hard -to -hear country is the missionary station, Radio
Cordac, recently heard on 4901kHz shortly before sign -off around
1930. Closes with a long vocal rendering of the Hallelujah Chorus -
a useful check on whether you really heard it.

CAMEROON: Fairly easy, although the regional station, Buea,
which uses English for much of its programming (on 3970kHz) has
recently been drowned out by Deutsche Welle using that channel
(and 3905kHz) for its German service to Africa around 2100. Try
now for Radio Yaounde on 4972.5 or Radio Garoua on 5010kHz:
Yaounde which closes at 2300 is said to have English programmes
but they have not been reported for some time; Garoua closes
at 2200.

CANARY ISLANDS: A relay station of RNE Madrid operates
here and you ought to have little difficulty in catching it signing -on
at 2000 on 15365kHz.

CAPE VERDE ISLANDS: Most regularly heard of the three
private radio stations is Radio Barlavento on 3931kHz: it's listed

Compiled by Alan Thompson

lkw often puts in a huge signal in late evening until it signs -off at
0100 GMT.

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: Only problem is to find
where Radio Bangui is at the moment as it is generally the
strongest African station on the 60 metre band. Listed frequency
is 5035 but it varies between about 5033 and 5040kHz so
listen for the ID as "Radiodiffusion Nationale Centrafricaine".

CHAD: Or Tchad - recently changed the name of its capital
to Ndjamana, and can be heard with a potent signal on 4904.5kHz
from as early as 1800 GMT until 2230 or 2300 GMT.

COMORO ISLANDS: An infrequent visitor just before its
1930 sign -off on 3331kHz. A good catch for any DXer this one.

CONGO: You'd have to try hard to miss this one! A good
signal conies from the 5kW transmitter of Radio Brazzaville on
4765kHz throughout the evening. It's also worth trying 15190kHz
in the evening hours but the frequency varies.

DAHOMEY: When it's good, it's very very good ... . The
transmitter is listed as 30kw on 4870kHz but reception is irregular.

EGYPT: Numerous Home Services but easiest is English for
Europe 2145-2300 GMT usually on 9805 (try 9475 as an alternative).

EQUATORIAL GUINEA: Two ways of catching this one.
Easier is Radio Santa Isabel, 6250kHz, usually fairly good until
2300 sign -off, but beware of a clandestine station, Radio Ebertacao,
varying around that frequency. Harder one is Radio Ecuatorial,
4926kHz, often not heard for long periods.

ETHIOPIA: ETLF, The Radio Voice of the Gospel, has a
bewildering schedule in which frequencies and languages change
constantly. Try 7130kHz where it was recently reported with an
English programme from 1645-1710: failing that try on 9695 or
9705 for another English service 1755-1810.

GABON: 7270kHz ought to be the easiest channel as the 100kw
transmitter at Libreville is listed here; however, the channel tends
to be a pretty noisy one. 4777kHz is usually more reliable, most
evenings.

GAMBIA: Nice work if you can get Radio Banjul (formerly
Bathurst)! Only channel is 4820kHz and the programming is in
English and a variety of local tongues. It's only 3.1kw so don't
expect an S9 signal.

GHANA: If you can't hear the Home Services on 4915 and
4980kHz in the mid -to late -evening there is something wrong with
your radio or antenna. On the international bands, you ought to
catch the English service to West Africa from 1400-2215 last
leported on 6130kHz. Other English segments in that time slot
go out on 9760, 11850 and 15285kHz.

IVORY COAST: The last of the "Top Twenty" in this
African Survey! Fasy on 11920kHz from dusk to 2400 signoff;
also on 4940kHz after 2200 GMT when Radio Kiev clears the
frequency for the night. One of the more easy -to -enjoy African
stations with a nice blend of African and Western music. Not too
easy to QSL though!

The second half of this round -up of African stations will
follow in the October issue and then we'll turn our attentions to
the Far East. Just in case it isn't clear from the above notes, the
60 and 90 metre band channels are likely to be audible from
about 1800 right through until the South American stations start
to occupy the band - usually around 2200. Times are, of course,
very approximate and on some evenings there is a "dead period"
when little African reception occurs for an hour or two about
2000. Similary, South American stations vary greatly in the time
of fade-in: under good SA conditions they may start to appear
about 2100 (or even earlier) but a more frequent time is in the
2200-2300 'slot'. What's a reasonable score on these 20
countries? Well, with average luck you ought to manage 12 of
them in average time in a month. To manage 15 is good, 18 is
excellent and the whole 20 - well, that's luck!
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SOLID STATE TIME!

DIGITRONIC II

,'L

 Reads: Hours, minutes, seconds.
* Bright, clear display.
 No moving parts.

Executive styling.
* Solid state reliability.

The DIGITRONIC II is available as -

KIT' AC patts are supplied- all you need provide is a soldering iron

and a pair of cullers Complete instructions are provided.anitl
oct technical depaitment will help you through any protOmen 27.0 5

CLOCK- A COmplete sic dtgll titnepolte Noll, tested and fully

guaranteed for a yea; £33.65
STOPWATCH: A men drat: version irthades lilos of seconds

and female startistop.seset lot competition t Immo of cais
noats.eic Works as a clock when net in stopwatch anode £54.45

QUARTZ: Duane crystal accuracy for use when the mains
lrequency is unite* ,v no: available Can he supplied on

C9,85stock or stopwatch (not kit) at additional charge.

The Mart of the DiCATRINIIC is a tiny electronic package castaway
thousands of transistors wluch divide the 50 cyclechrtand marts
freavency into precise inna units The rtoci movement" et fact 41
ro n'fffe'S part: to no., Bet or to tick or leek al hoe, on choir

DIGITRONIC III

* Reads: Time, Date & Alarm.
 Electronic 'beep' alarm tone.
* Ten minute 'snooze' feature.
 Four year calendar.
 Attractive 'woodgrain" case.

TIME, Mors, nannies & seconds are displayed on a bight six digit
dtsplay ling with an A M /PM Indicator.

DATE, Displayed instead of turne for 2 out of retry 10 seconds non en

demsnall Month and day sr, shown on taut digits and re

..i.onal`aanY updated. axe set the dock writ only need any
adrynmem each :cap year

ALARM, An their.. beep' is prod.:ee et cartel trate The alarm

ama be programmed to any Minute of the day. Abe en PM
A sm.! sonott feature resets the alarm tar ten emotes
for that rainy mottling he -in.

EYt1JDDD

The DIGITRONIC TII

£46.50

Mail orders - RYWOOD ELECTRONICS. 181 Ebberns Road.
Ceoerr diatoms 12m Itcen MI; M10 tonartivl

Hemel Hempstead.
Payment cerb.Ctoeque, PO Access
VAT Alt ye.: .ecAude VAT Flirts HP3 ORD.

Tel: 0442 -62757.

I. Understand
electronics.
Step by step, we take you through
all the fundamentals of electronics
and show you how easily the sub-

ject can be mastered using our
unique Learna-Kit course.

2. Become a
radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -
amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

Build an oscilloscope.

Read, draw and understand
circuit diagrams.
Carry out over 40 experi-
ments on basic electronic
circuits and see how
they work.

W AA
Iss NE in mi MI in ION IN MI al ROI UM MI Ell MI MI NMI 110 MI Ell IIM MIMI

Brochure, without obligation to. I
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept ETX 94.
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
I
I

ADDRESS Block caps please I
M1111.111111110111MmiNalitimimiumli1111===111110111===11111111111111INIIIIIIIIIIMINIIMMIMMIIIIIIMIIIIIII
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NEW SPEAKERS

In the past ETI has given excellent
reviews of the speakers made by
Acoustic Research. We have just
received news of two new models -
the AR-3a/improved and the AR -MST.

The AR -3a has been on the market
for seven years now and whilst even
by today's standards it has excellent
performance, the makers have now
incorporated further developments.
Improvements are a reduction in
colouration in the mid -range crossover
region. A switch enables the output to
be tailored for either reverberant or
relatively damped rooms. Another
improvement has been to get rid of a

slight response irregularity in the
lower mid -frequency which was caused
by diffraction effects from the
cabinets. Recommended retail price
is £110 including V.A.T.

A price has not yet been announ-
ced for the second speaker, the
AR -MST, but Mr. Farrow of Acoustic
Research speaking to ETI said it
would lie between the AR -6 and the
AR-2ax indicating about the £50
region. The AR -MST is shown on the
left in the photograph and is a
miniature version of the company's
LST.

LOW COST. TEMPERATURE
INDICATOR RANGE

A new British made temperature
indicator has recently been announ-
ced. The manufacturers claim a major
breakthrough in automated produc-
tion of low cost self adhesive
temperature indicator 'labels'. Auto-

?°

mated production techniques have
allowed a unit cost as low as 3.7p each
combined with an accuracy of better
than t 1%.

Under the brand name Hermet,
the range includes 41 separate temp-
erature ratings from 400C - 2600C.
They are available in bookmatch packs
of multiple increment 'labels', 5 incre-
ments to one label, or in single
increment tabs.

Because of their low cost, these
new indicators are expected to have
wide application in the laboratory, in
industry and in domestic use. For
instance, heatsinks can be tested for
temperature, this is difficult using
conventional methods.

When subjected to their rated
temperature, the indicators turn from
silver to jet black, this chemical
change being viewed through a clear
plastic window. The complete label
is self-adhesive and can easily be
fixed on to most clean, dry surfaces.
Once attached, the indicators can be
submerged in many water or oil -based
liquids without impairing their
accuracy.

LATEST

Columbia have just licensed Philips to
manufacture and market the SQ
quadraphonic system.

Prototype samples of Philips' SQ
equipment were shown at the recent
Paris Festival du Son.

Meanwhile RCA have announced
the release of fifty CD -4 LP's "before
the end of 1974". Unlike RCA's
earlier CD -4 releases, their new
4 -channel LP's will be marketed
specifically as discrete four -channel.

Although RCA still insist that their
CD -4 products will not be harmed by
playing on cheap mono players, deal-
ers invariably placed their 'compatible'
recordings in the "four -channel' sect-
ions of their displays.

Other four -channel developments
include news of a titanium Shibata
stylus from Panasonic. JVC are also
understood to be working on a
ceramic CD -4 cartridge which should
be far cheaper than the present
magnetic devices.

LIFE OUT THERE

Another radio -astronomical search for
intelligent life within our Galaxy
began on May 8.

Astronomers P. Feldman and
A. Bridle (York University, Ontario,
and Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, respectively) will spend up to
two years using the 30 metre
Algonquin telescope monitoring
frequencies appropriate to emission
in water.

Previous efforts, such as Project
Ozma 15 years ago, concentrated on
searching hydrogen frequencies. The
rationale was that as hydrogen was the
most abundant element in the Universe
this would be the frequency chosen by
extraterrestrial intelligences for
communication.

However feeling is now growing
that any really intelligent lifeform
would leave the hydrogen frequency
open because of its importance to
radio -astronomers - hence the
choice of water -related frequencies.

LASER FUSION SUCCESS

A major advance toward controlled
nuclear fusion was made last month
by KMS Industries Inc. (Ann Arbor,
Mich).

The company announced that they
had (four times) succeeded in obtain-
ing high energy neutrons from laser -
driven compression and heating of a
deuterium pellet.

As far as we are aware, this is the
first time that thermonuclear neutrons
have been produced by laser fusion.
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SY N S S
We shall be stocking all the parts for this sensational new E.T.I. design.
Send s.a.e. now for our detailed price list. (One available each month as the
parts are published.)

YOU SIMPLY MUST SEE OUR PRICES!
ORGAN BUILDERS

VIES the ver latest development in WE KNOW YOU NEED LINEARannounce crgan
circuitry. The NIES 1974 Catalogue I.C.'s

THE DM02 r- IT! has over 75 pages and is
13 Master Frequencies on ONE tiny Circuit hoard. r ' STACKED with dozens of
LOOK AT THESE AMAZING ADVANTAGES' tempting new lines. BRIM- PIE 555Y
* 13 frequencies from CS to C9. * Each frequency MING OVER with kin 400013 8 -pin CUL etFC6040
digitally derived born a SINGLE h.f. master oscillator.* Initial tuning fur the WHOLE ORGAN: ONE clear illustrations and r 38p 69p 86p
SIMPLE ADJUSTMENT. * Relative tuning NEVER detailed data.DRIFTS! * External control allows instant tune-up
to other musicians. * Outputs will directly drive most WE'RE WAITING
types of dividers including the SAJI10. * And each
outptit can also be used as a direct tone source. * Vali- TO RUSH YOU CouOas la pm OIL - 690 SG i4950 14 pin DIL f2 70
able DEPTH AND RATE tremulant optional extra. LHOC912C TO5 f4 7.5 SG3402N 14 pin DIL £1 .69
* Gold-plated plug-in edge connexion. * Complete A COPY. LraSSON 14 pm OIL 11.32 cASOIC 14 -pin //IL Op
fibre glass board (including tremulant if required) ONLY

be IMPRESSED sl£1503L One DIL ... - fI36 u61,47C lapmDIL 11,053 7in. x 4.5in. * Very low power consumption. ',WIMP 14 -pin DIL _ f3.15 01740C ilipm OIL 39,

* EXTREMELY
with our POST FREE MFC 8010 ft 20 pA7813. YO., f130ECONOMICAL

PRICE. * Ready built. tested
* S,a.c. picase
for full technical ordering system, EXCITED MK 9020 £1.39 pA7961h4C1496,705 95e

and fully gua!anteed. details. by our BIG VALUE ilia- iiiva 5.12 or 15V TO: . f1.60 2,4414 TO10 f1.20
oxiort (with tremulant) ONLY count vouchers. STAG- N£9.19 16 pm OIL file
F14.23.
DM02 (without tremulant) f12.25.

Trade enquiries
welcome.

r. GERED by our UNBEAT-
ABLE speed of service.

SA.1110 7 -stage frequency divider one 14 pin DIL Take the first step towards vA 741C pA 723C 1161301Ao,ckhge. Sine or square wave input allows operation
front almost any type of master os Mawr including the real service NOW! Send leen 011. TCI5 or I4 -pin OIL 8.941,1311.

D1402 (when 97 notes arc available). Square wave
outputs may be modified to saw -tooth by the addition ONLY 25p for our bcauti- 36p 15p 39p
of a Cu' components. SA.1110: f2-63 each OR special
price for pack of 12: £25-00. Sw.c. please for data sheet,

fully produced catalogue- and leave the rest to us!

secureye
+ dimmer

Secureye helps to guard your home from the night
prowler or thief by switching on a light in a room
when you are out of the house during the hours of
darkness. It is designed to switch on the light as
darkness approaches and switch it off again when
dawn breaks.
The `Secureye' is very easily installed, directly replacing
flush or surface switches of similar pattern. No additional
wiring is involved. Just remove the old switch and replace
with Secureye. Fitting instructions included.

Secureye
Position.

£5.60

Rec.RetailPrice+VAT

Turn to
operate Dimmer. \

ettl

WOODSTOCK PHOTOSOUND LIMITED,
300 High Street, Sutton, Surrey 01-643 7277

SURIVAITIE Mk II
Electronic Ignition...
Better on all points
Because you keep your points!
The SPAR KRITE MK.2 is a full capacitive discharge electronic system.
Specifically designed to retain the points assembly with all the
advantages and none of the disadvantages. No misfire because contact
breaker bounce is eliminated electronically by a pulse
suppression circuit which prevents the unit firing if the
points bounce open at high rpm_ Contact breaker burn is
eliminated by reducing the current to about 1/50th of
norm, thus avoiding arcing. But you can still revert
to normal ignition if need be. In seconds. If points
go (very unlikely) you can get replacements
anywhere. All these advantages.
 F itted in 15 minutes.  Up to 20% better fuel
consumption. Instant all weather starting.  Cleaner
plugs they last 5 tunes longer without attention.
 Faster acceleration.  Faster top speeds.
Coil and battery last iongeve Efficient fuel
burning with less air pollution.

The kit comprises
.

everything needed
Ready drilled scratch and rust resistant case,
metalwork, cables, coil connectors, printed
circuit board, top quality 5 year guaranteed
transformer and components, full
instructions to make positive or negative
earth system, and 6 page installation
instruction leaflet.
WE SAY IT IS THE BEST SYSTEM AT
ANY PRICE!
PRICES
D.1 -v. Kit only 010.93 incl. VAT and P & P
Ready Built Unit (13.86 incl. VAT and P & P
100th to fit all cars with coil/distributor ignition up to
B cylinders).
me can supply units for any petrol-engined vehicle ibOar,
motorcycle etc) with coillcontact breaker ignition_
Details on request_ Call in and see us for a demonstration.

ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATESELECTRONICS
pt ETI 91 82 Bath Street, Walsall WS1 3DE Phone 33652
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MINIADS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PHONE: BOB EVANS
01-730-2139

FERRIC CHLORIDE
Anhydrous to Mil -spec in double -
sealed packs. 1lb 55p (22p) 3lb
£1.32 (30p) 10Ib £3.85 (60p).

7113 BARGAIN PARCELS
Contain hundreds of resistors, swit-
ches, capacitors, pot (all new) +
crystals, transistor panels and loads
of odds and ends. Only £1.82 (40p).

VERSATILE POWER UNIT
Contains double insulated mains tran-
sformer, 2 amp thermal cut-out and
bridge rectifier. Will give 1.7V -
10.5V output with two extra cap-
acitors (provided). Ideal for Nickel -
Cad charger, 5V TTL supply, cass-
ettes, radios, etc. Supplied complete
with information 95p (20p). Also
available as model garage woth lamp,
switch, jack plug, etc. £1.35 (30p).

3W TAPE AMPLIFIERS
Polished wood cabinet 14 x 13 x 9"
containing a sensitive (20/iV) 4 valve
amplifier with tone and volume con-
trols, 3 watts output to the 7 x 4" 3
speaker. Also included is a non-
standard tape deck. Supplied in
good working condition with circuit
Mains operated. £3.30 (£1.25). Amp-
lifier chassis complete and tested
(2xECC83, EL84, EZ80) and speaker
£2.20 (45p).

COMPUTER PANELS
3lbs assorted panels £1.10 (30p) 7lbs
£2.20 (40p). Pack containing at
least 500 components including at
least 50 transistors 66p (20p). 12
high quality panels with power tran-
sistors, trimpots, IC's, etc. £2.20
(30P) 100 for £13.00 (£1.00). Trade
supplied.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT;
Carriage in brackets, SAE list,
enquiries.
GREENWELD (ET2),51 Shirley
Park Road, Southampton, New
Retail/Wholesale/Mail Order Pre-
mises. Tel. 0703 772501. Also
Retail shop at 38 Lower Addis-
combe Road, Croydon.

AERIAL BOOSTERS £3.30.
Can produce remarkable improvements on
the picture and the sound in fringe or
difficult areas.
B11 -For the VHF radio band.
B12 -For the VHF telev,sion band.
Please state band 1 and 3 channels
045 -Tunable over the complete UHF
television range.
All boosters are complete with battery for
next to the set fitting.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS
CO -AX, Plug -6p, Surface Socket -7p. DIN
PLUGS, 2 Pin -15p, 3 Pin -15p, 5 Pin -15p.
JACK PLUGS, Standard -15p, 3.5mm-10p,
2.5rnm-10p. TOGGLE SWITCH S.P.S.T.
with on/off Plate -10p. P and P 10p.

ELECTRONIC MAILORDER LTD.
62, Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs.

PRECISION
POLYCARBONATE CAPACITORS

63V
440V AC WO%) Range
0.1pF (1 1/8"x%") 50p 0.47pF

±1%
56p

±-2%

46p
0.22pF (1 3/8"x5/8") 59p 1.09F 66p 56P
0.25µF (1 3/8"x5/8") 62p 2.2pF 80p 55P
0.475F (1 3/8"0.1") 71p 4.79F £1.30 £1.05
0.5pF (1 3/8"x14") 75p 6.8µF .£1.64 £1.29
0-68PF (2"aYa") 80p 10.0pF £2.00 £1.60
1.05F (2"x%") 91p 15.0µF£2.75 £2.15
2.0µF (2"x1") £1.22p

±5%
36p
46p
559
850

£1.09
£1.40
£1.90

All high stability -extremely low leakage.
TANTALUM BEAD CAPACITORS -Values available:
0.1, 0.22. 0.47, 1.0, 2.2, 4.7, 6.89E at 15V/25V or 35V;
10.0pF at 16V/20V or 25V; 22.09E at 6V/IOV or 16V;
33.09E at 6V or 10V; 47.09F at 3V or 6V; 100.09E at
3V. All at 10p each; 10 for 95p; 50 for £4.00.
TRANSISTORS;
6C107/8/9 9P 8C212/212L 14p BFY50 20p

BC147/8/9 10P BC547 12p BEY51 20p
BC157/8 12p BC558A 12p BEY52 20p
BC182/182L lip 13E194 12p 0071 12p

BC183/183L I IP 6F197 13p 2N3055 50p
BC184/184L 12P AF178 30p
POPULAR DIODES: All brand new and marked:
I N914 6p; 8 for 45p; 18 for 90p; IN916 8p; 6 for 45p;
14 for 90p. 1544 5p; 11 for 50p: 24 for £1.00. 1N4148
5P: 6 for 279; 12 for 48p. LOW PRICE ZENER DIODES
400mW: Tol. ±5% at SmA. Values available. 3V; 3.6V;
4.7V; 5.1V; 5.6V; 6.2V; 6.8V, 7.5V; 8.2V; 9.1V; WV;
11V; 12V; 13V; 13.5V; 15V; 16V; 18V; 20V; 22V; 24V;
27V; 30V. All at 7p each; 6 for 39p: 14 for 84p. Special
Offer: 100 Zeners for £5.50. RESISTORS: High stabil-
ity, low noise carbon film 5%; at 40°C; 1/3W at 700
C. E12 series only  from 2.212 to 2.2M12. All at I p each:
8p for 10 of any one value; 70p for 100 of any one value.
Special Pack: 10 of each value 2.212 to 2.2M£2 (730 re-
sistors) £5.00. SILICON PLASTIC RECTIFIERS - 1.5A -
Brand new wire ended D027; 100 P.I.V. -7 p (4/26p)
400 P.I.V.-8p (4/30p) 800 P.I.V.-11p (4/42p) BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS: 21SA 200V -40p 350V -45p 600V -55p.
SUBMINIATURE VERTICAL PRESETS -0.1W only:
All at 3p each: loon. 220£2, 47012, 6800, 1k, 2.2k,
47k, 6.8k, 10k, 15k, 22k, 47k, 100k, 1M.
Please add 10p Post and Packing on all orders below
£5.00. All export orders add cost of Sea/Airmail.
PLEASE ADD 10% VAT TO ORDERS
Please add 10% VAT to orders. Send S.A.E. for lists of
additional ex -stock items. Wholesale price lists available
to bona fide companies.

MARCO TRADING
Dept. T6, The Maltings, Station Road, WEM, Shropshire.

Tel: NANTWICH (Cheshire) 63291 (STD 0270)
(Props: Minicost Trading Ltd.)

MAIN9avirsion
all types of

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
RUN YOUR TAPE RECORDER
OFF AC MAINS -
Mains unit eupplIed
complete and ready to
Plug Into your eels-
setterecorder. (State
voltage, make and
type of plug required,
If in doubt send dia-
gram of recorder
socket).

ONLY £2.97
CASSETTE OWNERS
BUY A BRITISH MADE BATTERY
ELIMINATOR FOR YOUR CAR
This unit enables you to run your
cassette tape recorder from the car
whilst travelling. It is easily fitted and
comes complete with fitting instructions.
Please state make of cassette voltage and
type of plug required.

PRICE £2.65
MAINS UNIT FOR
TRANSISTOR RADIO
ONLY
For single outputs, 0v, 9v £7.42
For two separate outputs, 6v + Cc.
gri + 9r, £2.97 per unit. (Please state
outputs required).

All unite are completely isolated from mains by
double wound transformer ensuring 100% safety

ALL PRICES LAIC VAT es P. a P.
British Made

full refund if not completely satisfied
R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. ETI)
36 Raymond Ave., South Woodford

London, EIS 2HG

LOW TTL PRICES
(All devices Ex -stock)

1-30 30+
SN 7400 17p 15p
SN 7404 17p 15p
SN 7410 17p 15p
SN 7413 29p 25p
SN 7420 17p 16p
SN 7473 38p 35p
SN 7486 34p 32p
SN 7490 72p 62p
SN 7393 71p 62p
BC 183 10p 9p
All devices full spec. by leading
manufacturers. 30+ prices apply
to mixture of TTL types. Prices
include VAT. Minimum order
value £1.00. + 10p p&p.
CHILTERN ENGINEERING,
KINGWOOD,
HEN LEY -ON -THAMES,
OXON, RG9 5NB.

HARDWARE

Screws, nuts washers etc.
Sheet aluminium cut to size or in
standard packs, plain or punched/
drilled to spec.
Printed circuit boards for published
designs or individual requirements,
one-off or small runs.
Fascia panels, dials, nameplates etc
in etched aluminium. 6p for details.

Ramer Constructor Services,
29 Shelbourne Road,
Stratford on Avon, Warwicks.

LABORATORY CLEARANCE
Oscilloscopes, AF/RF Oscillators,
Audio and General Test Equipment,
Tape Heads, Decks, Millivoltmeters,
Bridges, Sweep Generators, Etc. Etc.
Tel. Lower Beeding 236.

BUILDING and PURCHASING an
AUDIO MIXER pre -amp, autofade,
V.U. or audio monitor, V.E. mixer,
driver or power supply etc. First
consult

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
ref. ETI. 21-25, Hart Road, Benfleet,
Essex. established 23 years.
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RECRUITMENT

TECHNICIANS AND ENGINEERS
FOR ST. ALBANS AND LUTON

QUALIFIED OR NOT!
OPPORTUNITIES for challenging work on testing and
calibrating valve and solid-state electronic measuring equip-
ments embracing all frequencies up to u.h.f. in Production,
Service and Calibration departments.
APPLICATIONS are invited from people of all ages with
experience or formai training in electronics and from Ex -
Services technicians.
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE SALARIES, negotiable and
backed by valuable fringe benefits. Overtime normally
available.

GENEROUS RE -LOCATION EXPENSES available in

most instances.

CONDITIONS excellent; free life assurance, pension
schemes, canteen, social club.
37-s- hour, 5 -day, working week.

WRITE or phone for application forms quoting reference
ETI 748.

mi
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD,
Longacres, St. Albans, Herts
Tel: St. Albans 59292
Luton Airport, Luton, Beds
Tel: Luton 33866
A GEC- M arconi Electronics Company

COMPONENTS AND P.C.B.'s

Glass P.C.B.'s drilled and tinned
to your 1:1 master 20p per sq.in.
up to 4 sq.in.  6p per sq.in.
above  Single glass board 2p
per sq.in.  P and P All orders
15p. VAT inclusive  SAE for
components list.
TIBER CIRCUITS, c/o Irchester
Post Office, Irchester, Northants.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Ambit International .

Amtron
B. H. Component Factors .

BI ET

33,43
76
58
75

Bi-Pak 4 5
Bi-Pre-Pak 34
BNRS 69
Bywood 59 69
Chiltmead 36
Dart 74
Electronic Design Associates 71

Electrovalue 28
E. R. Nichols 33
Heathkit 9
Henry's Radio 64 65
I.L.P. Electronics 2

Maplin Electronics 71

Minikits 63
Mulhall 74
Planetron 15
Richards Electrics 74
Sinclair Calculators 16 17

Sinclair Project 80 40 41

Sintel 74
Wilmslow Audio 31

Woodstock Photosound 71

DO YOU WANT PROFESSIONAL STATUS?

C.E.I. Part II Course

This course leads to Council of Engineering
Institutions Examinations. Successful candi-
dates achieve the academic requirements for
membership of I.E.E. or I.E.R.E.

Details of entrance requirements grants etc.
for this and other courses apply:
Head of Electrical Engineering Dept. Ref. C9.
Medway & Maidstone College of Technology,

Chatham, Kent.

NEW
12V 8w

FLUORESCENT
LIGHT

KIT
You can build this reverse polarity proof light for use in homes,
garages, caravans, for camping, or emergency lighting.

Everything; tube, all metalwork, all components, P.C.B., instruct-
ions etc., is supplied.

Price only £ 3 -19
DIFFUSER ONLY 59 p extra
ORDER NOW TO -

inc. VAT
&inc. VAT

ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES
82 Bath Street Walsall WS1 3DE

Phone 33652

SUBSCRIPTIONS
If you have no trouble obtaining ETI from your newsagent, that's the obvious
place to get it. However five out of the last six issues have been sell-outs and
early analysis of the reader questionnaire has shown that one in three readers
has trouble in buying ETI.

If you are one of those having trouble, why not take out a subscription?
Normally you receive your copy a few days before our official publication.
Note also that although the cover price of ETI is now 25p, we are not raising
our subscription rates for the time being.

Cut
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
36 EBURY STREET,
LONDON SW1W OLW.

Please find enclosed £3.60 which includes postage (£4.00 overseas)
for my annual subscription to ETI starting with the next available
issue.

Name

Address

September 1974
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Volts
100
63
35
16
63
35
10
50
50
35
25

Price
6P
6p
6p
6p
7p
7p
7p
llp
17p
21p
24p

25p
9p
6p
7p

7 I IR

40871/2P RCA 100V COMP. POWER IN FLAT PACK 75p.ea
T1C44 - TEXAS 60 PIV 6A SCR IN TO -18 PACKAGE 37p
40486- RCA 400 PIV 4A TRIAC IN TO.5 PACKAGE 6Cp

Bridg_es N70i2 100 P1V 4A 65p
N6002 100 PIV 2.2A 49p

Clock Chip CT7001,Val

DART electro services
24 South Town, Dartmouth, Devon.

1101.1111 Telephone: Dartmouth 2967

SICK OF WAITING FOR COMPONENTS?
Try our express service (normally return -of -post)

RESISTORS (E24 Series)
I/2W 5% Carbon Film
1/2W 2% Metal Oxide
21/2W 5% Wire -wound
5W 5% Wire -wound
Ii4W 5% Carbon Film

SEMICONDUCTORS
BC107/8/9
2N1302/3
2N1304/5
2N1306/7
2N3053

Full Range of 7400 Series I.C.'s available

SCREWS,NUTS AND

18sets 40p
1p
31/2p

WASHERS
OBA

90 2BA " 15p
10p 4BA " 1 Op -

11/2p 6BA " 13p

11p 2N3054 54p 1N4006/7 12p
18p 2N3055 57p 2N3773 £2.95
21p 2N3702 13p 2N3819 34p
22p 1N4001/2/3 7p 2N3703/4/5/6/7
24p 1N4004/5 9p 13p

CAPACITORS
pF
1

2.2
4.7
10
10
22
100
100
220
470
1000

SILVER -MICA CAPACITORS
2.2pF to 820pF 7p
1000pF to 1800pF 10P

I.C. HOLDERS
8 -way DIL
14 -way OIL
16 -way DIL

16P
240
27p

CROC CLIPS
Std. 42nirn: 4p, Min.27mm 3p
VERO range of boards - PIN
insertions tool 78p. Spot
cutter 50p. 0.1 pins/50 20p
0.15/50-20p.

ADD 10p for p&p PLUS 10% VAT
Send 20p for our "Ilustrated catalogue containing
competitive prices and descriptions of hundreds
of components, accessories etc.

RICHARDS ELECTRICS
ex -stock components

FULL DATA ON ALL DEVICES - SAE OR 'PHONE US
GUARANTEED SEMICONDUCTORS -FULL SPECL2.

BC 107 13p BFY5I 18p I2N3702 12 p 25302
BC108 12p BSY95A 9p 2N3704 12p 0A91
BC109 13p C444 13p 2N3819 34p IN914
BCI82LB 12p OCP71 15p 2N3866 25p 1N4004
BC212LB 13p 2N1711 30p 2N4058 14p 1N400

We strongly advise use of our 28 pin dil socket-chipisMOS.
CT7001+4x-3-L1TRONIX DISPLAYS E18;46DISPLAYSE20
Automatic 28.30-31 day calendar ;noise &radio alarm;
snooze facility; battery standby;12 or 24hr;4or 6 digit;
interface for led display; this must be the most versatile
digiclock chip available .SAE or phone for further data.

_LITRONIX 3" 7selDis.play £1.50 T I L209 --125" LED 26E(Red)_
511717c.scHKITs Epin18o4pi7,2Op;16pin22p;I:pin El -25
MIN.TOGGLES 121TilLiollySPST-35p;SPDT-38p; DPDT-42p
50W RMS Power Module -superb spec.E9.25 or SAE 4 data.

all prices includeVAT
ALL ORDERS INCLUDING llp POST & PACKING TO

16 FRIAR STREET, WORCESTER WR1 2LZte10905-28550
CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR SHOP

NO P&P CHARGE for UK orders.
Add 10p Handling charge for
orders under £2. Data, and cir-
cuits whereorders,

separ-
appropriate,ave

with
ately 141/2p stamp each). SINTEL

.- 53a Aston Street, Oxford.

AUGUST ETI/SINTEL CALCULATOR
CT5001 OFFER

(open until 31st August)
As new supplies have become
available, all orders should be

KEYBOARD .0L, ILO
FLEX KEY 19SK-6 ECG
Suitable for CT5001 M2C1

Available to order:
00:

£6.00 (+8% VAT=£6.48)met. - -

MK"""
-

ALARM CLOCK IC £6.90 (+8% VAT -£7.45)
Circuits available showing Digital Alarm Clock with
Radio turn -on using PiK50250N with Minitrons, LED's

^ (Common Anode or Common Cathode) or SP352's -
Supplied with any MK50250 order.
SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICES:
MK50250N with 4 Minitrons £10.00 (+8% VAT=E10.80)

with 6 Minitrons £12.00 (+8% VAT -=£12.96)
Send for prices of MK50250N with DL707R's or
SP352's.

7 -SEGMENT DISPLAYS
Minitron 3015F (9mm. Ht.)
£1.20 (+8% VAT=£1.29)

Litronix DL7 0 7 R Common
anode Red LED .3" RHD.Pt.

L1.70(+8% VAT.£1.83)

SOLDERCON PINS(Instructions
supplied)

-A Low Cost, Reliable and Flexible
Way of making sockets for IC's,
displays, etc. Strip of 50 pins 40p
(+8% VAT=43p) Strip of 100 pins
70p (+8% VAT=75p).

Signetics NE555V (555 Timer) 79p (+8% VAT=85p),
p.A741C 37p (+8% VAT=39P)
LARGE  ATTRACTIVE SP352 SP352 SP352
(used by Britains's largest
manufacturers of digital
clocks) Continuous 7
segment planar gas discharge 2 3
displays. Attractive orange,
legible to 40 feet.

1-1 5 0 0
SP151

BECKMAN DIGITAL DISPLAYS

ID:Li a
AN PM

SP151 31/2 digit (.50") clock module + am/pm
£7.20 + VAT = £7.92

5P152 11/2 digit (.55") clock module
£4.00 + VAT = £4.40

SP352 2 digits (.55") £4.00 + VAT = £4.40
SP332 2 digits (.33") £4.00 + VAT = £4.40

BUILD OR BUY A

MICRO
ELECTRONIC
TRANSMITTER

FUN, SECURITY
ENTERTAINMENT,

etc. etc.
RECEIVE ON A VHF RADIO

The smallest Transmitter available in the U.K., only
2X1. Can pick up and transmit minute voices and
sounds, very sensitive. Range 55yds at least. Many
applications. Works almost anywhere in a drawer on
a shelf etc. To operate connect PP3 battery and tune
in V.H.F. radio. Completely self-contained, transis-
torised printed circuit. Battery life 40 hours con-
tinuous use. Fully guaranteed. Latest model now
supplied.
ASSEMBLED UNIT £15 50
Kit with step-by-step assembly instructions . £11.50
If required Pocket Radio £13 25
5 Band Portable £16 25
5 Band Portable De -Luxe £19 75

Insurance/P & P 45p. MAIL ORDER ONLY
MULHALL ELECTRONICS, (E.T)

Ardglass, Co. Down, UK, B730 7SF,
Tel. 039 684 461.
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1HI -F1 AMPLIFIER 50W
specifications
Output power (with 5% distortion),

50 W
Output power (with 1% distortion),

40 W
Frequency range.

10-10,000 Hz =2 dB
Output impedance: 4 n
Input impedance, 1 kfl
Sensitivity: 1 V £34.66

AMTRON
kits for the

audio enthusiast

U K270
Specifications
Power supply, 15 V DC, max.
Load resistance: 8 11

Output power: 6 W, peak
No. 1 input sensitivity at 1000 Hz:

200 mV
No. 2 Input »nsitivity at 1000 Hz:

230 ray
Frequency response: 50-15000 Hz
No. 1 input impedance at 1000 Hz:

150 kfl
No 2 input impedance at 1000 Hz:

20 kfl
TAA2611/C £9.86

ii1
. -,-zaeia,,,,, Specifications

Output power.
Frequency recnonsc
5ensitiv.ty.

£5.20 Inv.d.nc.:
Power supply,

UK 190

U K120

HI-FI AMP. 12W

12 W. peek
20 20,000 flu

2 mV
an

24 V DC

UK 275

MIKE
PRE -AMPLIFIER
Specifications
Power supply:
Current drain:
Gain (at 1000 Hz),
Input impedance:
Output impedance:

UK
460

9V DC
5 rnA

30 dB
10 lull
1,5 lull

Pttletpialtr

£7.68

F.M. SIGNAL i
GENERATOR - -

Specification

Power source: 9 V battery, or In

connection to a Power Supply
Fixed centre frequency signal:

10.7 MHz
Variable frequency signal: 80 to 109

MHz, continuously adjustable
FM frequency deviation: continuously

adjustable from 0 to 75 kHz
AM depth: 30%
Modulation frequency

AM: 1000 Hz; FM: 400 Hs £19.96

UK

ACCOUSTIC SWITCH
Specifications
Current drain: 3 to 30 mA
Bulb currant drain: 80 mA
Mike input sensitivity,

3 st.V at 1000 Hz
Input Impedance: 300 11
Excitation time constant

2 m 10 secs
£13.83

UK
230

AM/FM
ANTENNA
AMPLIFIER
SpecIflotedene
Praetor supply: 9 to 15 V DC
Supply Current: 5 to 10 mA
Amplification (up to 20 MHz): 20 dB
Arnplifoation (up to 100 MHz): 8 dB
Amplification (up to 210 MHz): 3dB
Input impedance: 50 to 300 11
Output Impedance: 50 to 75 n
Transistor, (1) 0F125

UK
195
MINIATURE
AMPLIFIER 2W

£3.62

Specifications
Output power (et 12 V DC) 2 W
Input sensitivity: 100 my
Input impedance, 200 kl2
Output impedance. 4 £4.03

UK 127
NOISE
REDUCTION
UNIT

Specification
Power supply: 12 UDC. through the

output connector
Amplifier pain: 1

Input impedance: higher than 10 kn
Output impedance:

lower than or equal to 10 kfl
Max. permissible input signal: 2 V
Mio input signal: 50 mV
Tunvover frequency: 2 kHz
Attenuation characteristics:
Frequency: 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kiss

10 kHz 20 kHz
Attenuation, 0 d13 3 dB 6 dB 12 dB

I4 dB 20 dB
£10.51

UK 142
TONE
CONTROL
UNIT

SpecifIcellon
Gain at the centre frequency of 1000
Hz! Ode
Maximum attenuation for bass end
treble frequencies, 20 dB
Maximum boost for bass and treble
frequencies: 20 dB
Maximum amplitude of input signal:

30 mV rma
Maximum amplitude of output signal

£7.68300mV rms £7.68

UK
550/S

L.F.
FREQUENCY
METER

Hz )00 kHz

UK
570/S

£25.38

LOW FREQUENCY SIG.
GEN'R. 10Hz to 1 MHz.
Specifleatlen

Frequency range
10 Hz to 800 kHz. as follows.

z1 = 10 to 1001-1.
x 10 = 100 to 1000 Hz
x 100 + 1 to 10 kHz
elk = 10 to 100 kHz
s 10k = 100 kHz to 800 kHz £23.58

KITS ALSO AVAILABLE BUT NOT ILLUSTRATED
IJK 165
R.I.A.A. EQUALIZED
STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER
£5.83
UK 167 STEREO PRE -AMP.
TO R.I.A.A. or C.C.I.R. STAND.
£7.68

UK 175 HI-FI STEREO
PRE -AMP. WITH TONE CONT'S

£35.28
UK 160
I.C. AMPLIFIER 8W
£12.71

UK 115
HI -El AMPLIFIER 8W
£4.95
UK 125
STEREO CONTROL UNIT.
£7.27

UK 110/A
STEREO AMP 5+5W
£12.71
UK 192
HI-FI STEREO AMP 50+50W
£52.62
UK 765 MULTIPLE
STEREO CON'R. £3.64

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
Trade Enquiries Invited

1111IRDP

11M.
AMTRON UK  4 & 7 CASTLE STREET - HASTINGS  SUSSEX  TELEPHONE HASTINGS (0424) 437875.

All Educational Enquiries to Phillip Harris Ltd., Ludgate Hill, Birmingham. Tel: 021-2364041.



engineer a
better futurefuture

find out how
in just 2 minutes

Over ISO
ways to 777/S riZE.E 7 -book

7pert ,
6page

L./7e mai to 7,`":"

st atElware
ttlY C.7ufse, choose

That's how long it will take you to fill in the coupon. Mail
it to B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free
book. B.I.E.T. has successfully trained thousands of men at
home - equipped them for higher pay and better, more inter-
esting jobs. We can do as much for YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T.
home study course gets results fast - makes learning easier
and something to look forward to. There are no books to buy
and you can pay -as -you -learn.
Why not do the thing that really interests you? Without losing a
day's pay, you could quietly turn yourself into something of an
expert. Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer not to cut the
page). No obligation and nobody will call on you . . but it could he
the best thing you ever did.

Others have done it, so can you
"Yesterday I received a letter from the Institution informing that my
application for Associate Membership had been approved. I can honestly
say that this has been the best value for money I have ever obtained -a
view echoed by two colleagues who recently commenced the course".-
Student l),I.B., Yorks.
"Completing your course, meant going from a job I detested to a job
that I love, with unlimited prospects".-Student J.A.O. Dublin.
"My training with B.I.E.T. quickly changed my earning capacity and,
in the next few years, my earnings increased fourfold".-Student
C.C.P., Bucks.

/WO OUT MR YOUliVEZF
These letters - and there are many more on file at Aldermaston Court
- speak of the rewards that come to the man who has given himself
the specialised know-how employers seek. There's no surer way of
getting ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It
will cost you a stamp to find out how we can help you. Write to
B.I.E.T. Dept. 8E180. Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

Frractical Radio 8- Electronics
Certificate course includes a
learn while you build
3 transistor radio kit.
Everything you need to know

about Radio &
Electronics
maintenance and
repairs for a spare
time income and
a career for a
better future.

- -CUT OUT THIS COUPON= amiss= ma-
Tick or state subject of interest.

Post to address below.
MECHANICAL Man. Prod.-cont. Constructional -core
A.M.S.E. (Mech.) 0 Quality Control 0 Building
Boiler inspect. Salesmanship 0 BnildingDrawing 0
C & G Eng. Crafts 0 Work Study

& Operation 0 Storekeeping 0 Build. Foreman 01
C & G Fabricat. 0 Works

0 Carpentry&Join. D
Civil & Municipal

O Management 0 Engineering 01EDegieeIlnEsngpee.
Inspection 0Eng. Metallurgy 0 DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

Constructional
Engineering 1:10 Construction DIInst. Eng. & Tech. 0 DAe.MsigIn.Eo.fDE.iec.

&ach Pressi
n e s 0 institute 0Inst. Motor Ind. 0 Surveyors

mMeacinhtaeninc. aiEnEngg.

Sheet Metal Work 0 Design
8 13).742T o o 1 works 01
O Electrical 0 Council Eng. D

Draughtsman- Health Eng.
01Welding

0 Heat & Vent. OD.ELECTRICAL & ship
ELECTRONIC Gen. Draughts- DI
A.M.S.E. (Elec.) 0 Jig & Tool Des. 0 Inst. Works &

inifysdtraeulf
Builders.ics

C & G Elec. Eng. 0
C & G Elec. Inst. 0Tech. Drawing 0 Highway Sup. 01

Elec. Maths ' 0 Colour TV
O COMMUNICATIONS PPuainblticingHy&giDenece. DEI

Elec. Science 0 C & G Radio/TV!
R
Structural

E n gi Ee enrg. . 00 I 11

Computer Elect.
0 RADIO & TELE-C & G Elec. Tech.

Electronic Eng. 0 Electronics 0 Surveying 0
Electrical Eng. 0 C & G Telecomm.&wiring 0 Tech. D GENERAL

un.

Instruments 0
Meters Prac.(wikit)tftad. Elec. AgriculturalEcig. D& Measuring.D Coun-cii of En

Radio Amateurs
.; ',

Inst. DV -
Exam. D Farm Science D

RaaeSprirsicing General Educa.t. 0
0 Gen. Plastics 0

Radio & TV Eng. 0Pract. Maths 0
Trans. Course 0
TV Main. & Serv. 0 Pure & Applied

lide

Refrigeration
Rubber Tech.
Sales Engineers
Tech. Report

Writing 0
Timber Trade 0
University Ent. 0

MANAGEMENT &
PRODUCTION
Auto. Control 0
Computer Prog. 0
Electronic Data

Processing D
Estimating
Foremanship 0
Inst. Cost & Man

Accountants 0
Inst. Marketing 0
Management 0
Metrication
Motor Trade Man. 
Network Plan. 0
Numerical Cont. 0
Operational

Research 0
Personnel Man. 0
Planning Eng. 0
Production "Eng. 

AUTO & AERO
Aero Eng.
A.M.I.M.I. 0
A.E.C. Cert. 0
Auto Engineer. D
Auto Repair 0C & G Auto. Eng. 0
Garage

Management D
MAA/IMI Dipl. 0
Motor Vehicle

Mechanics
CONSTRUCTIONAL
A.M.S.E. (Civil) 0
Architecture D

Coaching for many major exams.
including ONC. C & C. etc.

G.C.E.

58 '0' & 'A'
LEVELS SUBJECTS
Over 10,000
group pacc.c

POST TODAY FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW

To B.I.E.T., Dept. BE180. QN
80.Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF BE1

NAME
Block Capitals Please
ADDRESS

OTHER SUBJECTS AGE
Accredited by CA.C.C. Member of A.B.CC

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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